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ABSTRACT

This thesis addresses one of the main research problems in the area of
environmental risk - to q h i n why assessments of risk vary between individuals and
betwan groups. It examines why a community seems to accept the risk fkom a

technological development (e.g hazardous waste facility and nuclear power plants), even
though research has shown that often communities tend to oppose such ficilities. An

argument is made for the social and cultural theories of risk which pay attention to risk in
the context of daily life.

This qualitative study involves 27 in-depth he-to-face interviews with the
residents of Swan Hills, the site for the Alberta Special Waste Treatment Facility
(ASWIF). The interviews were aanscribed verbatim and then analyzed for emergent

themes with the aid of NUDIST (a qualitative sohare package).

The findings meal that the residents of Swan Hills in general view the risk from the
A S m as low. The key influences in the residents' assessments of risk fkom the

ASWTF an:twt in local leaders, local residents, and Bovar, testing and monitoring;

funiliarity;economic benefits; &id pressures; and responsibility. Nevertheless, some
latent concerns over the ASWTF remain which seem to be due to various types of
uncertainty. The social amplification (attenuation) of risk hmework is used to describe
how risk regarding the ASWTF is minimized.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

1.1

Raurch Context

Modem society is realizing the growing problems of toxic waste. Siting new
facilities for the safe treatment and disposal of hazardous waste is considered by many as
the first step in solving the toxic waste problem (Ristoratore, 1985). However,the siting

of hamdous waste facilities is proving to be a difficult task for both policy-makers and

industrial managers because of widespread community disapproval of such sites. Review
of past siting efforts for such facilities provide little hope that this trend will change. A
national survey by the New York legislative Commission on Toxic Substances and

Hsmrdow Waste (1987) revealed that only one commercial hPzardous waste incinerator

had received a permit and become operational since 1980, and of 8 1 applications for
waste management fhcilities received since 1980, only 6 had been successful (Kasperson
et d.,1992). Further, Rabe (1994) reports that virtually no new hazardous waste

treatment or disposal facilities have been opened in either Canada or the United Sates
since the mid- 1980s.

Community opposition and conflicts ova environmental hazards are likely to
continue due to public concans about the risk of negative impacts fiom environmental
contamindon. One of the main indications of conflicts over technological
enviromenul hazards are the different assessments of risk between groups, especially

between laypeople and scientific and government experts (Firhhoff et al., 1981). Even
though the science of risk assessment is becoming more sophisticated in how it predicts

the probability and magnitude of hYm fkom technological hazards, laypeople still distnrst

the atpert assessment that the risk is low. Experts are reafitingthat scientific or technical

assessments of risk have focused too narrowly on the probability of events and the

magnitude of consequences (Freudenburg, 1988). For example, the psychometric
paradigm has revealed that decisions of risk are not merely based on estimates of
expected mortality and the costs per life saved often used by economists (Knmsky and

Goldin& 1992), but rather on the bases of multiple attributes that describe the risk event

such as &eQd (defined by catastrophic potential, lack of control, involuntariness,
inequitable, and dread) and unknown (defined by new risk, delayed effects, unknown to
science and unobsmable) (Slovic, 1997). Douglas and Wildavsky (1982) also add that
the way laypeople "evaluate probabilities and magnitudes of unwanted consequences, are

less a question of predicated physical outcomes than of values, attitudes, soda1

influences, and cultural identity" @. 38). Risk, then, concerns more than just the
probability of harm (scientific risk assessment), it is also influenced by the social and
cultural context in which they o c w (Johnson and Covello, 1987; Kaspenon, 1992). In
cases where assessments of risk vary and conflict is high, risk then can be considered as

being socially and culturally constructed (Douglas and Widavsky, 1982; Johnson and
Covello, 1987). This study examines how a community which has volunteered to accept

an environmental technological hazard constructs and maintains their views of risk. This
will help understand why some communities are willing to accept potentially hazardous
facilities.

1.2

Research problem, t h e o d d and methodologiul orientation of the thesis

This research addresses one of the main research problems in the area of
environmental risk - to explain why assessments of risk vary between individuals and
between groups. Some individuals and groups seem willing to accept the risks associated

with hazardous waste development projects (e.g. landfills, incinerators, hazardous waste

disposal sites), while others are not. Tbis research problem is addressed by examining
the views of risk fiom a community which seems willing to accept (assesses as low risk)

the risks fiom an environmental technological hazard.
Although there are several approaches to explain the discrepancies in views about

risk (e.g. geographic, econometric, psychometric, m i d and c u I d theories), this thesis

is mainly informed by the social and cultural theories of risk. Specifically, this research
is guided by four theories: cultural theory of risk, social amplification of risk, social arena

concept of risk, and the risk society. The strength of these theories lies in the fact that
they examine risk in the context of daily life and they maintain that hazards are deemed

"risky" based on a person's or group's values and beliefs (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982;

Johnson and Covello, 1987).
The methdological orientation is interpretive and qualitative. The primary
method of data collection was indepth, facetdkce intaviews, set within a broader
methodology of symbolic interadonism. The i n t d e w s themselves were partially
structured by an interview guide, but the participants were also allowed the fieedom to

express ideas that were important to them. This is important for revealing the contextual

influences that shapes people' views of risk (Patton, 1992).

This research is part of larger project concaned with the meaning of risk, and is

sponsored by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada

(SSHRCC). It involves a study of views of risk in communities that were part of
voluntary siting process for a b d o u s waste facility during the early 1980s. This thesis
is organized around wo interrelated research objectives:

i) to examine the views ofrisk among a variety of laypeople within the same
community in the coatad of daily life
ii) to explore the multiple influences that shape peoples' views of those risks.

These objectives are addressed through a case study of Swan Hills, Alberta, a community
which was chosen for the site for a hazardous waste management facility, and has been in
operation for the last thirteen years. By choosing to host the Alberta Special Waste
Treatment Facility (ASWTF),the residents seemed willing to accept the risks associated

with the site (assessed as low). In contrast,just three yean prior to the siting of the

ASWTF,two communities (Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta and Two Hills, Alberta) rejected
the proposal for the same hazardous waste incinerator (Rabe, 1994).

The main objective ofthis exploratory research is to understand and explain how
people in Swan Hilh form md maintain their views about environmental risk Knowing
about this formation and maintenance will be wefbl for anticipating and abating conflict

o v a technological environmental hazards. Specifically, this study is important for four

reasons. Fint, there are many studies that have focused on lay-expert differences of risk
assessments and on differences between expert p u p s (e.g. Fischoff et al., 1981; Slovic,
1987), but there has been little attention paid to the differences baw%n lay groups. This

study examines why laypeople groups scern to assess the risks from the same

environmental hazard diffaently. Specifically, this study will examine why the

community of Swan Hills seems to accept the risks from an environmental h a w d while
others in other communities reject it (assess as high). Second, there are few detailed
studies of risk perception in communities that volunteer to accept hazardous facilities.
This study may contribute to an understanding of why some communities volunteer to
accept potentially hazardous hcilities. Third, literature is replete with examples of the

failures of risk communication (the grid-lock of siting proposals due to opposition), but
there an fm examples of successfbl ones (successfir1siting of a proposed facility) (Rabe,
1994). The importance of research in the wake of voluntary siting is also important

because past paternalistic efforts at Ping hazardous facilities have proven to be
excessively costly, lengthy and often unsuccusfil. As a result, policy makers are

looking towards a "voluntary" siting process as a viable solution. Swan Hills is a
potential example of a "successfil"voluntary siting process for two reasons: i) the siting
process was completed within a relatively shon period of time (less than two years) and

with mini ma1 costs, ii) community turbulence (Edelstein, 1988) usually associated with
co~idoppositionwas overcome (Rabe, 1994). Fourth, there are few detailed studies
examining how the communityfindividual assessments of risk change over time.
1.4

Chapter r u m ~ r i u

This thesis contoins seven chapters. Chapter two contains s review of some of the
literature on environmental risk which highlights some of the key concepts and
theoretical frameworks for understanding why views of risk vary between individuals and

between groups. The review startp with the geographic approach, which is the basis of
much of the current literature on risk Following that is a review of the anthropologid

and sociological approach to the study of risk, which is argued to be most relevant to the

study of environmental risL

Chapta three describes the research design for the case study, along with a
description of the community and the siting of the ASWTF,as well as some key events,
in orda to understand the context of the study. Also discussed is the methodology used
for interpreting the meaning of phenomena at Swan Hills. Next is a description of how
data were managed using a qualitative software package, NUDIST,and interpreted. The

chapter m& with a discussion on strategies used to ensure trustworthy findings.

.

Chapter four and five describe the findings of the study by presenting three types
of data &om the analysis: themes fiom NUDIST database, table of theme frequencies,
and a conceptual W e w o r k for understanding risk at Swan Hills. Chapter four describes

how the residents view risk in Swan Hills, especially in regards to the ASWTF. Chapter
five discusses the multiple influences (residents views of plant, workers, and experts;
benefits; views of waste and waste facilities; minimization of risk; and latent concerns)

which shape the residents' views of risk in Swan Hills. The chapter concludes with a
summary of the main findings in the form of a conceptual h e w o r k .

Chapter six is the discussion chapter and it relatea the findings for the case study

back to the literature on risk reviewed in Chapter two. An argument is made for the
social amplification of risk hmmork for understanding how the risks related to the
ASWTF are attenuated.

Chapter seven outlines the main conclusions fiom the case study, and then ends
with a discussion of directions for fiiture research,

Chapter 2:
A Review o f Approaches to Studying

Technologiul EnviroomenW Risk

2.1

Iatroduction
This chapter reviews the literature on risk to highlight some of the concepts and

f?amcworlw which may be usefbl for understvlding how people form their views and

opinions of risk in Swan Hills. The review starts with the geographic approach, which is

the basis of much of the avnat literature on risk. Following that is a review of the
anthropological and sociological approach to the study of risk. The anthropological and

sociological approaches are argued to be most relevant to the study of environmental risk
because they highlight the importance of context. Although the psychometric and

econometric approaches also contribute to the literature on ri* they will not be covered

in detail in this review. While both of these approaches contain a considerable amount of
breadth (ernpirid studies &om a wide range of people), they lack some depth regarding

some important concepts and definitions (i.e., context is important) because they are
derived fiom studies of g t n d populations and hypothetical conditions. For example,

the psychometric approach reveals two main frctors which arc associated with r i k dread
(catastmphic potential, lack of control, involuntariness, inequitable, d dread) and
unknown (new risk, delayed effects, unknown to science, and unobservable) (see

Firhhoff et at., 1978; Slovic et al., 1982; and Slovic, 1987). Howmr, the psychomaric
approach is criticized for its foau on the g a d public, who may or may not face risk

and hazards on a daily basis (Elliot et al., in p r w ; Taylor et al., 1992). People who faa

risks and hazards on a daily basis may evaluate risk quite differently. Similarly, the

econometric approach (see Kahneman and TversLy, 1974, 1979; and Ploua, 1993)

involves experimental laboratory work documenting peoples' reactions to hypothetical

risks or m

y work on the general population. The reliance on the general population

and hypothetical choices raises questions of reliability of the results (Tversky, 1979).
The psychometric and econometric approaches fail to address attitudes towards specific

risks in specific contacts. As a result, m argument is made for the use of the social and
cultural theories of risk which pay attention to risk in the context of everyday life.
2.2

Geographic Approach

Environmental hazards and risk research have had a long history within
geography.

The geographic approach to the study of environmental hazards is firmly

rooted in the human ecological tradition, focusing specifically on the concept of human

adaptation. One of the main criticisms of this approach is the assumption that there is a
single standard for rational choices, and that these choice can be achieved by improving
or increasing the knowledge of the non-standard decision maker.

One of the first geographers to conduct research on haziirds was Gilbert White

who examined human adjustments to namd hazards (e.g., floods). He initially sought to
explain why people chose to live on floodpiaina in the U.S.at a time when floodplain

disasters w a e on the increase (White, 1958). White's model (also known as the BurtonKates-White paradigm, Watts, 1983) focuses on the notion of bounded rationality, first
introduced by Slovic et d., (1974) to explain peoples' adjustments to natural hazards (e.g.

living on a hazardous flood plain) (White, 1974; Burton et al., 1978; Watts,1983).
Bounded rationality asserts that due to cognitive limitations, decision maken are forced

to construd a simplified model of reality when fhced with uncatointy or risk (Slovic et

al., 1974). Therefor%inappropriate behaviour (e.g., living on a hazardous flood plain) is
viewed as the result of inadequate howledge or imperfect knowledge, mistaken

perceptions, or an inflexible decision-making process. Priority, then, is given to
perceptiom which are viewed as faulty and inappropriate psychological propensities to
explain jnefdve hazard response (Watts, 1983). Slovic et d.(1974) reiterate this idea
in the following statement:

Research, in both nahual and laboratory settings, strongly supports the view of
decision process aa boundedly rational. Given this awareness of ow cognitive
limitations, how are we to maximize our capability for making intelligent
decisions about natural haards? TWOanswers to this question are considered
here. The fint is primarily no~nalyticin character and works within the
h e w o r k of bounded rationality. The second is an analytic approach that
accepts the notion that human beings are fdlible in processing information, but
strives to help them come as close as possible to an ideal conception of rational
decision meking (199).
They explain fbrther that:
Knowledge of the workings of bounded rationality forms a basis for
understanding constraints on decision making ond suggests methods for helping
the decision maker improve as an adapting system (200).

Such authors assert that decision makers have constantly underestimated or
overestimated the true probability of risk because of bounded rationality. Then,
according to these authors, better decisions c o n d n g nahlrPl hazards can be made by

addressing two issues. First is to make the decision makds perception of the hazard
more accurate. Second is to makc himlher more aware the complete set of alternative

courses of action (Slovic a al., 1974). According to Slovic, making people aware of the
simplifying assumptions and biases they use to make decisions under uncertainty will

result in more a c m e risk assessments.

One of the main criticisms of the Burton-Kates-White model is their claim that
there is only one definition of 'rationality'.

Then may be many "rationalities" people

use when making decisions about risk and uncertainty (e.g., some may accept a
hPuudous waste facility because of potential economic bendits while others reject it
because it is perceived as a high risk). Futhermore, this model ignores the local context

in which these decisions me made. Context, such a ~ economic
,
dependence and other

influences such as values, soda1 networks, and media may play an important role in
shaping peoples' vim of risk. For example, numerous studies have shown that economic
benefits (Bourke 1994; Albercht et al, 1996; Spies a al., 1998; Grwthuis and Miller,
1994; Timmons, 1997) to be an important factor in influencing peoples' attitude toward

hazardous fhcilities. People m y downplay hasardous ficilities because of the perceived
benefit of increased jobs and tax revenues.

Watts (1983) is also critical of the Burton-Kates-White model because of the
narrow role for social theory. Specifically. Watts is critical of the excessive focus on the

concepts of adaptation and homeostasis which is aeen to be obstructed by behavioural
irrationality (due to such things as inadequate knowledge). Inappropriate decisions then
sre made because of incomplete or inadequate information.

Watts points out that

diffennt fcspomes to the same haurd exist, but he amibutes the social context and
political ernnomy u the major influence on individuals' perceptions, not behavioural
irrationality (Watts,1983). For example, trust in community leaders, authorities or

ucperts m y heavily influence peoples perception of risks. Furthermore, institutional
commitments and obligations may also influence peoples' perceptions.

Palm (1990) addrtsses the lack of a social theory by reviewing several approaches
in geography that theorize the relationships b-een

humans and the environment

(determinism, humanism, structuralism and the strumeagacy debate). She then offers
her own integrative approach which she summarizes in the following passage,

Research perspectives on the rehtionships between people in societies and their
environments have ignored the Wage3 between individual-environment
interactions and society interactions, how individual responses can modify the
system, and how awareness of constraint, of the system affects the selection of
micro-level behavioun (79).

This resonates with Beck (1992) and Giddens' (1991) idea of reflexivity in that
the interaction between individuals and social stnrctures is a two way process, whereby
social structures not only affect individuals, but individuals dso affect social structures
by their actions. This idea will be explored further later on.

White's early wcrk on natural hazards was eventually expanded to include human

made technologid hezards. Pahaps the most prominent work by a geographer dealing
with tcchnologicd risks is that of Susan Cutter in h a book Living with Risk (1993).

Cutter's work provides two major contributions to the study of environmental risk. First,
she recognizes that in order to understand ri*

we must u n d d how they threaten

people in the context of daily life, a foau for the research in this thesis. For example,
some m y negate the risks fiom technological hazards because of the economic benefits

or institutionaf obligations. Familiarity and constant exposure to a hazard may also
influence the assessment of risk. Rolf (1996) uses the tam "hwrdous oases" to describe

places, whac geographic isolation, economic depadeny and funiliarity (earlier
experience with similar activities) influence attitudes towards h d o u s waste facilities.

Furthermore, Freudenburg (199 1) has found that trust in authorities to be a critical hctor

in detamining which community members fenr and which ignore hazards. Context, then,
is key h s e Wose who experience hazards, and the risks associated with them, do so
against the backdrop of home life, community life, and the threat of other local hazards"
(Baxter, 1997, 18). Cutter uses the Three Mile Island nuclear accident as an example to

reinforce how social context, not just the characteristics of the hazards itselt influenced
the decision about risk
The decision to waaate may also be influenced by social or institutional factors,
such u the adom of friends and neighbon rather than the cognition of risk. The
evidence to date suggests that the behavioural effects of risk estimation or
evaluation are secondary to contextual or situational facton (Cutter, 1 993,255).

Second, Cutter focuses on the views/assessments of laypeople who face risk
directly, rather than on the genenl population who may or may not face the risks directly.
Over the last two decades, research on natural and technological risks, in the geographic

literature, have grown substantially, especially in t e n s of empirical and theoretical
contributions. There has been a general trend to incorporate a social theory to the study
of risk. The social construction of risk will be dealt with in more detail in the following

sections.

The major characteristic of the anthropological and sociological approach to the
study of enviro~lentalrisk is that they tend to f o w more on the social and cultural

fmon that influence peoples' attitudes towards environmental hazards rother than on the
cbaractdstics of the hazards themselves (e.g., psychometric and econometric approach).
Emphasis is placed on the social, culhrral, and institutional factors which influence the
way environmental risks are constructed. Context is i m p o ~ because
t
peoples'

perceptions often reflect their worldviews (how the world works), which in turn are

influenced by factors such as mods, values, interem, trust, and environmental justice.

Dake (1992) reiterates this idea in his statement,
While individuals perceive risks and have wncans, it is culture that provides
rocidly constructed myths about Nlture system of belief that are shaped and
internalized by pasons, becoming part of their worldview and influencing their
intapretation of nabua phenomena (2 1).

-

For example, &a a tanka car explosion at the Gaylord chemical plant in Bogalusa,
Louisiana, the town's reactions were divided. One group of residents perceived the plant

as a continuing hazprd ad demanded compensation, while othas believed the risks were
minimal and were quick to point out that the plant is the town's primary industry

(Timmons, 1997). As a result, different worldviews and values lead to different
assessments of risk.

Another characteristic of the anthropological and sociological approach is that
they place more emphasis on theoreti4 development. However,Rayner (1992) points

out that this has been largely at the expense of few empirical studies despite its capacity

for theoretical development. The following examines cultural theory,the social
amplification of risk, the social arena concept, and the risk society framework.
2.3.1

Cultural Theory
The cultural theory of risk contributes to the literatuns on risk by pointing out

that risks an Jocid and cultural constructions. That is, risk is always biased by social

group, and institutiond influences in everyday, ordinary social interactions with friends
family, friends and colleges (Douglas and Wildave, 1982). Conflict over risk, then, are

-

best understood in terms of "plural construction of meaning i.e., that competing cultures

confer diffaent meanings on situations, events, objects, and especially relationships"
@&e 27,1992).

T k main thesis proposed by Douglas and Wildavsky in

and Culture (1982),

is that societies actively select certain risks for attention, based on their cultural biases.
Cultural biases ara defined as shared beliefs and values thatjustify different ways of

behaving, that is as '%worldviewscorresponding to Merent patterns of social relations"
(Dake, 1992,28). Douglas identifies five different patterna of interpersonal relationships:
hierarchical, individualist, egalitarian, fatalist, Pad autonomous (Douglas, 1970). The
social relations, dong with the cultural biases thpt justifies them, give rise to the shared
meaning of what constitutes a hazard and what does not (Dakc, 1992). That is, adherence
to a certain pattern of social relationships generates a distinctive way of looking at the

world; adhenme to a certain worldview legitimizes a conesponding type of social
relations. For example, Douglas and Wildavsky (1982) argue that during the 19709, out
of all possible risks, Americans singled out industrial pollution as the main concern. The
authors claim that the reason for the increased concern is the result of environmental
groups who had singled out industrial pollution for attention as a rallying point for group
solidarity and atpansion. Therefore, what society deems risky is partially determined by
social and cultunl f a o n , not necessarily in relation to potential threat of danger.
According to these wthon then, the selection of risk have very little relation to the

scientific probability of harm. In recent years, a number of researches have attempted to
quantitatively test the cultural theory of risk (e.g. Manis et al., 1998; Brenot a al., 1998).

For exampIe, Manis et a& examined whether cultural biases (hierarchical, individualist,
egaIitarian, fstalist) were associated with distinct patterns of risk perceptions for 13 risk
issues. Although the correlation's obtained were low, they were statist i d l y significant.

They conclude that the patterns observed were broadly consistent with the predictions of
cultural theory. Bnnot et 4 also found similar results.

The belief thot rih are evaluated with little relation to the threat of harm is one
of the major criticisms of this theory @&e7 1992). However, since the publication of

Risk and Cultur~major catastrophes such as Three Mile Island, Chemobyl, and Love

C

d have occurred. As a result, environmental movements today may have had

impetus &om threats &om technological developments which have actually been realized.

However, Dake (1992) argues that Douglas and her colleagues do mt negate the fact that
there are real threats to humans and to the environment. Rather, these authors are
pointing out that worldviews provide powerful cultural lenses which magnify one danger,

obscure another threat, and select others for minimal attention or even disregard (Dake,
1992). Another criticism is that depending on the social role people play, individuals

may belong to s e v d social groups. Further, being a member of one social group does
not prevent "the capability to understand and accept the rationales of other groups as
different but equally legitimate ways of dealing with the issuen (Renn, 1992, 139).
Despite these criticisms, Douglas and Wildavsky's basic thesis that societies

selectively choose risks for attention, deserves hther mention. They have made

significant contribution to thc litaature on risk by "pointing to the important role of

mid md culbrnl fscton in setting risk agendas and in determining which risks will be
emphasized or dennphasizedn(Covello & Johnson, 1987, x). However7what is largely

lacking &omthis perspective is how people form their views of risk. This case study will
explore the local contact (e.g,economic benefits, social network media, and political

infiuencea) which likely influence and shape peoples' views and attitudes of risk related
to the hazardous waste fkcility.
2.3.2

The SociaI AmpliTacatioo of Risk

The social amplification of risk fhrnework may be relevant to the study in Swan
Hills b s e it reveals how some risks are attenuated (downplayed) or amplified
(magnified), depending on social and cultwal values or beliefs.

This h e w o r k is one of

the first to integrate the seemingly hgmented theories of risk up to the late 80's
( K a s p a s g 1992). The social amplification of risk integrates both the technical

asscssmena of risk and the social experience of risk (Renn, 1992). Initially, this
fnunework was developed to help explain why some oeemingly minor risks gain attention

in the public eye in some instances, but not in others. According to Kasperson, a risk or

risk event is amplified or attenuated by the interplay of psychological, institutional, and
cultural Wors which shape societal experience of the risk. This interaction can either
heighten or attenuate the risk Risk, then, is defined by both the objective threat of harm

(hazards event), and the social and cultural (amplification) process.

The social amplification process (figure 2.1) begins with a risk event (e.g toxic leak at a
chemical waste hcifity). Then certain characteristics of these events are amplified (or
attenuated) by individuals or institutions (e.g. media). According to Kaspcrson, the

amplification pro-

(whetha the risk is attenuated or amplified) depmds on how the

messages are interpreted,

Rok-related considerations and membership in wdd groups shape the selection
of information that the individual regards a3 significant. Interpretation of signals
thst are inwnaistent with previous beliefs or that contradict the penon's vdues
are often ignored or attenuated. They are intensified if the opposite is true" (1992,
159).

Figure 2.1: The S o 4 AmplikLion o f Risk Framework

However, this is further complicated beawe individuals must also adhere to the
cultural d u e s and beliefs of the organizations they belong to, which may or may not be

consistent with individual values or beliefs. For example, offer a nuclear accident in
Ginna, New York (1982), the reaction was far greater at the national level than the local

community. Reduced concam seems to be the result of either being employed in the

facility or the recognition that the facility was an important contributor to the local tax

base @aspenon, 1992). Other studies have found differences between community
leaders and local residents (Bailey a al., 1992). For example. Bailey et al. (1992) found
strong diffaences in perceptions of risk between community leaders and the general
pubiic in Sumter County, Alabama, the site of the USA's largest hazardous waste landfill.
The leaders typically downplay the risks associated with the site, placing greater
emphasis on the economic benefits ofjobs and tax revenues. On the other hand, local
residents view the site as posing a threat of environmental contamination and health
enbngennent. Diffacnces in the level of concans have dso been found between

women and men (Davidson & Freudenburg, 19%; Bord & O'Comor, 1997; Timmons,
1997). For example, Davidson and Freudenburg (1996) have found that women,

especially women with children, tended to express higher levels of concern about

potential environmental and technological risLs than do men. Howeva, other studies

have dernomed no genda differences (e.g. Blocker and Eckkg, 1989; Van L i a and
Dunlap, 1980). According to Bord and O ' C o ~ o(1997),
t
the reason these studies did not

demonme any gender differences is because the studies measured environmental
attitudes in ways that did not trigger risk perceptions in respondents.

B e M o w a l re~pottsesto risk or risk events are a h affected by cultural biases.
Due to conflicts between personal values, beliefs, and idtutional obligations (e.g.,

family, job) some nspoases m y evoke negative reaction such as psychological stress,
alienation, or anomie (Kasperson, 1992). For example, some may find it difficult to find
a balance b e e n family obligations and protest endeavors against noxious fhcility
(Baxter, 1997). In turn, behaviounl responses generate s e c o eflecctr,
~
social or

economic consequences that extend far beyond diiect harm to humans or the
environment, including indirect impacts such as such as impacts on the local economy
(e-g., liability and insurance costs), negative attitudes to technology, political and social
preJsures,

social disorder (e.g protesting, rioting, sabotagq or terrorism), and erosion of

public tmst towards social institutions (Kasperson, 1992). The perception of secondary
e f f in~ turn may create high-order impacts, resulting in a "ripple"effkct, which impact

other gmups, distant locations, or future generations. Therefore, the social amplification
is dynamic, and potentially reaches beyond the local context. This idea resonates

Giddens theory of struauration. The principle argument of structuration theory is that
while human agency does determine human action and meaning, attention must also be
paid to the possible influence "cause" of structure in oociety which may be both

constraining and enabling (DickieClark, 1986). Structures,thcn, are phenomena that are
being produced by human agency and at the same time are being reproduced by the

conditions of human agency (Babcr, 1991). S t r u d o n theory emphasizes the
importand of observation to understand the w~ectjonsbetween institutional social
structure and individual meaning. An example of s t m d influences in Swan Hills may

be an employeelemployer relationship. Commitments to the kility and economic issues

may influence residents' views of risk firom the waste facility.

The social amplification of risk Eramework has contributed to the study of risk in
several ways. Fint, the utility of the concept liea in the potential to generate hypotheses

(Renn, 1992).

The fiamewodcis able to explain how a risk or risk event can be

attenuated by one group and amplified by another. Second, it is one of the first to
integrate the technological, psychologiul, sociologid, anthropological approaches to

risk Third, it recognizes that risks are unique to every situation, and adequately explains
how diffaent responses to the same environmental hazard can arise.
Despite the usefulness of this framework, at least three key criticisms have been

identified. These come mainly &omother mciologists and cu1turalists. First, Rip (1988)
indicatu there is a danger of risk managers using this model as a tool to address the
"exaggerated" or "irmtional" fears of the public (Kasperson, 1992), rather than as a tool

for understanding. Tbmc is an inherent danger that this Eramework will be used to focus
attention on how communities amplify risk instead of paying attention to the potential

threat of harm posed by an environmental hazard (Baxter, 1997). Second, Rayner (1988)

argues that the tenn.amplification is "too passiven because it connotes that individuals

merely react to the inf~rrnationflow of risk. There an many cases in which individuals
purposefUlly seek out risks as in the case d d b e here. However7this oversight has been
corrected by placing these exposers of riskhazards into the "event portrayal" concept in
the model (Baxter, 1997). That is, risk seeken can add to the information flow process

to amplify the risk. Third, many question the testability and predictability of the
hmework.

The social amplification of risk hnework may be relevant to the study in Swan
Hills in two ways. First, this framework may shed some light on how people fonn their
views about the risks associated with Alberta Special Waste Treatment Facility
(ASWTF). For example, c o d t i e s valuedbeliefs (e.g. economic value) and

organizptod commitments (e.g., ASWTF) may heavily shape residents' views of risk.

Second, it may help explain the seemingly low risk concern relwd to the two accidents
that occurred st the plant (a PCB led in October 1996, and an explosion in July 1997).

The risks associated with the two incidents may have been attenuated because of value
arid organizational commitments to Bovar and the comunity.

2

Social Arena Concept of Risk

The social arena wncept could be potentially useful for revealing how support
was gained during the siting process of the Alberta Special Waste Treatment Facility, and

maintained a f k the siting. This concept was first introduced by R ~ M
(1992, 180)

because of the inherent lack of attention to the "structural factors that shape interactions
among social groups and influence the outcome of conflicts over risk". This theory is

mainly informed by a policy analysis hmework, which makes it distinct fiom the other
cultural and social theories. The social arena concept focuses on the political arena of

risk debates and the behaviour of a c h group within such debates. Specifically, this
theory examines how w i a l groups use the political arena as a means of conflict
resolution o v a environmental risk issues.

Rem describes the social arena as a metaphor for the "symbolic loeation of
political actions that influence collective decisions or policies" (Renn, 1992, p. 181). In
other words, it describes the political actions of all social actors involved in a specific risk

conflidrpue.

The main assumption is that social ncton will enter a risk =em in

attempts to maximize their opportunity to influence the policy proceos by mobilizing

resources (figure 2.2). However, each principle actor h constrained by fd
d e s (e.g.

laws, acts, and mandated p d w c s ) , which are govaned by the rule enfwcement

agency, and andnfrmol nrlos (e.g., role expectation, regulatory styles, and political climate
of group interaction), which are leamed and developed through the process of interaaion
among actors (R~M,1992). The primary role of h u e uqdijiers (e.g. media), similar to

Kasperson's (1992) model, is to obsave and report to the general public on what goes on
between the principle acton. Then,depending on the influence of issues ~ltlpi~jkrs,
new

social groups ftom the gwrol public may be enticed to participate within the social
arena. Consequently, the outcome of the socd arena is never pre-ddennined because

the number of stake-holders, and the type and amount of social resources may be

constantly changing.
Success in a social arena largely depends on the groups' ability to mobilize social

resources. R m identifies five important resources which are relevant in environmental

risk debates: money, power, soda1 influence, values commitments, and evidence. These
social resourcts arc.usedto gain the attention and roeid support of the general public in
ords to influence the policy decision According to Renn, it is the resowcts themselves
and how they are used, and not necessarily the groups themselves that influence @icy
decisions dealing with risk. However,the outcome is not solely determined by the
efftive mobiliwion of social resowces, because it is also consmined "by the s

t r u d

arena rules and the i n t d o n effkcts among the competing groups" (R~M,1992, 18 1).

Figure 2.2: The S O U Arena of Risk

Note: Solid arrows show communication
flow; dotted amows the direction of soda1 mobi.-.
lization.

Of ail the resources,Renn identifies social influence ud d u e commitments to be
the two most powedbl resources. Social influence becomes an important resource for

building trust, while value commitments becomes an important tool to build solidarity by
w i n g other actors that the commonly shared values, interests, and worldviewq is in

accordance with theirs. There are many examples of whac citizens have successfblly

blocked the siting of unwanted facilities, even though the rqmllsible agencies had the
power to ovaride such oppositions (R~M, 1992). This reveals that money and power is

not enough to influenee the policy change. Consequently, all resources are not created
equally. Social influence and value commitment become even more important when
political risk debatea are actually symbolic of other interests or values. Some groups may
use the risk arena to mobilize social resources to influence policies in other arenas, such

as opposition to big business or hvor for deregulation @em, 1992). This is similar to

Douglas and Wildavsky's idea of cultural biases, where SOCjal groups select d

n risks

for attention based on shared beliefs and values. Actors in a risk debate, therefore, may
actually not be concerned about the risk per se. As a result, evidence about actual

impacts may be entinly meaningless. However, it still becomes an important resource to

have.

This hework is important because it sheds light on several areas of risk issues.
First, it meals that risk debates may not be about actual probability (scientific

assessment)of risks, but rather a sumgate for other issues associated with risk. For
example, the risk debate in Swan Hills, may be more related to economic stability and the

need for economic diversification. With the gndd decline in the oil and gas industry,
the residents may be more concerned about the viability and stlbiiity of the community.

Although the perception of economic benefits may k an influence on the residents'
views of ridc, it may not necessarily be the most important. Further, Spies et al., (1 998)

found economic perception to be only one of three variables (the other two being risk
perception and recreancyl)which affected the support of facility siting. Concerns over
the ASWTF may revolve over other issues such as trust and uncertainty (e.g. controversy

and conflicting information) rather than the Uactualn risk. As a result, it is important to
disentangle such issues in order to effedively deal with risk conflict.

Second, the social arena hmework reveals how resowces are not created equally
or may not be used as effeaively by different p u p s . In many cases no amount of
evidence can "convince people if it is not eom a trusted source who shares common
meanings for the phenomena of interest"(Baxter, 1997,60). For example, Gmothuis and

Miller (1997) has shown that individuals who distrust government, news media, and
business t a d to exhibit higher levels of perceived risk of a h d o u s waste disposal

facility. This suggests that individuals who are distnrstful, may not accept risk
information &om these sources as credible and may amplify their risk assessment.
However, in Swan Hills, trust in community leaders and Bovar may have cause the risks

to be attenuated.
SmrPl resources such aa social influence, nlue commitment, and money, may

be i m p o m resourcca that were used during the initial siting of the hazardous waste
facility in Swan Hills. Residents' assessment of risk may be low because the evidence

was &om someone who is trusted and someone who has similar value commitments. For
example, the residents may tend to trust the assessments fiom I

d sources rather than

outside sources. Especially important may be the resource of money, which may have

been m important resource for gaining support by offaing jobs. These resources may
still be important iduences for con!inued support of the U i t y .
Third, the biggest limitation to the s o d arena fhmeworL, however, is the faa

that it only considers social groups who enter the arena and mobilize their resources.

This implies that groups who are not involved have no stake in the policy decisions.

Furthermore,this fhmework cloims that rod4 groups will only enter if they have enough
resources and if they think they can successfully affect the policy decision. Fourth, this
Wework is limited to the social process of risk issues in political debates and it does
not consider individuals or groups perceptions or motivations to join a specific risk arena.

This study seeks to understand the views and opinions of risk &om those people who
voted in the plebiscite, as well as those who didn't (were not involved in the political

debate). Further,this study seeks to understand how these views and opinions of risk
were formed.
2.3.4

Risk Society

Beck's (1992) theory of risk society connects the growing fears of technological
hazards to the changing charactaistics of late modem society. Specifically, Beck links

the institutional developments in modem society with the social process of attitude
formotion towards risk (Beck 1992). He assats that the changing characteristics of new

technologies are causing the transition Erom simple modernity (industrial society) to
reflexive modernity (risk society). However, the social characteristics of the latter are

largely indeterminate because we are still in the process of transformation toward the risk

society.

Searrity is one of Beck's main concepts for understanding the transformation

toward rdexive modernity. Beck argues that the primary social organizing principle in

modem society is seauity, and this is derived fiom science and te~~hnology.
The shift
towards reflexive modernity is chnractaiztd by the presence of global technological

hazards with the potential to do large-scale harm to a vast number of peopie. Also during

this transformation, science plays a dominant role in providing security by the diagnosis

-

and control of these hazards which thcy w n t i d l y assess as low risk. However,

society gradually becomes aware of the uncertainty associated with the scientific
assessments. As a result,throughout the transition towards a risk society, those
institutions which fonned the foundations of modern society become questioned. As a

consequence, society becomes disillusioned to the institution of science and technology
as a source of security. Instead, science and technology become the source of fears and
doubts. Therefore in the era of reflexive modernity, science m longer proves capable of
providing d t y , resulting in high anxieties and opposition to technological

developments. Trust is then an important element in peoples' views of environmental
technological

degree of tnrst in science and technology may heavily

influence peoples' views of catsin risks. Similar to Beck's concept of security, Anthony

Giddenr proposes the idea of a p t e c t i w c ~ ~ o in
o nhis theory known m the "Juggernaut"
society. According to Giddens (1991), in order to prevent anxiety in the fhce of
patentislly threatening events, people build a protective cocoan, "built on basic trust and

the ontological security that interaction with others and with the outside world will be

consistat with the maintenance of the cocoonn @Ma, 1997'67). When this cocoon is
threatened, anxiety results, and as a result, individuals have to choose a c o w of action

(e-g., joining a grass-roots oommunity group or adively acquiring new knowledge on the

issue) Paxter, 1997) that will rebuild the cocoon.
There are striking similarities beween Anthony Giddens' Juggemaut" society
and Beck's risk society. For example, Gidden's major transformation from modernity to

late modernity, is roughly along the same time line. Also, they both attribute the

emergence of high-consequence risks to be the central social issue which induces the
t r u u f o d o n to a risk society.

Thus in the transition towards modem society, science and technology become the
central institutions to legitimate those activities that generate modem risk. However,

Beck and Gidden's do not pay any attention to the possibility that in order to maintain
ontological security, people may ignore the assessments made by scientific experts. Even

in cases where risks and hauvds are concrete and perceivable, such as in the case of
Mtural hazards, the risks can be dormplayed for the benefits of staying in a hazardous

prone area (e.g., living in a flood plain). There may be even greater possibilities of
ignoring the experts' view concaning modem risks. Rather than drastically changing
everyday life to avoid the risL, people may choose to "ignorethe experts' and authorities

recommendations to the advantage of their routine organizing and monitoring of
cvcry&y

lift'' (Lidskog, 1996.49). For example. some people may find others with

similar views in order to validate their own aoseosments. Othas may validate their
assessments by maintaining that there has been no immediate impacts (e.g., no iweased

rate of cancer, a h ) caused &om the risk. This may be the case in Swan Hills if the

residents ignore the health advisory and any ofthe negative reports made by the media

Beck and Gidden7stheory is also criticized for focusing on higbnsqucnce global

risks. Thae may be meso (local) level hazards with similar characteristics outlined by

Beck and Gidden. Swan Hills may represent one such example which seems to run
counter to Beck and Gidden's idea, where the residents ontologid security is based on
the scientific experts (e.g Bow, monitoring, and testing), d t i n g in reduced concerns

and fean. The role of security may be an important issue, influencing residents views
and opinion of the hazardous waste facility.
2.4

Summary

Assessments of risk are influenced not only by the nature of the hazard itself but
also by the local social and culNal context. For example, peoples' views of risk may be

influenced by social networks which will reinforce or counteract views (Johnson and
Covello, 1987). Similarly, adherence to cultural and social values, woridviewq economic
interests, morals, and institutional or organizational afEliation will all influence peoples'
views of risk (Kasperson, 1992). Further, the acceptance and views of risk are also

influenced by factors such as credibility and trustworthiness of the source of information
Qenn, 1992). Risk then is evaluated on as much as what is valued as it is on what is

known (Eyles et al., 1993). Context, including social and cultural process becomes
important in shaping views and opinions of risk.

This research is guided mainly by the social and cultural theories of risk which

consider r i m & in the context of everyday life. The concepts and h e w o r k s
from the sociological a d anthropological approaches are argued to be the most important
for understanding the meaning of risk in everyday life, however, there have been
relatively few empirical studies examining theu relevance. This case study of Swan Hills

provides some empirical evidence to validate the refevance of some of the

anthropologid uut sociological hncworlcs such as the social amplification of risk,

social annr concept, and Beck's risk society theory. Further, Swan Hills provides a
unique uw where risk is socially constructed as "low" or "minimal".

Chapter 3:
Ruearch Design

The purpose of this exploratoxy research is to undemtand and explain how people
in Swan Hills construct and maintain their views about environmental risk. Knowing

about this formation urd maintenance will be usefir1 for anticipating and abating conflict
over technological environmental hazards. Specifically, there are two interrelated
objectives:
i) to examine the views of risk among a variety of laypeople within the same
community in the context of daily life
ii) to explore the multiple influences that shape peoples' views of those risks.
Some individuals and groups seem willing to accept the risks associated with

potentially hazardous development projects (e.g. landfills, incinerators, and hazardous
waste disposal sites), while others are not.

This research addresses this problem by

asking people within Swan Hills (an "accepting" community) about their views and
opinions of risk Born the Alberta Special Waste Treatment Facility (ASWTF)that has
been in operation for the last thirteen years. By "volumeaingn for the hazardous waste

treatment frility, the midents of Swan Hills seemed willing to accept the risks
associated with site (assessed

IS

low risk). This research explores the role social values

and community contca play in the assessment of risk.

This chapter starts by examining some selected census characteristics for Swan Hills in

order to gain a b a a understanding of the community. As well, a brief history of the
siting process of the ASWTF and some key events are also examined. Following is a

description of the mahods used for data colledon ad analysis. The chapter then ends
with a discussion for establishing "rigour" in qualitative research.
3.2

Community o f Swan Hillr

3.2.1

Community profiIt

Swan Hills is a small, remote ~

~

dfocwd
t inythe central part of northern

Alberta, approximately 220 km northwest of Edmonton (Figure 3.1). Swan Hills sits in
the hurt of Grizzly County and ir within the largest political region in Alberta, MD 17.

Besides being host to the ASWTF, Swan Hills is known for being a "wildmess

playground" with hunting in the summers and snowmobiling in the winten. In terms of
employment, the primary industry in Swan Hills is oil, providing one-third of the town's
employment opportunities, forestry second, and the ASWTF third, employing
approximately 180 people.

Between 1991 and 1996, while the province and rest of the region (MD 17) was
experiencing a popuhtion growth, 5.6% and 1 1.7% respectively (Table 3. l), the

community of Swan Hills was experiencing a general decline in population (-15.5%).
Moreover, between 1981 and 1996, Swan Hills experienced a population decline of 23%

(Table 3.2). This problem hes been firrther emqmited by the recent buy back of
company homes &om the oil companies, causing some instability with the housing

market, and out miption of people (Table 3.2).

The most d

k feature in Swan Hills is its high proportion of people below age

14 (32.3 %) and extremely low proportion of people o v a age 65 (O.??/o) mmpsred to

22.8% and 9.9hfor the province and 32.3% and 5.4% for the region. This area also has

a slightly higher proportion of males to females (53% and 4% respediveiy) compared to

C

study site

Figure: 3.1 Map of Alberta

52% and 48% for the region and 4% and 51% for the province. Swan Hills has a

comparatively higher percentage of "traditional" households as then are 9Th husband-

wife h i l i e s and 7V!husband-wi fe families with children at home compared to 87?h

and 52% for Alberta, and 87.5% and 60% for the region. Ofthese people, there is a

slightly bigha proportion living in renter-occupied dwellings (52%)which far exceeds
the provincial and regiod figures (32% for Alberta and 24% for MD 17. Table 3.1).
The general decline in population and high proportion of residents living in renterTable 3.1:
L

Sdected Census Characteristics (1996)
Cburcttrbtia
Albert.
MD17

Population Cbrrrcttristics
Land area (hn2)
Total population
Mala (96)
, Females (%)
, Proportion < 14 years (%)
Proportion > 65 yean (%)
PopuUon m
e change 1991 1996

-

638,232.7
189,540.0
2,696,825
54,710
49
52
51
48
22.8
32.3
9.9
5.4
5 . 6 1
11.7

25.5
2,030
53
47
32.3
0.7
-15.5

.

1

mvdling CLurcteristiu
Average dwelling value
Percentage of sin@edctacbcddwellings
Total dwellings
Percentage of owneroccupied dwellings
Pacentage of rcnter-occupied dwelling 1
Avgross rent
Household Cburcteristia
Pacentage of husband-wife h i l i e s
Husband-wife wl children @ home (%)
Lone puent hmilies (%)
A v m e children per family
Median household income
Incidence of tow income economic
families
I
Source: Statistics C w d r (1996)

Swan Hills

$126,979
64
979,175
68

32 1
$555 87

$76,722
68
16,380
67
24 1
$501

97
70
4
1.5
$56,559
9.1

88

52 13 1
1.2
S42,70 1
14.9

I

60
13
1.7
S39,73 1
16.4

$56,60 1
57
665
49
52
$518

I

occupied dwellings reveals the transient or unstable characteristic of Swan Hills. Many
of the residents attn'bute this to the nature of the oil industry. However, many feel that
the Swan Hills is becoming more stable and less transient. This is evidenced by the
steady decrease in renteroccupied dwellings, from 67.34 in 1981 to 58% in 1996, and the

increasing proportion of people owning theu own homea (33% in 198 1,33% in 1986,
40./. in 1991, and 49% in 1996, Table 3.2).

This is fluthecorroborated with the

increasing number of elderly in Swan Hills (0./I in 198 1, 1986, 1991, and 0.7% in 19%).

Table 3.2
Sdected Census C h a ~ c t t ~ t ifor
c s Swan Hills

r

1981

Cburcterhtiu

C

1986

1991

1996

Swan Hills Swan Hills Swan H i b Swan Hills

Popultion ChYKtcristia

Total population
Proportion < 14 years
Proportion > 65 years
Dwdling Churrtlristia
Average dwelling d u e
Pacentage of owncr-occupied
dwellings
Percentage of renter-occupied

2,497
3 1.0
0.0

2,403
31.0
0.0

2,345

2,030

34.0

32.3

0.0

0.7

$43,285
33.0

$34,704
33.0

$5 1,679
40.3

$56,601
48.9

67.0

66.0

59. t

51.9

$28,866
3.9

$45,422
6.6

$50,836
5.5

$56,559
9.1

dwell in^

Household Characteristics
Median household income
Incidence of low income
economic families

Source: Stathtiu Canada (1981,1986,1991,1996)

The higher than average wealth for the community is evidenced by two

characteristics: a median household income of $56,559, which is almost $14,000 higher

than the province and $16,000 higher than the region, and a vay low incidence of low
income h i l i e s at 9.1% compared to 14.9%for the province and 16.4%for the region.

I

In addition, the median income in Swan Hills has increased &om $28,866 in 1981 to
S56,5 59 in 996 (Table 3.2). However, the levei of incidence of low income economic

families hes also increased fiom 3 9 % in 1981 to 9.1% in 1996. In contrast, the higher
than average wealth is not reflected in the average dwelling values, only $56,601 for

Swan Hills compared to $76,722 and $126,979 for the region and province respectively.
Notwithstanding,the average dwelling vdue in Swan Hills has increased f?om $43,285 in
1981 to $56,601 in 19%.

The statistical profile suggests that Swan Hills is a relatively young community
and family oriented. The profile also suggests that the community has a higher than

average median household income. These fkts may be important for the attenuation or
amplification of risk. For example, families with young children (especially women)

may be more sensitive to the risks associated with the ASWTF, and as a result tend to
amplify the risks. On the other h 4 community members (e.g. community leaders,
Bovar employees) who value the economic benefits of having the plant may tend to
attenuate the risks associated with the site.

3.23 Site history
Table 3.3 provides a brief history for the siting of special waste treatment facility,
including key evtnts. The Tabk also includes the start and finish dates of the interviews.

The selection process for the treatment facility b

w in 1981, with over 120 communities

volunteering to be part of the initial siting process. W the communities received a
briefing session and general information on the types of criteria to be used in a plant
siting program. Upon completion of the introductory meetings, local authorities then had

the option to go no further in the program, or request a detailed regional analysis of their

I

I

Date

i

I Aug 1982

1

1982- 1984

hf~rch1984
April 1984

Dec 1984

I March 1985 1
Sept 1987
May 1992
Feb 1995
July 19%

3

Oct 1996

I

I

I

Dec 1996

I

I
Dec 19%

Event
1
Alberta Environment hosts o v a 120 community meetings which include a
briefing session and general i n f o d o n on the types of criteria to be used in
a plant siting program.
County managers fiom 52 communities (out of a possible 70 jurisdictions),
request detailed regional analysis of their area for the suitability for a plant.
Thirteen communities requests M e r consideration as a possible host
community for the waste treatment plant.
Environmental constraints exdude many sites, and public opposition causes
others to be dropped born consideration.
Five communities (Swan Hills, Ryley,Consort, VetYoungstown)
requested detailed drilling to test the suitability of the local geology then
entered into a y roar am of intensive seminar sessions.
Ryley plebiscite: 2 19-64 (77%) in favor of hosting the special waste
I
treatment facility.
Swan Hills plebiscite: 38 1 103 (79%) in favor of hosting the special waste
treatment faci1ity.
,
Chem-Security Ltd., is chosen to build, own and operate the proposed
failitv.
Swan Hills is selected as the site for the specid waste facility.
Alberta Special Waste Management Corporation (ASWMC) is established as
a Crown corporation which owned 40% of the plant.
BVRS ( Bow Valley Resources Services) purchases ChemSecurity and
signs an agreement with the ASWMC to design and construct a hazardous
waste ficilitv
Construction of the treatment facilitv benins.
I
SwanHillstreatmenthcilityotficiallyopem.
NRCB approves expansion (new incinerator) of the specid waste fhcility.
Government approves the importation of out of province waste.
The Alberta govcmment ends the joint-ventwe agreement and pays Bovar
$140 million to buy out of the deal.
The ASWTF leaks PCBs,dioxins and f h n s afler a mechanical failure, an
event that the plant own& (Monty Davis) announces three weeks after the
ocatrance.
Alberta Hcalth studies reveal elevated levels of PCBs,&mu, and dioxins in
a deer and moose killed aAer the PCB leak.
kc a result, Alberta Health issued an advisory against eating large amounts
of gome taken within a 30 kilometer radius of the plant because of the
airborne leak of PCBs.
Bovar is faced with charges of six enviro~~ental
violations under AEPEA

-

Sept 1982

I

Table 3.3: A BridChronolog o f the ASWTF
Siting Process and Some Key Research Eventr

July 1997
Aug 1997

.

Sept 1997

Oct 1997

Jan 1998

Feb 1998
March 1998
April 1998

0

Table 3.3 Continued
An explosion in the main incinerator causing it to be shut down.
Report prepared for L,eswr Slave Lake Indian Regional Council concluded
that the b~amKntplant hu been contaminating a large area around the
facility for a number of years with PCBq dioxins, and fUrans (Edmonton
Journal, 1997)
Health Canado announces it will test aboriginals in the area for
contamination of PCBq dioxins, and firrahs (Thome, 1997).
Alberta Health tests of blood samples of the region's population show
n o d levels of PCBq dioxins, and furans(Lafirest, 1997).
However, studies reveal levels of PCBs in M i d s near the site area are still
high.
A report from plant owner Bow Inc admits the fncility has been responsible
for a general deterioration of the environment near the plant (Calgary
Herald 199m.
University of Alberta studies o r . Schindler) reveal that a small lake near the
treatment plant is highly contaminated (Edmonton Journal, 1997).
Alberta Health issues an update warning on eating fish near the plant
Bovar announces it will not contest three of the environmental charges,
while the province apes to drop the nmainin~thne (Hryciuk, 1998).
The main incinerators are restarted afker raairs and environmental tests
Monty Davis, B o w President and CEO resigns and John Kuziak (vice
president) takes over
Native bands agree to drop all legal action against the plant in retum for
payment of $1 00,000 a year fiom Bovar, to enable the bands to conduct their
own environmental monitoring of the plant. In return for the financial
package, the council will not proceed with a number of planned law suits
related to the pollution of traditional lands surrounding the plant (Hryciuk,
1998).

May 1998
June 1998

Aug 1998
Oct 1998

Dec 1998

Forest fires causes town to be evacuated
Beginning of i n t h e w s
A toxicologist told provincial court that Environmental contamination from
1996 leak of toxic chemicals fiom the Swan Hills plant has genenlly
declined
Tests on volcs and mice show reduced levels or no detectable tracts of
PCBq compared to 1996 levels.
End of htemiews
Bow is fined $625,000 (the largest fine ever in the province) for three
charges to which it pleaded guilty in January.
Health Canada study on First Nations people consuming wild game are
below acceptable guidelines for PCBs and no immediate e f f a were

area. Out of a possible of 70 jurisdictions, there were 52 invitations from community

managas to assess the suitability for a ~

hin their
t
towns.

Environmental constraints

excluded many sites, while public opposition caused others to be dropped from
considention. Through this process of elimination, only five communities (Swan Hills,
Ryley, Consort, Vetran, Youngstown, figure, 3.1) r d v e d detailed drilling to test the

suitability of the local geology and then entered into a program of intensive seminar
sessions. Each community received three seminars wbich informed them on the

background of the program, the reasons for the development of a waste management
system, the technology available, and the type of operation that would be used

(McQuaid-Cook and Simpson, 1986). Then all five communities held plebiscites. The
two major contenders, Swan Hills and Ryley, showed results of 7% and 77%

respectively, in favour of hosting the plant The main reason for the high acceptance for

the plant was the need for "~nornicdiversification", especially in Swan Hills given its
reliance on the oil and gas industry (Rabe, 1994). Finally, on Much 1982, the Alberta
government announced that Swan Hills was selected as the site for the special waste

treatment kility.
C h e m - d t y , a subsidiary of Bow Valley Resource Services Ltd. (BVRS), was
responsible for the constmaion and operation of the plotlt. Construction of the facility

began in March 1985 a
d the plant oficidly opened in September 1987. The plant itself
was part of a joint-wnture agreement between the Alberta Special Waste Management

Corporation (ASWMC), the company through which the province owned 40?%of the

plant, and BVRS (now Bow)which owned 60%.

Five notable evenu have occurred since the construction of the tacility in 1987

which have caused some controversy and uncertainty. First war the expansion of the
p h in 1992, with the addition of a new 55,OOO-toaae incinefato?, despite controversy

over the i n a d potential for contamination from the added incinerator. Secondly, in
February 1995, Bovar received government approval for the importation of waste, despite

the original agreement of the expansion that out-of-province waste would not be
acceptd. Thirdly, two accidents have occurred at the site, namely a PCB leak in October
1996, and an incineratorexplosion in July 1997. This latter event raised the d o m e

PCB levels nine times higher than the original level (Chase,

1997). The fourth event was

the a d of the joint-venture agreement between Bovar and the government. In July 1996,

the Alberta government agreed to pay Bovar $140 million to buy out of the deal. The
fifth event was that Bow was faced with six Environmental Protection Act charges

because of the toxin release (including the PCB leak in July 1997) and for its failure to
adequately notify the public regarding the release of toxins. The PCB leak also resulted

in an Alberta Health Advisory against eating large amounts of wild game taken within a
30 kilometer radius of the plant. The Lesser Slave Lake Regional Indian Council also

filed a similar charge related to the release of toxins. However, two heaith studies, one
conducted by the provincial government and the other by the federal government did not

reveal any increased levels of contaminants in the blood. Another key event, not directly

related to the ASWTF, was forest fires that began just prior to the interviews (May 1998).
causing the entire town to be evacuated. As a result, the forest tire was an event that was

on the minds of the participants during the imaviews in summer 1998.

'?bc new himator brrepccd the q & t y

h m lS,OUbto~rto 55.MM-tmoc irrinerator.

These events may be a potential source of uncertainty, causing some to assess the

special waste treatment facility as a "high risk". As a result, the community of Swan

Hills is appropriate for studying how people construct their views of risk.
33

Participant sdtction

This case study involves hce-b-fhce in-depth intenhews fiom three groups:
residents, community leaders3,and workers fiom the ASWTF. The rationale for the
participant selection wu to explore diverse sets of opinions and views regarding the
special waste treatment kility. Mwimum variation sampling wmithe general strategy

used to select a variety of respondents. Literatun on environmental risk has suggested

that different attitudes to risk exist between the thne groups. Some studies have shown
that differences exist between leaders and residents in the acceptance of hazardous waste

facilities (Bourke, 1994; Spies et al., 1998). For example, Spies et d., (1998) has
revealed that community leaders were more likely to vim the impact from a hazardous
waste fncitity as economically positive and downplay the potential risks.

On the other

hand, residents were likely to view the potential hazards to the environment and public
health with greater concern. Similarly, it has been suggested that those who work in

hazardous kilities tend to assess the risks as low because of institutional obligations or

ecormrnic concans (Kaspefsoq 1992; Eyia et d., 1990).

A modified stratified random sample was used for the participant selection (Table
3.4). The purpose of partially randomizing the small sample was to increase the

credibility of the results (Patton, 1992). The potential participants (sample h e ) were
identified fiom three sources: the local telephone directory, the Swan Hills web page
Community lradcndkxs to bothf&
leaderr (eg.dCEtCd Osl*iPb) a d informal laden Jum as loal
buskse
IaA
a d SUGW Hills liaisoa committw-

(local business directory), and the NRCB Muhiple Stakeboldas Report (1 99 1). The
sample was also apanded using a snowball technique to ensure an equal number of
participants from each group. Snowbpll sampling involved selecting new participants by

asking interyiewees to recummend someone who may be willing to participate in the
study.

were rent out to 60 people and telephone calls were used to screen out

those unwilling to participate in the study and to ensure an equal number of men and

women (see Appendix A for the rdusals). In total, 27 i n t h e w s were conducted
between June, 1998 and August, 1998.

I

I

Table 3.4:
Participant Sdection Sbrtegiu
TOTAL
I
STRATEIED
I SNOWBALL
SAMPLE
RANDOM SAMPLING SAMPLING
(rnales/fernales)
STRATEGY
STRATEGY

Residents
Community Leaders
Bovar
Total

10 (4/6)

9 (Y7)
8 (6/2)
27

3.4

Methodologid framework

3.4.1

Grounded theory

10
8
5

1

1

3

I

The methodological orientation of this r m c h is largely interpretive and
qualitative, and is set in the general Ptntegy of grounded theory. Grounded theow is a
general methodology used for dweloping theory that is grounded in data systematically

gathered and analyzed (Strauss and Corbin, 1994). Theory is inductively derived tiom
the study of phenomena it represents. That is, theory is discovued, developed, and
verified through data collection and analysis (Straw and Corbin, 1990). Thus, there is a

raciprocal relationship between data collection, analysis, and theory. Tnstead of

begrming with a theory and proving it, grounded theory begins with an area of study and

what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge (Stnu*ls and Corbin, 1990). One of the

main elements of grounded theory is the use of ongoing analysis to guide sampling. h
other words, sampling is done on the basis of the evolving theoretical relevance of
concepts (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

3.43

Symbolic interrctionitm

The primary method used in this study is indepth face-to-h interviews which
are guided by symbolic interactionism. While grounded theory provides the general
methodological strategy for the research, symbolic interactionism provides the

philosophical paradigm (Morse, 1994). The hmewodc of symbolic interactionism
allows the interpretation of how people vim risk in the context of everyday life.
Interpretation is done by placing both the expressed views of the interviewee and my
interpretation of their views within the literature on environmental risk. Symbolic
interactionism places emphasis on meaning and interpretation as the key to understanding

human behaviwr. These meanings and interpretations are derived eom, or arise out oS
the Eace-to-fnce interaction with others (Patton, 1992). For example, peoples' opinions

about the special waste treatment facility are assumed to be based on interpretations of
convasptions they have with f h i l y members, members of the community groups who
support or denounce the facility, and myself during the intaviews. This h e w o r k is

important for highlighting the role of communication between people in the formation
and alteration of views of risk b u t the hazardous waste fhcility. Symbolic
intcractionism also stresses the importance of context in which the views and opinions of
risk arises, which is also important in the anthropological and sociological theories to

risk Therefore, in order to understand directly how peapk c o m c t their views of risk,
one needs to have direct, face-to-fgce contad with participants within their community.
3.5

Inteaview checklist

The interviews themselves were guided by a checklist of topics (Appendix B)
developed fiom the litaatw on environmental risk. The checklist was used to ensure

consistency of topics covered within the interviews. However,since the interviews were

semi-lrtrudured, d mnained conversational, the intaviewees were allowed the fieedom
to express other ideas that were important to them. This is important for revealing the

contarmal influences that shape peoples' views of risk associated with the hazardous

waste treatment hcility (Patton, 1992).
3.6

Analytical procdum

3.6.1

Data rrduction a d analysis

Transaipt coding is the approach used in this thesis for data reduction and
analysis (see Table 3.5). It is an inductive process which allows important concepts to

emerge from the data (Patton, 1992). Transcript coding refers to the process of selecting,
focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data (trPnscripts) in a meaningful
way, while keeping the relatiom between the themes (codes) intact. Codes are tags or

labels used for assigning units of meaning to the data Codes are used to organize and

retrieve DUTS' so that the researcher can readily find, pull out, and organize the segments
niating to r particular research question, hypothesis, construct, a theme (Mites and

Hubeman, 1994). As M i l a and Hubaman (1994, p. 11) state, coding "is a form of
analysis that sharpas, sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that

'final' conclusions can be drawn and verified". Coding is not something that is separate

&om analysis, rathex it is part of analysis (Miles and Hubaman, 1994; Strauss and
Corbin, 1994). The researchers' decision about which data chunk to code and what
"label" best summarizesa number of DWTs involves analytic choice.

Table 3.5: Steps ia Data Collection m d Analysis
Data ColIectioq
pata Manazemtnt
Data Prtseatation

( Participant

I

Sdcction

Text
I hteMm
>3300 pages

I Muimurn Variation
3 groups
2 genders

+

residents
community leaders
Bovar employas
27 interviews

cS

Coding

I

a

emergent themes
sub-themes

Form of Finding
NUDIST
opedaxialcoding-235
themes/subthemes
selective coding - 100
themes/sub-themes
hierarchical structure

conceptual h e w o r k
theme fhquency
quotations

Due to the huge volume of data generated through this research, a c o m p u t e d
data management system was needed to aid in the coding and organization of the

i n t a v i m . The 27 interviews in this study averaged approximately 45 minutes in length
with some being over 100 minutes and others as short as 30 minutes. This translated into
approximately 300 pages of interview data with over 14,000 lines of text. All the
intenhews were taped, transxibed into WordPafect, and analyzed for emergent themes
with the aid of the qualitative software package NUDIST won-numerical, Unstructured

Data Indexing System and Theorizing, Richards and Richards, 1994). NUDIST was
selected from among a variety of software packages due to its usx-friendly tree-

I

structured indexing system and its ability to handle an evolving system (e.g merging of

themes, aming and pasting of sub-trees).
3.6.2

CCoding proeedum
Reading and annotating is the initial step of coding and it involves noting

reflections and other remarks (i.e. codes) in the margins of transcripts. The second step

of coding involves attaching codes to discrete units of t

w PUTS). DUTs can be

categorized into words, lines, sentences, or paragraphs. Essentially, a DUT will

determine the 'unit of meaning'. In this study, a DUT is represented by a paragraph.

However, there may be several DUTs related to a particular node. The paragraph was
used as the DUT in order maintain coherence and clarity of what the interviewee said.

The third step involves sorting and sifting through these materials to identify
similar phrases, relationships between variables, patterns, themes, and diffkrences
between subgroups. In NUDIST,there are three fmesthat aid in this process: browse,

memos, and i

.search.

The browse feature allows one to acamine all the DUTs coded

at any particular category or node. Memos are notes reflecting my thoughts throughout

the analysis procedure. An index search is a Boolean search technique used to help
answer questions about the relationship b e e n categories, about patterns of coding, and

about the differences behuecn tact coded at one and another catcgoty. For example, one
hypothesis that em&

thtoughout the coding procas was that women, especially

women with children, t d e d to be more concerned about risks. Using the indexing
search, I retrieved all the DUTs that were coded a! "femafc7*,
"concern", and restricted it
to all the "females with chiidren".

Tbe founh step is to graciually develop a d

l act of gendizations

(interpretations) that are derived from the interviews. This involves selecting key
categories or themes &om the NUDIST hierarchical system. This process is aided by the
use of memo's and field notes. The final step involva confronting these generalizations

(int-ons)

with a formalized body of knowledge in the form of constructs or

theories. This basic outline of coding can be broken down M e r into five main
procdwes: reading and annotating, open coding, crrdal coding, selective coding, and
memoing.
3 . 6 Reading & annotating

Reading and annotating is the first step in the coding proass. It involves d i n g

through erch transcript and noting r e m a h (i.e.,codes) in the margins of the transcript.

The main god of d i n g through the transcripts is to prepare the ground for analysis by
becoming fnmiliar with thc data.
The reading and annotating process began after all the i n t e ~ e w were
s
completed

(see Table 3.6 for specific details). Each interview was first transcribed into a
Wordperfect doaumnf and then transferred into NUDIST and printed as a hard-copy.

Each i n t d e w tnuucript was read while notes were made in the margins about the
themes' that emerged throughout the interview. During the second reading, DUTs

(discrete units of text) were more formally delineated and marked with themes. DUT
themes were then transfened into NUDIST.

3.6: Time Line of Data Collection md Andysir
June - Aug, 1998 1
Interviews
July Aug, 1998
Tntaviews transcribed
Seps 1998
Interviews transferred into NUDIST Md printed as hard copy
I Researcher triangulation of coding for 3 interviews
Sept - Nov, 1998 8 Initial coding of documents (i.e. reading and annotating, and
open coding)
Nov - Jan, 1999
Axial and selaive coding
Member check letters sent out
Jan. 1999

-

I

3.6.4

Opco coding

Open coding is the process of bnaking down, examining, comparing (for

similaritia and differences), conceptualizing, and categorizing data. It is the process of
naming (labeling) and categorizing of phenomena through close examination.

Open coding began with the reading and annotating of the transcripts. The codes
that were delineated during the initial reading and annotating were then attached to DUTs

in NUDIST,a
d organized into an emergent hierarchical system6(see Appendix C). As
the analysis progressed, the list of codes grew. Where codes akeady existed, the node

address was assigned to the DUT. However,if the code did not exist, a new node address

and label was assigned to the DUT. For example, DUT-Abelow represents a segment
fiom a transcribed interview. Ma reading and interpreting the text, the code
"neighbourliness" was assigned to the 2 DOTS(the two paragraphs spoken by Miriam).

This label was then organized under a higher order category of 'community description'
thus given the address "2 5" (community descriptiodneighbourline~)7.

I

MIRIAM Basidly it's a really good place for the kids to grow up. They
have a lot of children's programs here. It's r d y child orientated. And uh,
k t ' s hardly any aime here or anything like that you don't have to worry
too much about anything happening to your property it's really nice ond
laid back. A very easy community to be involved in as much as you want.
It's actually the best place we've ever lived. INT: What makes it the best
place3
MIRIAM: Probably because the people are easier to get to know. And
they let you become involved with them without basically having, a lot of
communities if you're not born or brought up there and you don't hove any
roots so to speak it taka r longa time to h e p t e into the community.
And here ss soon as you know your moving vaa pulls in someone's asking
you to do something or get involved and they really encourage that.

The pro-

of developing codes or themes is one of continuous refinement.

Throughout the coding process, nodes were constantly being reviewed and refined (by

either eliminating or collapsing codes). Mer approximately the tenth interview, there
were 440 node addresses. Due to the increasing number of nodes (i.e. the inability to

remember dl the possible codes), 206 codes w a e eliminated by either merging or
eliminating them. Through the process of cut and paste, codes with similar definitions

were merged. On the other hand, codes which were not merged and had only one DUT
attached to it were eliminatedg. This process brought the number of codes to a more

manageable number of 235. However,merging was done much more frequently than
elimination in order to ntain as many DUTs as possible. In the end, approximately 15
codes were eliminated.

3.6.5

Methodr of creating coda

There were two general methods of creating codes for this thesis. First, was the
use of concepts or names derived fiom a prior reading of literature on hazards and
environmental risks (c.g. Beck and Giddens concept of "security"). Although the coding

in g e d is an inductive aad interpretive process, the review of relevant

pr-

literature on risk aided in sensitizing for possible codes. Second, was "in vivo" codes
(Strauss

ad Corbin, 1990). These are codes which are derived 60m the phrases used by

the informants. The creation of "in vivo" codes wen determined by looking for

"reaming regularities" in the data or ones that stood out (e.g responsible?. This process

ensured that all the codes were empirically rooted within the context of the data
3.6.6

Axial d i n g

Axial coding is the process of recontextullizing the d a k While open coding

primarily d d t with breaking down of the data into databits PUTS), axial coding deals

with putting the data back together in new ways by making connections between a
category and its subcategories. Instead of analysis with the databits, Malysis is now done
with the categories that have been developed. Comparisons can now be made between

dl the diffkrent W i t s which have been assigned to a particular category. Although
open and axial d n g are distinct analytic procedures, when the researcher is actually

engaged in analysis he or she alternates between the two modes (Strauss and Corbin,
1990).

Two p

d

w were used to redefine or recontextualize the data: splittingand

splicing. Splitting ref= to the tarL of rdining categoria by slbcategoriring data. In
other words, the node was broken down into its lower orda categories. For example, the
node "mviromental is~ues"was broken down and recoded into six new subcategories10.
Splicing on thc dhtr hand refers to the combining of themes to provide a more integrated
conceptuplitption. Through the use of cut and paste f a r e in NUDIST,two types of

splicing was pdonned: merge (wherenodes with similar definitions were combined)

and re-categorize(where themes were re-orderedunder a different node address).
3.67

Sdective coding

Selective coding is the process of selecting core categories, systematically reloting
it to other categories, validating those relationships, and filling in categories that need

hrther refinement and development. Similar to axial coding, selective coding is the
of seleaing and reorganizing the nodes. Out of the 235 original nodes, 100

pro-

nodes w e n seIected and reorganized into a new hierarchical system (see Appendix D).
These 100 nodes were selected as the core categories because they were the ona that

were directly related to the research objectives in this thesis; to ddcrmine the residents'
views of environmental risk, and how they form their views of those risks.
3.6.8

Memoing
Annotating data or memoing involves making notes about ones' notes. Memos

are written records of analysis related to the formulation of theory p a y , 1993).

In other

words, they represent the written forms of abstract thinking. Memoing is a way of
enriching analysis because it is a way of opening up the data, a d allowing for a more
systematic and thorough analysis. Memos are an important tool which are used to help

flag patterns, themes ud possible theordid ideas by indicating links with 0th
categories. By reading memos,one can begin to discover how the categories come
together mund a core category. Memos are the key for the development of an d y t i c

theory. Further, memos can also be used to highlight or flag possible quotatiow for
display.

-

'O

-

NO& &bem (3 1) in NUDIST in AppDdix C

Two types of memos were used in NUDIST: node memos and document memos.

Node memos are annotations about particular nodes ofcategories, and document nodes
are annotations within a particular document (e-g., trammibed interview). Both types of
memos were printed out periodically Md reviewed throughout the coding and analysis
procedure in order to assist in theoretical development process. Notes made in a field
notebook during the intaview process (e-g. post i n t h e w thoughts) were also consulted
to provide ideas for the analysis process.
3.7

Presentation of findings
One of the challenges of qualitative analysis is to present the full range of ideas

represented by the 100 themes in a concise manner. In this thesis three different types of
data are presented in order to present the ideas represented by the NUDIST themes. First,

DUTs are used to show how participants tallred about ideas developed in the
interpreation. Although there are several DUTs associated with any one code, only a
U o n of these DUTs are presented in the findings. As a result, the presentation of

DUTs and interpretation are selective. In order to select a DUT,quotations had to satisfy
at least one of the four criteria:

i) quotations are most representative of all DUTs for a code;
ii) quotations represent ideas in an articulate d o r conciw mannw,
iii) quotatiom contain ideas that contradict the main findings (i.e. negative case);
iv) quotations corn a particular speaker arc rare.

These coded DUTs were selected and retrieved to be presented as quotations
representing participants views and opinions about environmental risk Using the words

of the respondents helps ensure that my interpretations are an accurate representation of

what the respondents said.

Scc0ndly7tables are used to show all the related thema for each quotation and to
indicate how the themes are connected within the hierarchical indexing system. These

tables =mist of three columns: the theme from the NUDIST indexing system, the

number of times that theme was mentioned by the respondents, and the number of
participants who said something related to that theme. The tables of frequency counts are
important because they indicate how many times a certain theme is mentioned and if the

theme was raised by only a few participants or a variety of participants. Frequency

counts are also important because they help cumborate the findings. The third type of
data presented takes the form of a conceptual h e w o r k which connects the most
important themes in the findings (see Figure 5.1).
3.8

Qualitative rigour: strategicr to reduce thrertr to waluation criteria

Qualitative research is ofien criticized for filing to pass tesfs of mahodological
rigour, of establishing trustworthy findings (Sandelowski, 1986). Trustworthiness refers
to qualitative rigour or "findings which are worth paying attention to, worth taking

account of' (Lincoln and Guba, 1985,290). Proponents of quantitative research are
critical of qualitative research for not adhering to the scientific, positivistic canons.
However, because the nature and the goals of qualitative research are different &om
qudtativc research, the same criteria cannot used. Furthermore, there is no standard set

of prOCtdurcs for establishing rigorous findings in qualitative m h . In this thesis,

four strategies, adapted &om Lincoln's and Guba's (1985) model, were used for
establishing qualitative rigour. The four strategies helped to enswe that the findings
(codes or themes)were grounded within the context of the data (to guard against threats

to trustworthiness).

Rcaearchcr tzhgulation was the first strategy used to help ensun consistent and
acwate interpretation and coding of interviews. Researcher triangulation involves the

coding of the same transaipts by two or more researchers, and then comparing the
results. In this study, three interviews, one kom each group (i.e. community leader,
resident, worker), were chosen at random. Both Jamk Baxter and I coded the documents
separately and compared our codes (see Table 3.7). Table 3.7 m y suggest two diffamt
interpretstions could be developed fiom the same data because of the number of
mismatches in coding (different meanings), especially at the lowest level (Baxter and
Eyles, 1999). However,discrepancies does not necessarily mean discrepancies about the

meaning about the discrete unit of text. Rather it tends to signal that due to the overall
richness of the discrete unit of text, it can be interpreted in a number of diRaent ways.

Further, Baxter and Eyles (1999) indicate that "the discrepancies also indicate the level of

detail in the d i n g scheme itself and the diffenm predisposition's of the codas (3 17).
Despite some of the discrepancies in coding, we both have the same gened
interpretation (similar codes). G e n d ly, intercode mismatches ocarrred most
tkequently at the Iowa levels (n = 53) in what is a hierarchical coding scheme and less
frsquently at the highest level (n = 6). The discrepancies usually resulted &om subtle

diffaences in interpretations of the transcripts and the fm that wme DUTs could easily
fit under several themes at once. Further, the coding scheme is highly comple~

involving 235 codes which overlap in most cases, so that the likelihood of mismatches is
considdly higher than would hove been with a shorter list of codes. Howwcr, a

smaller code

would have mlde the selection of quotations extremely dificult since

numerous DUTs would have to be manually searched for typical cases. The coding of

the rest of the tmscripts was done with the differences in mind. For example, the
Mat-

in results (e.g codes interpreted by Jamie but not by me) were used to help

sensitize the coding of the remaining transcripts.

The second strategy used wao source triangulation. Source triangulation refers to
the use of more than one wurce to establish a concept or theme. Two types of source

triangulation were used in this study. One was the use of quotations from several

different respondents regarding a particular theme or concept. This reveals how different
sources say approximately the same thing (Dentin, 1978). The other was the use of
tabla derived &om NUDIST,which revcai how many people talk similarly about the
same issue (fiquency count). Frequency counta indicate the number of times and the

numbs of people that mention a particular theme.

Tmsdpt

,

Duane
Glenda
Miriam

Table 3.7: Comparison of Two Different Rtsearchcn' Coding
Code in *DLbut Code in JB but Discrepancies at Discrepancies at
not in JB (total not in DL (total Highest LNel in Lowest Level in
Index System
DL codes)
Index System
JB codes)
3
I0
q36)
7(3 1)
3
14(28)
9(23)
20
1
14(43)
22
9(50)

*DL- Daniel Lee's version of coding
JB - Jamie Biucter's version of coding

The third strategy used was member checking. Member checking involves
r e v d i n g the research findings to the informants to ensure that the research has

accurately translated the participants' viewpoint in the findings. It ensurts that the
themes and conclusions mske xnse to the informants, that the findings an accurate

representations of the respondents. This helps to decrease the chance of any

I

misinterpretation. Implicit in this strategy is the mtioa of validity or Schutz's postulate
of adequacy, "whereby i n t a p r d o n s are more credible ifthey are rneaningfbl for both

academia and the group studied" ( B a aand Eyles, 1997, 5 15). In this study, a letter
along with a self-addressed envelope was sent out to d l the participants near the end of
the analysis p r o m with a summary of the main findings (Appendix E). Also attached

was a participant feedback form. In all, there were 12 responses and all 12 respondents
believed my preliminary findings accurately reflected their views of risk (Appendix F).
The fourth strategy used to unsure trustworthy findings was the use of lowinference descriptors, whenby the original wording of the participants was maintained as

much as possible. This decrcad the chance of any misinterpretation. This was
accomplished by recording and tnnsaibing be intaviews verbatim and maintaining the
exact words throughout the d y s i s process. The original wording was altered only at

the stage of preparing the quotations for presentations, eliminating some of the

idiosyncratic style of speech. The use of the Spred (which expands a DUT to a

specified number) and Sunp to source (which jumps to the original source document)
functions in NUDIST also helped keep the informants' meanings in context throughout
the analysis.
3.9

Autobiography
An autobiography is another strategy used to establish qualitative rigour. It

involves seifdection, mainly to clarify some of the biases, motivations and interests of
the researcher. The goal is mt to diminate these biases pa st, ntha, to expose them so
that they can be evaluated by rodus of the research.

During the last few yeus, the ASWTF has become the centre of controversy.
Much of the controversy revolves around the two accidents (a PCB leak and explosion),

the health advisory against eating wild game, and legal actions &omAlberta
Environmental Proteaion and the Lesser Slave Lake Native Bud. As a result, many of

the people were suspicious of the study. Conscious of this fact, I was very carefir1 with
the wording of questions and usually avoided using words such as "risk? when referring

directly to the ASWTF. I also tried to indicate that the research was not specifically
about the ASWTF, but rather about environmental risk in general. By reassuring the
participants that I waa a student examining their views and opinions of ri& and that my

intentiom are academic and not political, put many people at ease. The rural character of
the area and small town atmosphere also helped facilitate fiiendly conversations during
the interviews. In many cases the intervim actuaIly included conversations about my

firture aspirations which helped build a positive rapport.
Generally, because of my attitude towards d

l towns, I did not expect to be

treated differently even though I was probably the only "non-white" in the community.
Although I have never lived in small towns, my perceptions of them is one of

friendliness, community spirit, a
d fmily oriented. In general I have a positive attitude
towards the hazardous waste kility. I feel that hrcilitia like these are needed because

they help reduce hazardous waste, which would otherwise be buried. However, I began
the rcse~rchunda the presumption that the participants would consider the risks &om the

ASWTF w high and have a high degree of concern because of the two recent accidents

and the M t h advisory. I also presumed that more women would be concerned than

men. During the interviewing and interpr*?tions I made a conscious effort to keep these

predisposition's in check. I g d l y tmk a neutral stance except in cases where I played

"devil's advocatento urge a participant to think through their position on a issue.
An important issue which is paramount for residents is to clear up the negative

perceptiow that people outside the community may have regarding the community and

the ASWTF. Many of the residents feel that the media has only created negative
publicity for the town because of the politid nature of the p h t . As a result, many of
the people were adamant that I dear up those misconceptions, that Swan Hills and the

piant is a safe place and it is not contaminated. While I can empathize with how the

community fetls and their attitudes towards media, this may threaten the reliability of the
findings if they favor some residents' point of view to the exclusion of others.

Tht next two chapters report the main findings fkom the case study followed by a
discussion chapter which links the findings at Swan Hills with the literature on
technological risk.

Chapter 4:

Vim and Opiniom of Rirk

These next 2 chapters present the findings fiom the study. This chapter focuses
on the residents' descriptions of their community, everyday risks and concerns in Swan

Hills, and their descriptions of low con-

and risks regarding the Alberta Speciai

Waste Treatment Facility (ASWTF). Chapter five centers on contextual influences which

shape the residents' views of risk from the ASWTF and ends with a summary of findings
within a conceptual Wework for understanding risk at Swan Hills.
4.1

Community description

This section deals with how the residents of Swan Hills describe their community.
That is, the following are responses when asked what they valued most about living in
Swan Hills. Many would often mention "safety" and "nature", while others would

generally allude to the Ma, traditional, conservative, ways of life.
4.1.1

Safe place

Swan Hillr u a safe piact ( 1 0 1 5)'' and low crim&iolence (100 1 I)

Mnny of the residents regard Swan Hills as one of the safest communities ( ~ 1 9 ,
n=13)I2. Genaally, these residents equate safety with crime and violence and not

environmental issues (table 4.1). For example, Helen desaibes Swan Hills as one of the
&st

communities she hu lived in because it has one of the lowest crime rates,

INT: How would you d d b e Swan Hills in tams of safety?
HELEN": It's a safe community,we're classed aa one of the lowest crime rate
comrnunitie~.We have an excellent RCMP fone. They have very good
programs for the Lib, d as far as I h o w they have good programs in the
~ h o o l .I would classify Swan Hills as one of the d c s t communitiesthat I've
lived in. And rve lived in about 6 diffaent communities. Swan Hills is the
ssfcst. It's where I want to rais my child.

[ Theme

I

Tabk 4.1":
Community Description
( Number of tima topic (
I was ~nentioned(m)

Number of people who
mentioned the topic

13
6
4
86

5(19)
3(11)
4(15)
23(85)

I

quiet
cheap housing

,

iwlrted
, madmum for entire data set
,

-

For people such as Helen, safety, in terms of raising her child, seems to be very

important. Likewise,Nigel also claims Swan Hills is one of the safest communities in all

of Alberta and reiterates this idea by commenting on the fhct that he never h u to lock the

doors to his housc or car,
KNT: How about in terms of safety how would you describe this place?
NIGEL: Safest community in Alberta.
INT: Why do you say that?
NIGU: Because of 69 municipal RCMP detachments, one being high, Swan
Hills is number 69 and I have seen the statistical reports that rate us ss number 69
and they don't ieave the RCMP members here v a y long because it's too quiet.
There are people I bumped into the other day that said, Oh,some people came in
firom the city visiting and they came in and locked their cars up and one of the

I
1

,

parties said "You don't lock your cars?" And I said we don't lock our house
unless we're going away for a weekend or something.
G a l d l y when solicited about safety in Swan Hills, the ASWTF was rarely the
first thing the residents mentioned. For instance there were only three mentions of the
ASWTF when asked to describe Swan Hills in terms of safety. Further, when asked to
describe the A S W in terms of safety, there were 18 mentions (n = 10) that the plant

was sPfe (see table 4.4). Paradoxically, Duane, Annette, and Roy all mention the
ASWTF in passing but they do not consida the plant u a major concern For example,

Annette comments that even despite the two accidents, she considers Swan Hills as one
of the safer places on earth,

INT: In terms of safety how would you describe this place?
ANNETTE:Well like I said when we were threatened with the forest fire it wasn't
going to k that our houses were going to become cindered, they would have
foamed the town or waterbombed the town or whatever it took. And as far as the
goes it's like they've got that thing unda a microscope, and
waste treatment
a little mouse goes pee and they squawk When they checked us out, the people
here in town had l e PCBs
~ tban those in Edmonton or Whitecourt. The animals
they tested afl had less PCBs than the Whitecourt forest area accept the one deer
who'd been in the compound eating the grass for 2 weeks when the spill had
occurred. So as fif as safety goes it's probably one of the safer places on earth to
be.

Similarly, Duane expresses that he has no concerns about the special waste treatment
facility,

INT: How would you describe Swan Hills in terms of safety?
DUANE: Safety, &om the viewpoint of the gas industry and the waste plant or
the town?
INT: Whatever you think d k t y is.

DUANE: Well there's safety in your own neighbourhood and there's safety
environmentally as well. In town, it's a pretty d e town and people are aware of
kids on the streets and they drive slow and you know wwbody's cautious of
everybody else's kids and you know that type of thing. Safkty? And if1 look
outside of town with the gas plants and the waste plant, like everybody is o p f i
conscious. You know d k t y is first in all the industries around town, so Born that

standpoint rm not too worried. You do get the odd bear in town now and then but
we don't worry about that too much.
When asked what makes a place safe or d

e to live in, many mentioned a small

town atmosphere (m=37and ~ 2 0 (table
)
4.1). For example, Dagmar comments that

small towns tend to have less crime, trafEc, and less pollution than cities,
INT: What do you thin&makes a place safe or u n d e to live in?
DAGMAR: That's a different question, I guw I've never redly thought about it.
I think safety has to do with trafEc,we have low traffic here. Ad,
enviro~lentallywe don? have the smog and the sewers a
d we don't have the
crime like in the cities. We don2 hove the crime like wen up north. Just it feels
v a y sofe hae, I ean walk down the street 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning and walk
downtown and it wouldn't bother me at all. That would be my terms of safety I
think.
Dina also feels Swan Hills is safe because she believes small communities tend to be

DtNA: I think it's a sofe place to be. I feel very safe here. Small communities
tend to be safer than larger cities. I like it here, I think it's a safe community.
4.1.2

Community valua and ways of life

The themes in table 4.1 meal the residents' values and beliefs, which support a

particular way of life. Examples of ways of life in Swan Hills include safe enviro~lent
for raising f h i l y , neighbody, and nature.
smaU town (100 12), family oriented (100 1 3 ), and neighboudy (100 1 4)
As evidenced by the high number of families a d children (see section 3.2.1).
Swan Hills is a fPmily oriented community. For example, Miriam touts Swan Hills'
many children's progms and low crime rate,

INT: So what is it that you like about this place? What are some qualities that
you like?
MIRIAM: Basically it's a r d l y good place for the kids to grow up. They have a
lot of children's programs h m . It's d l y child orientated. And there's hardly any
crime here or anything like that. You don't have to wony too much about

anything happening to your property it's r d l y nice and hid badc A very easy
community to be involved in as.rnuchas you want. It's actually the best place
wcJvcever lived.
Peopk like Miriam feel that a small town provides a safe environment to raise children.
They fed smdl towns are safer for children than the city because small towns are fjunily

oriented and have lea problems with such things as t d i c , crime,pollution and drugs.
For example, Duane comments on his concerns with city life,

INT: Do you think there's any risks living in Swan Hills?
DUANE: Well from a frmily standpoint the risks are smrlla than in the city.
The thing that always worries me is drugs and stuff like that with the Ms.I think
r d ltown is a SLfQ place kcause you know everybody's watching everybody
else. So if something's happening we find out before your kids can tell. So fiom

that standpoint it's a small, fairly closeknit community that way.. ... And you
know your neighburs and if you're on holidays they are going to watch your
place and d.
I mean I feel more safe here than I would living in the city let's
put it that wry.

Similarly, Richard comments that it is the small town character of Swan Hills which he
identifies most with,
INT: What do you like about Swan Hills?
RICHARD: You know I didn't like it for a long time when I got divorced and I
didnY have any company. And now that I've got my wife and kids here with me,
which they've been with me a long time now, it's great and what I learned to like
about S m n Hills is it's quiet, it's relatively crime fie. You can leave for thc
weekend and leave your door wide open. So things like that, I can't imagine
actuaily raising kids in Edmonton or Calgary. I realize tbat's a s d l town attitude
but I don't know, I like the fact that there's basically no organized crime influence
or gang influence or things like that. Just the fad that it's quiet and pretty crime
kt.
According to such residents, small towns also tend to be safer because they are more
neighbourly, where wayone tends to h o w each other and everyone watches out for

each other's m i l king. Glenda reinforces Duane's comments that Swan Hills is

CXfremely sPfc because neighboun watch for each other,

INT: How would you descncbe Swan Hills in tams of safety?
GLENDA: I think it's an extremely safe place, in a lot ways. I think like
neighboun watch out for neighborn and it's small enough that everybody knows
your kids ud b w s your prop* and stuff and they watch out for each other
a
d I think it's a d e place. Our crime rate's real low.

nature (100 16)
When asked what the residents value most about Swan Hills (table 4. 1)' many of

the residents identified nature (m=33,~ 1 2 ) .Generally, the residents would mention

things like clean air, open space, bunting, camping, and other recreational activities.
These residents boast that Swan Hills has clean air, especially when compared to the city.

For example, Annette reasons that since the air is cleaner than the city, the accidents did
not pose any risks,

INT:The accidents didn't concern you at all?
ANNETIE: No.
INT: W h y is that?
ANNETTE: Well I figure the air is clearer here than a lot of the cities in Canada
myway and that by the time the wind blows it and it travels through the trees and
mrywhere else that there's going to be a lot less, you knowpper million, parts per
million in the air you know than thae would be if it wu downtown Edmonton
sort of thing. You know add it to the carbon monoxide and all the other junk
going out. But like I said they're very good so ebout the only think that comes out
of theu smokestacksafter everything's burnt is pretty well carbon dioxide.

Risk, then, in Swan Hills is identified more readily with safety issues such as city life,
crime and violence, and d e t y of children. As a result, the residents believe Swan Hills
provides a low risk environment to rahe a fomily.
4.2

Everyday Rirb and Concuor in Swan Hills
When asked about some of the everyday risks and concerns in Swan Hills, the

ASWTF was rarely the first thing people mentioned. More pressing matters were related
to social (e.g, community stability, lack of amenities) and economic concern (e.g.,

posaible closure of the plant, downsizing of the oil industry).

4.2.1

Community eonrcr~~~

lack medical facilitiu and docton (100 2 1)

Some concern the residents do have are related to the lack of amenities and lack
of services (table 4.2). One concern which plagues Swan Hills residents is not having a
full time doctor. As a rrsult, many f
a
1that there is inadequate health care for their

children. For instance, Alan feels that the lack of adequate medical ftcilities is a risk of
living in Swan Hills,
INT: What do you think some risks related to living here an?
ALAN: One thing we do have a problem with is the lack of some of the
necessary services, such as the hospital faility. The town hu a red hard time
trying to get docton to try and live up hen. The frct that the closest major centre
being Edmonton is 2 1/2 hour drive, that scares a lot of people. They don't like
being that fnr away fiom all those other neat fancy amenities that a city can offer.
That would be the biggest factor I think on a lot of people's minds,just that the
security of having a quick raponse to a d i d f ~ i l i t and
y some decent doctors
type of things.
commuoity stability (100 2 3), plant dosure (100 2 21, mad oil industry downsizing
(1W2 4)

The residents are also concerned about economic and community stability. For

example, Robert fecls that the slowing down of the oil and gas industry, and the ASWTF
will eventually impact Swan Hills economy,

INT: Do you hove any concerns about anything in the fitwe?
.ROBERT:For Swan Hills? It's like anywhere, the oil industry and gas industry
around hae, you know it's slowing down a little bit. Bow has also been slowing
down a little bit. So then's always a business risk in mything as fu as how long
it can keep going. The oil and gas and the waste plant keeps this place going.
Honestly then's not a whole lot else around here. So,if any one of those dies, it's
going to hurt the community.

J e ~ also
y expresses similar concerns. Jeimy bclieva if the plant ever closed down, it
would have detrimental consequences for the entire town,

INT: So you're concerned that all those protesta Md native concerns might cause
the plant to shut down?
TENNY: Yeah it might shut it down.
INT: How Q you think that would affect you and the community?
JENNY: I think that will be a lot of lost jobs for p p l e and a lot of people
moving out and it will just affect everything, such ao your price. And the oil
patch has slowed down here in the last 10 yews, it's slowed down a lot, so the
Chem plant has brought a lot more people back in and working. I think it will
have a big a e c t on the town.

As a result, many of the residents m m to downplay the risks about the ASWTF because
the facility helps keep the community dive (see section 5.7).
Table 4.2:
Communitv Concerns
Number o f times topic
wm mentioned

Theme

lack amenities
decline of property values
children's hturt
I madmum for entire data set

8
8
8

I

86

Number o f pcopk who
mentioned the topic

q22)
q22)
5(19)
23(85)

1

The oil and gas industry seems to be a more pressing environmental issue in Swan
Hills than the ASWTF (see table 4.3). Further, the residents generally regarded landfills
as more of a risk compared to incineration at the ASWTF. However,when solicited, a

few residents ( ~ 8 did
) mention the ASWTF as a risk, but these residents generally seem
to have very little concans with the plant.

environmeutd irrudol and gaa industry (100 4 12)

When asked directly about any environmental issues in Swan Hills, more people

mentioned the oil and gas industry than the ASWTF (table 4.3). In f a there were twice
as many people who mentioned the oii and gas industry as an environmental issue

compared to the ASWI'F ( ~ and
7 ~ 1 4respectively).
,
The third highest mention was

the form fins (n = 10). However, it h mt surprising that forest fires was mentioned by
so many people because the community had just m e 1 1 c e d some of the worst fires

condition in years. Despite the fm that the town is dependant on an industry that

pollutes, many still regard the oil and gas industry as risk For example, Jemy describes
the oil patch as risky and hard on the environment,

INT: What do you think some of the main environmental concems are around
here?
JENNY: I think it's our oil patch. I think that can be very risky. You h o w there
were 4 or 5 spills out in one field and that's hard on the environment. Our forest
fires. Thats kind of a hard thing because it can be good and it can be bad. But I
think that the oil, the stuff that goes on out in the field is hard on the environment.

Theme

Table 4.3:
Environment31 Risks and Concexns
Number of timu topic
Number of p p k who
wm mentioned
mentioned the topic

I environ issudforest fires

environ issuc/wildlife
maximum for entin data set

1

15

3
86

1

I

3(11)
23(85)

However,few residents regarded the ASWTF ss a risk, even though the waste
facility has caused some negative environmental impacts (e-g. PCB leak, incinerator
explosion). Further, just because it is mentioned as an environmental issue, it did not
necesdy mean they were concaneti. For example Dina defines the plant as an
environmental issue but then is quick to respond that the risks have been "overblown,"

INT:What do you think some of the environmental concans arc around here.
DlNk Well the waste plant is one. l think the oil fields is another. I think
b e ' s environmental risk with any industry, there is a certain element of
environmentaf impact. With the oil companies and leases and just erosion control
and things like that can have a lot of environmental impact. I think the plant has
been overblown, you know the environmental risk, the PCBs or dioxins and the
bans. I think the pulp mills, I mean you take Slave Lakt and Whitecourt, I think
you have as great a chance or maybe even bena of a chrncc of toxins being
present in the atmosphere in the pulp mills or papa mills than you do from the
plant.

These residents seem to define the tams risk and concrm quite differently. Although
they did identify the ASWTF as a risk, they had very few concerns with it.
Others such as Glenda dso identify the waste facility as an environmental issue

but justify the waste facility by explaining that disposing hazardous waste is a responsible
thing to do. Glenda believes there would be more risks without such a facility,

INT: What do you think some of the key enviro~aentaleoncans or issues are for
Swan Hills?

GLENDA: For SWM Hills? Well I mean them is the waste tratment plant out
thac. H o w , I think that the waste trea!mcnt plant is a responsible thing to do.
W e u e risks involved with hazardous waste yes, or toxic waste or whatever you
want to d l it. But are those risks greater by destroying the waste than disposing
of it in an d t manner, dumping it in ditches or piling it into things like the
h e C a d ? I think the rioko involved with destroying it Eu outweigh the risks of
going back to what it was where people could just dump their waste wherever
they want. So I think the Alberta government and B o w have done the

responsible thing by establishing the disposal site.

Mary, on the other hand, bps some reservations about the plpat. She would like to

believe that the plant does not pose any rish but she is uncertain,

INT: What would be a main environmental issue or concern for Swan Hills?
MARY: This area? I suppose the plant is a conam, I'm not sure how big of a
risk it really is, but it is a concan And just your normal everyday pollution that
you get everywhere else you how. But bcsidca the plant thae's really no other
concerns. Well the oil and gas there is risk then tm. Oil spills, that's not very
good for the environment and the smokestacks and stuff like that.

Although thae an twenty three mentions (table 4.3) of the plant being a risk or
concern, the residents do not see it as a big threat.

Further, these concerns were limited to

only eight out of the twenty seven respondents. Generally, women, such as Miriam,

MPry, and Jenny, who have children seem to be the ones most concerned about the

ASWTF. For atample, Jenny remarks that perhaps the plant is a risk for living in Swan

Hills, but, those risks do not really bother her. However,J m y may have some latent
con-

that perhaps in the h r e there may be some repercussions (see section 5.8). In

this passage, J ~ M Yseems to change her mind and view the waste facility as a risk

because of the possibility of effects in the future,

INT: How would you define the term risk?
JENNY: That's a very hard question. I don't think of stuff like that, not here I
don't think WS
a risk I think ic like our biggest risk is getting mauled by a bear
while you're wsllring through the woods like that to me, like that's the risk here.
Like maybe for some people it's living by the plant. You're talring a risk by living
here I guess. Like l've thought about it and like I said, maybe we do, maybe in 20
years well find out. But no that's probably the biggest risk for living hae would
be the plant but it still doesn't bother me.
Msry also atptcsses that she has some concerns but her concerns are not very high. She

is more concaned with the type of people that work at the plant,

MARY: rm eoncaned but not vexy concerned. I'm no! concerned about the
plant. I'm c o d about how maybe it's managed or the type of people they
hire and how sofe they w o k But I think if it's managed properly and it's safety
issues are up to par I think I have no problem with it. It's just human error, human
fsctor that I wony about.
Out of the eight nspondents who identified the plant as a risk, Miriam,Jenny, and
Richard had explicit concerns with the hazardous waste plant. When Miriam defines

risk, she defines it in the context of her fimily. As a result, she is primarily concerned
over the possible imp-

of air quality on her children,

INT: When you talk about risk what do you mean? How would you define it?
MIRIAM: I guess risk would be more of posing a threat.
INT: A threat to what?
MIRIAM: Well to a lot of things, your own survival, or an impact on your
family. Especially with the hospital and Bovar ad that kind of thing. These are
questions I don't really think about that much in depth. It's interesting. I would
say there's a risk, it conme that there may be a risk that we don't know about
to our health. That's number one. We don't rally know what the quality of air is
like here when things are burnt off at B o w So that to me is very risky on our
health and especially on my children's health because theyke developing so fast
and everything's so crucial with their brain development that you wonder is there
going to be some side effect. But you know in Edmonton they say they have
more PCBs registered in the air there than we do here. But then again you know,
I've heard that counteracted a lot of times born different programs and reports. So
it is hard to believe.
Similarly, Richard is also concerned with the air quality. He wonders how oAen Bovar
violates the emissions sundub. However Richard does not necessarily disagree with

the concept of a hamdous waste facility. He sees the need for them, but he questions the
location of the plant. He is concerned because he believes that accidents are inevitable
and the current site is not a geologically suitable location,

INT: Would you say that there are benefits of having the waste plant hen?
RICHARD: I never did ever agree in having the waste pknt here. And that's
simply not because of NIMBY either. But everything NIW off here. It can be
raining here for 2 weeks,herd and you can go out to a lease and dig down 8
inches and the dust will be flying because there's so much clay in the soil.
everything runs off into the swamps and the rivers into the lakes. So I certainly

didn't disagree with the concept of a waste tratmeDt plant itt dl,but here? I mean
when they could put it in the middle of the badlands whae the watertable is
thousands of feet down, why on earth wouldnt they do that you know what I
man? But here it's gotta be run just right becrwe any mistake, liquid mistake,
it's gonna end up in the water table and I dont give a shit what anybody says and
you know that's the only thing that bugged me about it here is thot the whok
premise of their argument was "Well there's not going to be an accident". They
might as well say airplane's don2 aash and ahips don't sialc either. I mean they're
not supposed to you know. But so their arrogance was more a concern because I
just I mean Fm just a simple oil patch worker and I know better than that. There's
going to be an accident, there's going to be il mistake so why on earth would you
put it in a place where ifthae is a mistake it's criticaI right away for a lot of
things? So I questions heir logic there.

GeneraIly, concerns about the hazardous waste facility are on the issue of

transportation. The nsidents are concerned with the possibility that a truck carrying
hazardous waste will get into an accident and cause a spill. These residents are also

concerned about the government appmval of out of province waste because of the
increase in the number of trucks transporting waste and the long distances they have to

travel. For example, Robert expresses that he has no problem of accepting out of
province waste, however, he does have some concern with the transportation,

INT: What do you think about the fia thot other Provinces ship their waste to
Alberta or to this plant?
ROBERT: h e got no problem with that. To mc the biggest issue there is the
transportation and keeping it safe. To me that was always my f e ~of
t accepting
out of province waste, r transpodon issue. We lolow it's expensive to build, it's
expensive to upgrade and it doesn't matter if it's Alberta or whae it is, it is
hazardous waste and if we can get rid of it, fine. I have no problem accepting
waae.

When the residents describe the ASWTF they use words such as: "waste",
"sterile", "stable*, and "inert". Many of the residents associate the tam "incineration"
with the ASWTF, and equate incineration with udestr~yingwaste". The hazardous waste

facility, then, is scen 9s a k i l i t y that destroys and gets rid of 'kaste". When people
tafked about the a h d e s to incineration, imagea of contamination, leaking

t r a n s f o m Love

and dumping into ditches or h e r s fields, were be conjured

up in their minds. As a result, the residents view burying or storing as a larger risk and

hence a poor alternative to buming the waste at the plant. For example, Lisa describes
the unacceptable risk to her of burying waste,

INT:You said tblt you an more worried about the oil patch as opposed to the
wa!3teplsnt,whydoyousaythpt?
LISA: Because the waste plant is designed to get rid of waste, I mean they're not
generating the waste. When you're generating the waste and you have to pay to
get rid of it there's M incentive to hide it, bwy it, dump it. They're job is to bring
it in and dispose o f it, that's what they get paid for so there's no reason for them to
hide it or bury it or dump it, that's the job. So I have less concerns about them
having a, I mean in industry there's always going to be some risk in that
something will blow up or whatever but Ws pat of doing business and an
acceptable risk An unacceptable risk for me is the fbct that somebody wants to
save $10,000 and so buries 50 drum in a hill somewhere or in a h e r s field,
that happened out by Edmonton some guy buried a bunch of junk in some
fPnnds field. I think that's a bigger risk, somebody trying to short-circuit the
system and save a few bucks. Whereas there's no incentive for Bovar to shortcircuit the system* That's what they're out there to &.
4.3

Low Concerns and Low Risks Regarding the ASWTF
The residents of Swan Hills genetally have few concerns living in Swan Hills.

When asked about any risks or concerns in general, a number of residents mentioned they
had v a y little risks or concans living in Swan Hills. Further, when asked directly about
the ASWTF,many of th residents did not identify the plant as a major risk or con-.

This section reveals the residents view of low concans and risks regarding the ASWTF.
low concerns livimg in Swan H

a (100 1 2 1) and with the ASWTF (100 1 2 2)

In general, the community of Swan Hills has very few community concerns,
especially regarding the ASWTF (table 4.4). For example, there are 47 mentions that the

Table 4.4:
Ducriptionr o f Low Risk md Low Concerns
Number of tima I Number ofpeopk who
topic was mentioned
mentioned the topic
of the 2 n

I =me

I

I

1 accidents were minor

I

I

10

I

I

I

waste facility is a low concan and 34 mentions that the plant is a low risk1'. Despite the
fact that then is some considerable concern regarding the ASWTF fiom outside the

community (e.8- health advisories, Native concerns, and media reports), the residents do
not shye the concern. For example, Robert comments that llthough others outside the
community v i m the waste facility as a main environmental concan, he does not fecl it is

a major one,

INT:What do you think some of the main environmental concerns or issues are?
ROBERT: Well some people say that the plant is a big one but I don't, I don't
redly feel that that's one of the major ones.

INT: Why do you say that?
ROBERT: Well I know what the p r o c e ~is,~ I know how it's operated out there.
And right now they're going through some court hearings and some interesting
stuff is coming out ofthat
INT: Yeah I bet.
ROBERT: A d it's in our fivour which is good right now. PCBs are always the
one big thing that they're talking abou!, and you think that's the only k
d out
there, wdl that's only a minor hazard, there's lots of other o m . Not so much
here. Ijust mean everywhere in Alberta. They're transporting 100.h chemicals
dl over the place, through cities dl the time. People don?, whether they're just
ignorant of the foet I don't know, but when they hear PCBs they think that its not
good. I don't look at it as fhr pr you know, the waste management plant u being a
risk. HaPudous waste does not only come through our gates at the plant, but its

' 5 ~ ~ c c l r m d ~ l l o c w a c r e d ~ @ l y h ~ j d C I V * W ~ 1 0 ~ a t b C
rrhlslry distinguish between these two

tcnna were iPturcl;lrtcdaad if& -ts

also out there all over the country. And you know, it's gotta be dealt with and
we're doing our best to do that. So rd sooner have it that way than have it
dumped in a river or stream or something like that. So we're doing the best we
can with it.

The reason Robat fcels that waste facility is a low risk is because he believes that facility
is destroying hazardous waste tht would othenvise be dumped into a river or stream.

Likewise, Alan realizes thae are negative views revolving around the plant, and despite
the stigma attached to living in Swan Hills, he has no concerns with the plant,

INT: What do you think some of the environmental concems or issues are for
Swan Hills?

ALAN: Some of the environmental issues? I know the waste plant is on a lot of
people's minds. That I have no concan with. I've been with them for 10 years,
mr since they started up and contrary to a lot of belief I do not glow in the dark,
I Q not have extra anns or hands. I can hnction normally.
Further, some of the residents feel that the waste facility is low risk because visually the

ASWTF is unassuming. For example, Darngar remarks that she has low concerns
because compared to the oil companies who's smoke is black, the smoke that is emitted
by the ASWTF is white,

INT: Are you ever concerned about the plant?
DAGMAR: Not really. No.
INT: Why is that?
DAGMAR: I just know, I know how safe it is out there. h e been there, I've
looked into it. Compared to the stacks fiom the oil companies that are spewing
out raw gas cvayday and you've got white smoke coming out of ChemSecurity,
their emissions am zero or lens compared to what's going on west of here. ITSjust
m a bahercdme. We're IS miles away too, we're mt, it'r rmt right there, it's
quite a ways away.

Dagmar seems to believe that a zero or risk fkee environment can be achieved
when s k cornrnena "theiremissions are zero or less." Dagmr has the opinion that the
emissions at the hazwdous waste facility is zero, or at least less compared to other

industrieq Md ss a r d t she has no concerns with the ASWTF. Her (over) minimizing
the risks regarding the ASWTF seems to be a way of coping with fears and concerns.

0 t h such
~ ~as Crystal have few cuncems about ASWTF because they have

become a c e u s t o d to it. Crystal describes ha experience of living in Southem Ontario
and she explains that although she may have c o n m with the tornados there, she

dismisses them as a concan because she has become used to it. In the same way, she
feel3 that the waste focility is mt a concan because she hss goam used to it.

INT: Do you have any concans about living in Swan Hills?
CRYSTAL: No, not especially. My biggest problem with living in Swan Hills is
I do have to leave Swan Hills to go to a larger centre for d c c s . That's my
biggest concern about living here. I take you mean am I concerned the plant, the
waste treatment piant's here or the gas plant that is here? No, because I'm
comfortabie with the f
k
t tha! these people do know what they're doing and they
make every effort to do it properly and if something did happen it is strictly an
accident. It's nothing that anyone could foresee ro my concan about living here
would be the same as my concern about living anywhere else. I come fkom
Southan Ontario. Tornados rip through there on a regular basis, would I have a
concern living b e ? Well, but you get used to it. You get used to living where
you live. If you lived in California people an blld about eadquakes down there
because you're secure that your building can handle m ePrthgusLe or you're
sawe tht you h o w what to do in a tomado, you're also secure that these people
are doing their best not to cause accidents. And be-,
h e got friends, relatives
that work in these plants, I know what they do to prevent and safety tnin. They're
d n g every effort not to have problems, but M matter where you're going to go
thae are going to be problems. There are accidents, genuine accidents, not
carelcssnc~~~or
neglect, if they are there's somebody going to get find, there's
going to be problems.. ...
Intaestingiy, Crystal makes no distinction m e e n natural and human-made
technological risks. She equates the risks &om the ASWTF in the same light as risks

fiom tomadoes. Further, she rationalizes that problems at the waste facility (e-g., the

PCB l*

incinerator explosion) were the result of accidents. In addition, she places h a

faith and security in the workers that work at the plant, who also happen to be people who
live in Swan Hills.

law ria& living in Swan a i i and with the ASWTF (100 13 1& 100 1 3 2)

Generally, the residents feel that there are low risks in Swan Hills (m=15,~ 1 0 )
and also they f
a
1that the waste f.cility is a low risk ( ~ 3 5 n=14)
,
(Table 4.2). When
asked what kin& of risks there are living in Swan Hills, that were two types of

responses. The first was that there are no risks in Swan Hills. For acample, Alan states
he cannot apply the term risk to Swan Hills because he d m not think there are any

hazards in Swan Hills,

INT: How would you define risk?
ALAN: A risk to living in town, in this area, hgw would I define a risk hen?
That's a good question. When you think of risk right away you think of like a
hazard of being situated and I don't know if I could apply it in that son of way.
INT: So you don't tbinlc them are any W d s or risks living here?
ALAN: I don't think so, I grew up here, I'm still living.
Alan seems to ignore the risks about the ASWTF because lack of immediate impacts
from the hazardous waste facility. The second type of answer was that the risks in Swan

Hills art no greater than other places,

INT: What about risk? Do you think there's any risks living here?
MONICA: Oh I don't think there's any more risks, in fact I think there's a lot less
risks here than most places.
INT: What kind of &s?
MONICA: Well, offhand I MY d l y think of any r i s h other than maybe at
some time or another there was a heck of an explosion at the waste plant. I know
there's some but I don't know how many but I brow thmttsa few poison gar
wells. I don't know, I just don't f
a
1 that we rally haw my real risks hue.

Monica seems to acknowledge that the waste plant may be a risk but she
dismisses it as a risk by comparing it to the gas wells. She believes tht because the p
wells emits poisonous gas, it poses risk on the other hand, the ASWTF does not emit my

poisonous gas so it is not a risk. Similarly, Monica seems to identify gas wells as a risk

because of o b m l e immediate impacts, whereas, there are no observable immediate

imp-

fkom the ASWTF (immediate vases delayed impacts).

While most residents claim that there are very few risLs in Swan Hills, there are
some people, like Jenny, who seem to have some doubts lbout the waste facility. She

comments that the plant is not a risk, but she also questions her assessment,

JENNY: That's another thing. I don't know if you can ewr guarantee something
to be that 9Lfe. Maybe it's not I don't know.
INT:Do you think there's any risks associated with this plant?
JENNY: No I don't. 1don't think there's any risk with t&is plmt. I don't know in
time? Like I said before maybe there will be in time, we don't how.
INT: Do you think they are affecting or polluting the environment?
JENNY: I don't think so, I don't think it does afEect the environment. I r d l y do
believe that. Not that I know anything that no one else knows but I just don't
think that. I don't think it hurts the environment st dl. But then again you never
know either. Some of these things don't P
rr
i until 20 years later and they say
"Hey, all that stuff you did well it screwed your. ...' Ws new, it's such a new thing
so I guess it's just a risk we all take you know.
INT: Why do you think it's not hurting the environment?
IENNY: I don't really know why. I don't know, I just don't think it does, I don't
think they would put our environment at risk.
INT: What do you mean they?
JENNY: The government and Bovar. That's what we're trying. I thought that's
the whole reason for the plant was to help our environment to make sure that
we're disposing it in a proper way so for them to be doing it? But you don't know.
Look at Chanobyl, you don't know anymore. Maybe in time we will find out and
we'll dl be a bunch of fools for sitting here and, like you just believe what
s o m a m tells you "It'ssofe, it's fine, you don't have to worry about anything."
But who knows.

Jenny seems to have some latent concerns (see section 5.8)that pahaps in the
fbtm there will be some negative consequences. How-

bcr concems on nduced

h a u s e of ha trust and Uth in the government and Bow. Shc believes that they would

not put the environment and the community at risk. Furtha, she f e l s that the waste

faility is socially responsible by cleaning up hazardous waste in a proper manner.

The reason that many residents view the ASWI'F as a low concern or risk is
because they believe it is a d i e piant. Even though Jenny seems to have some latent
concerns, she still assesses the plant as a safe place,

JENNY: I really think that's it's a d e plant and that it's a good plant. There really
should be more of them (laughing). You how like other people hove come up
hm,where did they come &om, I think they came from Hong Kong and some
representatives &omAustralia or somewhere and they've come to look at it, to see
how it's b a n built. And I think that's good More people should come up to see
it and find out WWS
going on.

Monica as well, believes the hazardous waste facility is a safe place,
MOMCA: I would say that this plant is a heck of a lot safer, it's not polluting any
lakes, 1mean they were reporting that the fish in Windy Lake had mercury, there
wasn't m a w at the plant. So this was coming tiom the fisheries in the first
place, but you know, the biggest thing was that they didn't do the testing of the
animalq they didn't do the testing of the fish, you know what I mean, before the
plant even dug that first hole. Because then they'd hPve k n o w they would have
had a guideline to go by but that wasn't, they w a a ' t doing testing on vegetation
dstuff like this, they didn't do thc testing of the fish and ail that or mt enough
of it anyway. We're safe up here, we're as safe as anybody else in the country and
th.t pollution plant is not going to hurt anybody.

However,her description (Freudian slip?) of the waste facility as a "pollution plant" may
resonate with Jenny's latent concerns about the ficility. That is, Monica may actually
consider the waste focility as a risk.

PClk are r minor risk (100 1 7)
Some of the residents in Swan Hills seem to a s d a t e PCBs with the hazardous
waste kility. Thee residents tend to be the ones who believe that PCBs are not

dangerous a
d believe that PCBs will not harm them. Helen for ewnpie, comments on

how she bdieves PCBs are not dangerous and has had no damaging effkct on her 3 month

old baby,

INT: So you're saying that you're not c o d about your health or your
children's health, or fbily's health, why is that?
HELEN: Why is that? Cause 1don? think PCBs are gonna kill me. I don't think
PCBs are that dangerous that I can die fkom it. My common-law husband worked
out there for a while, his PCB levels had gone up, of course I mean he worked out
thae it was going to happen. They monitored him quite regdarty. I think he was
tested every 3 months. And his levels went up and down aad up and down and I
asked him one night, are you cu-ed
about this, do you think you're going to
be affected? And he said no. My doctor, I just hrd a baby 3 months ago, and
when I was going through my fint stage of my pregnancy the doctor hod asked
me if I wss concerned with PCBs? "No l?mmt d dent ever bring it up again"
(laughing). I talked to ~ o m of
e the people in town and h e was a guy that was
working up hem part time for some company and be said he woddnt move here.
I asked him why ad he said because I would die horn PCBs and I just .... Oh you
are so misinformed. And I think that's the biggest problem people are not
infonned about what PCBs are and Prn not a h i d of PCBs. I've got PCBs in me
now and it has nothing to do with the plant. Everybsxiy hPs PCBs. I mean you
can go into a store and buy a package of meat that has PCBs in it. And we've
been doing this all our lives and we havent died from it. he ate wildlife, the wild
meat around here fot yean, I don't eat the fish cause I M e fish but my father he
hunts moose and deer a
d everything. No I'm not afhid of PCBs L think that's
probably why Pm more on the calm side of it.
Helen seems to be concerned about the stigma attached with the waste facility.
She feels that others (outside the community)are just creating problems when there are

none. Further, Helen seems to use a circular argument for her lack of concern for PCBs.
She argues that she is healthy and she has PCBs in her. As a result, she concludes that

PCBs are not harmful. Interestingly, in her assessment, she makes no reference to any
scientific studies. She bases h a judgement on her pasod experience and immediate
appearances, and ignores the possibility of long term effects.

Even in light of the PCB leak and incinerator explosion, the residents of Swan
Hills feel the plant is quite safii. They regard tt;e incidents lo "mino?' events because of
the relatively low missions. Ken& for exunple, has low wneems with the two accidents
because she believes that PCBs will not ham h a . Paradoxically, Kerri believes that

PCBs are not hamfbl because of the uncertainty. She comments that no one really
.

-

knows how much PCBs it takes to harm someone, and no one hs specifidly died as a
result ofPCB contamination,

INT:Does it scare you at all that they had those mishaps?
KERRI: No.
INT: No? Why? Why is that?
KERRI: Well, because I doa't really think the PCB emissions are going to kill
me. The dioxins and fUrPns of course are a different issue. I could go to
Whitecourt and not be able to breathe because of the pulp mills, Rinton as well.
Like I said I could go out into the oilfield and be knocked down by H2Sgas.
Those things will kill me. The PCBs they don't know how many PCBs it takes to
kill you. Nobody bos died specifically fiom inholing ii few PCBs. I man guys in
the oilfield and the powa pcoplq transmission Lines they u d to put their arms
into dnuns of PCBs and they're still living. I mean you how, asbestos as
insulation kills, thcy know that now, but they can prove that. The scientists know
what a large ingestion of PCBs will do to a pason. You'll get sick if you don't
know,just like &om smoke. And this is what we get it's just smoke, like a
campfire I'm sure that has more dioxins and funuu. A d then how about the fires
we've had around here (there were I d s on dioxins and funms? (emphasis
added)

-

Interestingly, many of the residents acknowledge that PCBs are emitted fiom the
special waste treatment facility. However, few made any mentions of dioxins or furans.

The residents would generally assess the risks fiorn the ASWTF to be low because they
feel that PCBs are a low risk.
4.4

Summary
Despite the fact that the ASWTF is ckssified as a hazardous waste treatment

facility, the residents do not consider the plant as a major risk. These residents a p p d to
that fsa that the special waste treatment faeility "destroys" hazardous waste. They fcet
that ASWTF is a responsible thing to do because the altemrtive of landfilling hazardous

waste would be more of a risk. Even in the wake of the two accidents at thc waste
facility, the residents do not consider it as a major risk. G c n d l y they f
e
lthat the plant

is a safe place and they describe the incidents as "minor." A larger concern people have

regarding the ASWTF is associated with the transportation of waste and the threat of
fpcility closure. MYry of the residents take pride in the fact that Swan Hills is one of the
safest communities. They feel that Swan Hills is a safe place because it is a small town,

fmily oriented and neighbourly. As a result, the residents regard Swan Hills as an ideal
community to raise a family. Safety, then is more related with crime and violence than it

is with the ASWTF.

This chapter examines the contextual influences that shape the residents' views of
risk in Swan Hills. The previous chapter reveals that many of the residents do not view
the specid waste treatment facility ss a major threat to themselves or their community. It

is argued that the residents' view of the plant, workers, and, atpats control; vims of
waste and waste fncilities; reasons for minimizing risk; and social and economic benefits,

are important influences on their assessment of low risk. For the few who view the waste

facility as a risk, wious types of uncertainty are the main reason.
5.1

Community vims of plant, workers, and upem

The residents view of risk regarding the ASWTF is influenced by how they view
the plant, community members,and experts. G c n d l y feel they have a good

understanding of the piant and PCB,giving them assurance that the plant is safe. Further,

the residents trust in community members, science, government, and Bovar, gives many
assurance the plant is not a risk.

The level of knowledge or understanding is directly related to the residents'

assessments of risk ud level of concum regardins the special waste tnatment ficility

(Table 5.1). The midents who generally feel that they have an understanding of the
processes at the p k am the oncs who assess the risks as negligible. These people feel

thnt the plant is not a risk and prefw to point out that *theplant destroys hazardous waste

(e.g. PCBs), rather than produces it. According to these residents, a lack of education and

understanding is the reason that people outside the community are fearful of the

I Theme

I

Table 5.1:
Community Views o f Plmt, Workers, and Experts
Number o f times topic ( Number of p p k who
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I
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I
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hazardous waste fkcility and are prone to stigmatize Swan Hills. For example, Helen

comments that the community is not &aid of the waste plant h s e they are educated
about it,

INT: Why don't you have any concans about the plant?
HELEN: Well baruse I'm with the newspaper and I went thmugh a lot of indepth d d n g s with the plant and even with the oil industry. When the plant was
looking at expanding I went to their environmental assessment review and I got a
lot of idonnation hem. I thiniq spcaking on the plant's side of it, thy took and
educated the people of Swan Hills. And they went the extra step and told them
what arc we bringing in, how's it going to affect you, what are PCBs you know all
the conccnu that are related to that plant. The oil industry, because most of the
people in Swan Hills work directly or indirectly with the oil industry, it is a
process of growing with the industry, so you're l d n g as you go. A lot of
people in Swan Hills, you'll find them not aftaid, they're not a h i d of the oil patch
and they're not a h i d of the waste plant because they've been educated on it.
Communities outside of Swan Hills they havent been given tht opportunity, or
they were given the opportunity but they didn't go. Like the plant, tbey had

I

I

A

I

information set up in Banhead and Slave Lake, dl the surrounding areas, they had
a very, v a y poot mrmut. So tbey weren't, they wacnY concerned then but now
beof the media atpowre they're ccmcanaf but they don't want to learn
abut it they just besr "waste pht? I don't want to hear it". So Swan Hills has
head it a
d they're educated enough that thy W L d d it. So I'm not going to
say everybody is because some of them aren't. But the peat majority are because
they know whnt's happening old there and they understand it and I think that's a
bendit. That's why they're not afhid of the plaat.
Monia as well feels that the plant is safe because she knows the plant is destroying

INT: What do you think mnlres a place sofe to live in?

MOMCA: Slfe? Well &st of all with the way it is nowadays your environment
is the first thing, like your clean air. We've got clean air here. Say what they
want about the plant but we've got clean air and good water. And to me that's
number one. We know, what is there at the waste plant, we know what's
happening there. With the oil field and gas field, we dont know what's being

buried and what isn't being buried. I also think safe is where you're comfortable,
w h you feel at home.

From the comments made by Helen and Monica, an e f f d v e risk communication
program seems to be an important influence in the accqtance of hwrdous waste facility.
For instance, Alan comments how the community was well educated during the siting of

the b d o w waste facility,
INT: Do you think bringing the plant here unfairly exposed Swan Hills to risks?
ALAN: Unfairly? No. There was a lot of time spent with the community,
edudng them, community telling them what they were planning on doing,
telling them why the area was chosen, and telling them what kind of waste they
w e n going handle. You h o w they were very well educated before they went
ahead with construction.

Alm important is the understanding of PCBs. Many feel that they han a good
understanding of PCBs. As a result they feel cornfortabk with PCBs and believe that
they are not dangerous. Not only do the residents feel they have a good understanding of

PCBs ad their effeds, but aIso that they understand the incinerating technology for
PCBs. For exampic, Anne feels that the technology in the hazardous waste facility has

been researched for a long time,and as a result, she seems to haw no concerns about it.

She compares the treatment of hazardous waste with nuclear power plants to arjpe that
the hazardous waste hcility is not a ri&

ANNE: People here, like I said, are more educated rad were more aware that
something had to be done with i t It was researchedvery well before the plant
was built. They researched for yean. And this is not aomething new in the rest
of the world, Europe has had waste treatment Gcilitiu for ages. Now if we were
talking about nuclear wastes there I'd have a little bit of a problem, that's a totally
differern story.
INT: W h y is that?
ANNE: &aurc I don't think that tbe kmwledgc is thm yet. I would be a little
bit worried living mund nuclear places or whae they're storing nuclear wastes,
thnt would sauc me. But paints and paint thinaas ad PCBs and pills and glue
and ail the acids and all the stuff they dispose of there? I mean we come in
contact with it every day of our lives. My husband in his industry has worked
with PCBs,they don't use PCB oil in transformas anymore but they certainly did.
Many timca he was drenched in the stuff He's not glowing, he hes 34 years in
with the company,you have to be able to dispose of the waste somehow. I don?
think they handle anything here that they're not sure of either. Everything that
comes in is labeled and researched and you know.
MMy people, such as Anne, seem to believe that there are far worse things than the PCBs

at the waste facility, ad as long as that is true, they believe that they are not at a risk.
community concorua (101 1 4 ) and h o w worken (101 1 5)

An important aspect of small town life is the close interaction people have with

one o t h e r . These soda1 networks arc the pcimuy meam of communicating and sharing
of ideas. As a result, peoples' views are influenced by what others in the community
have to say. Among the 27 interviewed in Swan Hills, them is a general consensus that
the plant doa not pose a risk, and this likely extendsbeyond these 27. Lisa, for example

comments that shc feels Secure with the special waste treatment facility because others in
the community have no fears,

N:
Why do you say that? What makes you believe that the plant is not a risk?
LISA: Robably the basic is the fact that, have you ever lived in a small town?

INT: No.
LISA: Okay,well in a small town it doesn't take long for the grapevine to run,
especially here where I see a large portion of the population come in and out of
this store. You'd be surprised how, like you've becn hae a fcw minutes snd I
know everybody by name ad hello and we're friadly and chit chat a little bit
right. I thi& ad this is not science it's not anything else it's just that the people
that work there have m fm,
they don't in any way allude to their wony, they're
not hesitant, some of them sctually like to p to worlg d not everybody likes to
go to work. That would probably be my reason for fetling secure. And if I sort
of thought about it a little on an intellectual basis, the science that has gone into
this and the technology. It's how they determine all this stu& They've got
chemists ad aJl hat.... (pause) Whae were we7
INT: Talking a little bit about what lsnues you most.
LISA: Yeah the p p l e ad then M say the fogy and then the science.
That wwld k the order M put it in. I don't lolow much about the kilns other than
they burn the sludge and stuff but I couldnt tell you how hot they bum and things
like that so. I am impressed with the science involved in that you know, how
many tests and how they collect.
Similarly, although Miriam has concerns regarding the ASWTF, her concerns are

minimized because others in thc community feel safe. Even more reassuring for her is
the fact that the mayor, whom she respects and trusts, also seems to have no concern with
the plant. When asked if they mayor had any influence on h a assessment, Miriam

comments that he is probably the main reason she is not too eoncaned,
INT: Would you say in g e n d that you fecl safe about it or how do you feel
about it?
M R k M : I guess L f
d somewhat safk about it. You lolow since we moved here
them's been a lot of issues come forth. The government has said things and then
retracted things sad so you don't really know wha! d l y went on. But the
community feds srfe hem, so you kind of go with everyone and just kind of live
with it I pess
INT:Do you think that your concenu bas leracncd a little bit or i m d ?
MIRIAM: Yeah it hu lessened. I don't h o w if it's because there's been more
happening and thpt kind of thing or becwc it doesn't stand out that much but, it's
lessened since I first moved here for sure.
INT: And you think the people have a lot to do with that?
MIRIAM: Yeah the wple. Most of the people that Ireally respect don't seem to
have much concern. A d you kind of trust their judgement.
MIRIAM: We h e w fieads that moved up here and we wondered why they
would even consider coming Really I guess my only concan was what if I am
following a truck or that someding could happen on the highwry. But then you

h o w a lot of people have been up here for quite a number of years and they don't
seem to bave any concans about it, you know real main issues to be concerned

about.

INT: A lot of people seem to have a lot of respect for the mayor, and they seem
to fed confident in what he's saying. Does that rrsssure you?

MIRIAM: Yeah. I have a lot of confidence in him too. And that's probably one
of the reasons it's not always on my mind.

,

Residents also derive security &om the fact that m y of the workas at the
hazardous waste facility live in Swan Hills. For example, Kerri explains that she would

not atpcct the workers to live in town if they thought the site was a risk,

INT:How do you think others in the community feel about the facility?
KERRI: Well if I think of the people that work thae,and you know there's a fair
number of people that work up there that live in town. I c ~ n o stee that if that
facility was bad that they would prefa to live so closely to it, let done working
dun, husband and wife. You know and some of them have their children
working then.
Likewise, Elhbeth feels that the plant is safe, not necessarily because of what Bovar
says, but b e a w e she knows some of the workers at the plant,

INT: How do you know that you're safe?
ELIZABETH: With the PCB plant?
INT: Yeah,with Bovar.
ELIZABETH: I don't think I'm safe because B o w tells me rrn safe, I know the
people that work there. And there's where you're going to find out how safe it is,
&omthe employees. They know what's going on them and they tell you. You

how, you're going to talk over coffee. And yes, they say oh well they're going to
lose their job but there isn't any of that. And that was the one thing we told
Bovar, if you hrw a 1if you have this, we have the right to k the first to be
let known and told. And 00 that was why we were upsct with Bow, about not
king told, whctha it's minor or not.

Nwcrthe1ess, trust in B o w reassures some. Myly of the residents who where
intmiewd, fa1 that B o w is a company that they can trust. The reason these residents
trust B o w is because they fal that Bovar is open, and for the most part, the company

keeps them well informed. For example, J ~ M Ycomments that many feel "comfortable"
with Bovar because Bovar does not hide anything,

INT:But what makes you rmst them, the people Bovar and government.
JENNY: Probably because we're around it more, I think, I mean I &nlt go out
thae especiallyjust to visit but I mean you're more than welcome to go out and
look and talk and tour. You un phone the Chan offiq y w can talk to our
mayor he's, hell gladly talk to you about it. A d I think people are more
comfortable because we talk about it, uuse we know a little bit more about it. If
we have any questions we can just call them and ask them and they tell us. So I
think W s maybe why people feel more comfortable and they trust it because it's
not a big secret and no one's tuning you off. They'll always give you an answer
to your question so you b w you take them at f k e value POd bopefblly. But you
know, we're the ones, you know we voted our mayor in and stutf and he'sthe one
too that sticks up for it and I really admire him for that. I like what he says, and I
believe him.
confidence in rciencdtechoology (101 1 8)

The onfidence put in science and technology is another teason the residents feel
secure. They believe that some of the most advanced techology has been put into the

hazardous waste plant. For example, Alan, a Bovar employee, comments on all the
safiiarda that are put into the system. As a remit, he fals the plant will never pose a
major risk,

INT: W h y do you say that? What makes you think that the potential for a large
scale commination is *almost zero"?

ALAN: Jw thetechnology. There are a lot of safeguards within the system that
will Jhut the unit down prior to anything severe. Plus the foct that if there was
another release we do h v e air cleaning systems in place to move dl that stuff
Youll never see a great big, like people think probably of a p a t big huge vapour
cloud moving across Albate That will never be thc case.
Similarly, Duane has fPitb in science and technology. However, his rationale involves a
peculiar tauion bctwem technology and uncertainty. Duane feels that because the
technology and science involved is so new, and involves u n d n t y , it is not worth
wonying abous

N: How about other scientists? What do you think of them
DUANE: Well yeah I guess in a lot of cases it depends on who's paying the bill I
think. I've worked with a lot of people, h e worked with consultants that come up
here and I asked them about how things are in the States where they were from,
diffaent mas. I know some people that have been to Hong Kong and Chidoing the same type of thing and our facility thy say is top notch compared to
those. Evm in the States and abroad. I mtpa evaybody's going to hove some
problems but as hr as a decently run facility wn, thy say, is top notch. I think a
lot of the people that are making comments that it's tarible, 'anybody living in
Swan Hills is retarded" well come and see for younel0 who knows. Maybe dawn
the mad IIl ngrethis but afta 9 years, I don't Many worse you how. I think
it's such a new technology and there's so many chemicPls out then that people
don't know anything about, like even dioxins pad fiuMS there's not that much
i n f o d o n worldwide on them w a lot of it Q baaed on &that is redly
unknown so I don't really worry about that.
However, it seems as though Duane has some latent concans that perhaps down the road

he will haw some regrets (see section 5.8). As for now, he does not feel any worse, and
as a result, Duane has no concerns.

5.2

Control

One of the most important reasons that the residents do not worry about the waste

facility is because the residents feel that there is some degree of control over the plant

fiom outside the community. The testing, conducted not only by Bovar, but also the
provincid snd fedaa government is the main reason the residents feel there is some kind
of control (Table 5.2). Out of the 27 intewiewed, there were 49 mentions f?om 18 people
that testing was a repson why they had very fcw concerns about the ASWTF. These

residents fel the t a u on peopIe have revealed that thae have k e n no significant
impacts fiom the two accidents. The tests also revealed that there are lower levels of
PCBs in Swan Hills than other cities such as Edmonton. As a result, the residents feel
that the waste facility is not a risk. For example, Crystal has no concans with the two

accidents that occumd at the site because the tats from the provincial study revealed low
levels of contaminants in the residents. She feels that the t e s were
~
a way to ensure that
the plant was Qing their job properly,
INT: What do you think about the accident or explosion did that coneern you at
dl?
CRYSTAL: No cause they did testing. I fdthat same way as most people in
town did, we will be concerned when the tests come back saying that everybody's
contaminated. Then we have a problem, but we were all reawnably sure, and we
eust whst they're doing ad that they have ben doing it right, and when the tests
c ~ mW
e
&owing that everybody wac just fine.....But my pasod concans
with it wos let them do the testing, see if there is any contrunination. We just
want to emwe that they've been doing their job and if they haven't been doing
their job and we found that many people in town were contaminated. Then there
would have been lawsuits, absolutely, and you'd see the back of my hesd leaving
town too. But we didn't jump to any conclusions. We waited for the fDas and the
f a c proved
~
how we felt dl along that the place has been Jafe and well operated
so everybody's still comfortable with that plant there.

In this otatement, C r y d seems to hint that are some social pressure in Swan Hills to be
unconcerned about the ASWTF.

Table 5.2:
Control
-- - - -

Theme

-

Number of times topic
wrw mentioned

Number of people who
mentioned the topic

scrutiny fmm public and government (101 2 2)

Public ad govemment scrutiny is another reuon the residents fcel thu there is
some control. Outside sources, such as the provincial government, Environment Canadr,

and the rnediq are important sourus of control. The midents fa1 that the govanment is
an important source of control because they are the ones that provide strict standards and

regulations to which the waste hcility must adhere. Some also feel the plant is saft
because the guidelines and standards at the plant are viewed to be "higher"than other

industries such as oil and gas. For ucample, Alan talks about the Alberta Environment

P f o t d o n Pnd Enviro~lentCanada keeping a close eye on the plant to ensure that Bovar

is doing their job properly,
INT: So you think that pkot is safe?
ALAN: Oh abrolutely. They have a lot o f s a f w d s , things just don't get out of
hnd Alberta Emironme* Environment Canada they're the watchdogs, they
wstch w 24 hwr a day, any type of excursion like a little spill of glycol g m
reported to Alberta Environment. They're fully aware of everything that gas on.
Thy do routine visits, you probably expect them 2 or 3 times a month popping in
and having a look around doing their own audits. Just watching to make sure that
w h t we rry we're doing we're d l y doing and they're,we have a good
relationship with them and they have no problem with the operation of the
fscility.
Scott also believes that plant is under the scrutiny of the public. Scott argues that

although the waste fbcility had a couple of accidents, they were like any other industrial
accident, and accidents like those are bound to happen. Nevertheless, he feels that all the
media attention, has made Bovar even more safety conscious,

INT: So Ws some of the risks you have to live with?
SCOn: Well the ride, to me there's no risk. It's the only place in Canada that's
built like this and it's, right now we have the government, federal and provincial,
we have evaybody in the wounding communities watching. Evaybody on the
news, ifsamebody jumps the wrong way the news guy out there watches, so we
have do to thin@ right. There's no risk. The risk is thae like any other industry,
)iW don? think about it. It's just like working in the sulphur pknt, in the sulphur
plant I had H2Sgas to worry about and I figure that's a lot worse than where I am
right now. Cause you could be one breath and you're down in H2S gas. But other
than that I can't tell you very much.

5.3

VICUS
of waste and waste facilities
The residents view of waste and waste facilities are important influences on their

views of risk. Three most prominent views the residents have regarding waste and waste

focilitiea ark: familiarity, nature of waste, and responsible.

The residents' auessrnent of risk is influenced by the community (geographical
and social) context which in turn i d u e w s the residents' view of industry and PCBs

(Table 5.3). The f a that Swan Hills is an industrial town influences residents' views of
the hazardous waste facility. The residents think of the hszardous waste plant as "just

another industry." Damgar comments that the hazardous waste plant does not bother her
because Swan Hills primarily based on industrial activity (e.g., the oil and gas industry),

DAGMAR: Like I said it doesn't bother me tha! it's hat. I think in a way it
might be a good place for it because the community is based on industry and
because of that foct it's readily accepted. So, I think in that respect I don't think
you'll find many people in town that are d l y , really agains&it because of that
mentaIity. You are in an industry area d that's just part of what goes along with
industry.

Further, the residents who are not concaned about the riskr fiorn the waste plant are also

the ones who seem mon familiar with PCBs. For example, Duane maintains that
elearicians use to work with PCBs for yean and as a result feel PCBs are minor risk,
INT: Going back to the couple of incidents, the one with the health advisory, what
do you think about that?
DUANE: I think the governmentjumped the lpln You brow like they don?
seem to dithat thac is a W e d people that work there everyday ud we get
tested, our blood gets tested evay year and sometimes evay 6 months. I mean
sure maybe our PCB levels m up a little bit but what's 5 parts pa billion, like it's
nothing (laughing). .... This PCB scare is just retarded to me. Pwpk w o w with
PCBs for years. I know electricians used to jump in the stuff to take samples of it
and-thePCB is a minor thing, like it doesn't rure me at dl t h m ' s a lot of otha
stuff out there that's a lot worse.

meme

I

Views of Wwte and Waste Facilitia
I Number of times S i c ( Number o f peaple who
I was mentioned I memtionedthttopic
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As discussed in chapter 4, residents seem to equate the hazardous waste facility

with the destruction of waste. They would ntha see the waste precessed at the plant

than buried in landfills or disposed of inappropriately. The residents believe that by
burning or incinerating the waste, it becomes inert and otailized. For example, Glenda
equates emissions 60m the oil industry with the colw black and the AS-

I

emissions

with white,

INT: Do you ever have cbnceflls for your health or your family's health tom
that?
GLENDA: No. It doesn't, there's no smells if you've ever been out to the plant it's
a v a y unassuming plain Jane looking thing. Thc stam that comes out of the
stacks is white, now just to the south of us is Judy Cndr Oil Refinery and on o
drily regular buir then are black plumes of smoke coming out of there, that can't
k good. But I'm not sure if black is dirty 4white is clean, I don't know. And
we lived at Medicine Hat whac they had HandCarb w&n they make carbon
black and I don'tknow how often that thing woukl have this gat big flare and
this great big mushroom cloud of black smoke would come out. That cant be
good, that'sgot to d e down somewhere. So to me it's clean, they're I doat
know, it's v a y unassuming, it's not sloppy or dirty.

Glenda seems to suggests that the smoke that is emitted by Bovar is not hPnnfUl
because it is white. Further, she kiieves the plant is not a risk becpuse visually, it is

unassuming. Dagrrtar also has similar sentiments as Glenda (see quotation in section

4.3). These two rtJidtnj3 scan to equa,tc %hitem with "good" and "black" with "evil."
As a result, the ASWTF is seen as "good" because it emits white smoke.

5.4

W u t e dbpoul h the mponsible thing to do
Out of dl the themes, "responsibility" is the most prominent theme, mentioned 86

tima by 23(85%) rapondents (table 5.3). Responsibility resonates with the idea of civic
duty or moral justification. Residents defend the hszardous waste facility on moral
grad by indicating that it is the responsible thing to do. The residents believe that

they are helping the environment by taking all the "garbage" and "destroying" it. They

feel they iue making the world a "safer placen by disposing the hazardous waste that
would othawise be buried or stored in containers. As a result, they see dumping or
storing hazardous waste as more of a risk than incinerating it at the plant. Anne, for

example feels that the rest of the province, and the world, should be thankful that there is

a place to deal with the b d o u waste and feels that Swan Hills is "doing them a
favour" by eliminating it,

INT: You don't think there's any risk associated with the plant?
ANNE: No 1don't.

INT: Why is that?
ANNE: They're monitored quite well. At least they're doing something with it
and not burying it.. ... No then's no risks I'm not womed at all. I'd be worried if I
lived in St. Albert and this stuff here was buried next to me without being treated.
INT: So tht fcct that they're g d n g rid of it md it's treated...?
ANNE: In the propa way, that's right. I think it's very d i e and Fm glad that
t h q h doing it ud I think the people throughoutthis province, whoever uses it
which is now kind of across Canada, I think they should be very thadcfbl that they
haveaplscetosadthe3tuffto.
INT: What did you think of the whole siting process? Were you for it?
ANNE: I think it w ~good.
t
Yes it was definitely. I felt we were doing a favour
to the rest of the world, like somebody has to look after this and a lot of other
place were too afhid to. People hue, like I said are more educated and were
mom aware that something has to be done with it and if that's thc best metbod.
Like it was researched very well before the plant waa built. T h y researched for
yeus. And this is not something new in the rest of the world, Europe has had

wute treatment ficilities for ages. Now if we w a e talking nuclear wastes there

I'd have a little bit of a problem, that's a totally different story.
Similarly, Clarence feels there would be more risks to the province if the AS-

did not

INT: What wag your initial reaction or initial thoughts before you came to Swan
Hills?
CLARENCE: The plant facility?
m: Yeah.
CLARENCE: None really I mean I didn't think of it in thor t a ~ I ,didn't think
of it u r risk fdlity. In fad I think if it isn't there there's more ri& to this
provim than if it isn't there- I've sctn in tbe Ld&u that I worked in and just
being around garages and Edrnontonio~or city people in genaal they throw
away dl kinds of garbage that they don't look &er that goes down storm sewers,
that goes into your riven, that do all sorts of things. I think if you don't have a
facility, like what you've got up here, you've have m a risks. Maybe you can't
identify them as easily I mean I think it's as much a politid football because this
is centralized, you can point a finger at it, you can identify it, you can locate it.
You can say "WOWlook at that". There are riska everywhere and I think if you
don't look after it the products that go into this place then where do they go? Well
they'll probably go down your streams and underground and so on. And you can't
just put them in -1s
and bury them because eventually they just become part of
the environment so you have to get rid of them. So in comparison this is the way
to go in my mind anyway.
People such as Clarence are concerned that people or companies will merely

dump or bury hazardous waste and chemicals which will eventually run into streams and
creeks. Not only arc these people concerned about the mvironmcnt but they also link

these concems to their children's future. For example, Dagmar wonders what the hture
will k like for kr grandchildren,

INT: You think your concems have changed at all in the last ...?
DAGMAR: I dont think I was as aware of them 20 yeam ago as I am now.
When I was young and I really didn't think about thor things and as you get
older and I have a grandson now and rm seeing these things md I wonder what
he's going to have to step into when he's my age. Is he going to, is it going to be
more w o k for him because I'm not doing my part or is it going to be worse or
better or you know,what's it going to be like for him in 40 years, 50 years?

These people also support the hazardous waste plant because they realize the local
oil and gas industry, on which the town also depends, generates a great ded of hazardous
waste. That is, they are being responsible for a wiety of hazardous waste which are

generated locally. For example, Monica states tbat at first she o p p o d the siting of the
hazardous waste plant but when she realized she was also polluting the environment, she

changed her opinion.

INT: You fought for it or againat it?
MONICA: Against it.
INT: Oh really?
MONICA: Yes because we never, my husband n e w did work in the oil field so I
knew nothing about the oil field or what was happening in the oil field or
mything like this d of course they called it hazardous and I was fighting for my
kids, like there was nothing going to pollute the air ond my kids end up with a
disease or something o v a it. And, they had COWUS, I l e educational courses and
I went to the first one and they talked at my level and if they said something, like
I didn't even have to say a word because they could tell by the look on my fw
whetha I understood it or not and they would just wheel right around and explain
it like baking a cake or, so that I understood what wap being said a
d I realized
that I was polluting the environment far more than the waste plant would be, you
know. So then I started fighting for it, so (laughing). But at first I war deoh
- against it.
Monica seems to suggest that in terns of equity, it makes sense to place the waste
facility in Swan Hills because Swan Hills is also based on oil and gas industry and as a

result benefits fiom-havingthe ASWTF. Further, Monica smw to individualize a

societal concan of hazardour waste production. ilr sentiments of m y of the residents
in Swan Hills, Monica feels responsible for helping to solve the problem with hszsrdous
waste.

5.5

Community Stigmatized by Outsiden

Generally, the residents of Swan Hills do not trust any idonnation from outside
media Tbese reridem feel the media has created the stigma attached to the ASWTF and
Swan Hills.
negative media press (101 3 3)

Despite negative repom @om the media, the community is not concerned with the
hazard-

waste plant.

Many feel that the media bas made the plant a high profile story

by "blowing it out of pmportion" and "sensationalizing it" (see table 5.4). Further, many

feel that reports are only one sided because they ody report the negatives. As a result,
many do not view the media as a credible source and do not believe what the media has

to say. Anne for acample, feels newspapers, such as the Edmonton Joumal and Calgary

H d d , only report the partial truth (negative repom),

N:
IIow about the plant, I mean there's some people that think they are creating
or contaminating the environment and the wildlife?
ANNE: They arc not, they on not. They an,the media is very quick to
broadcast any little thing that will sell their papers. And what they tad
broadcasted in the past it wasn't all the tndh. It was part, just parts ofthe truth.
Just enough to get everybody's attention and we found out since that since the
blood levels were taken of people in town, the PCBs were less here than they are
with people in Edmonton. That wasn't broadcast, that wasn't put in the papers.
But I'm totrily in agreement with the plant, I have no fkar o f it whatsoever.

Yet, the &dents g d l y trust what the local Swan Hills prpa has to say. C r y d for

example, comments how only the local paper published the muits @om the tests

conduaed by Alberta Health which showed low levels of PCBs in the human population,
INT: Do you think it d e s a difference of who makes those tests?
CRYSTAL: It does. The Indian bands screamed loud enough to Health Canada
to have the tests done. And this is the results &om it. Thy told them right out,
"the results may be what you're looking for but if they arc not what you are
looking for, they will be published as well." Did that makc the Edmonton Journal
the front page? No. It made the front past of our l o d paper. The tests came

back and thy we're aa clean as a whistle. But the Edmonton Journal didn't put it
on their news. CFRN didnt run it on the news, and CBS didnt run it on the news.
We were just thanktLl that the press didn't go wild when we had a forest fire
headed right toward that poor plant.

( neme

Table 5.4:
Resident's View o f Media Reporting on ASWTF
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As Nigel comments, many also feel that the negative reports have also been politically
driven,

INT: Why do you think the negative part of Swan Hills has been portrayed like
that?
NIGEL: Thc news media. I suspect that if the plant had been fiom the private
sector, independent dollars, you would not see the furore ova it. But because
government dollars are involved, as one well respected scientist said to me one
day, you h v e an awful lot of politics and very little science. And I've lived off
that statemmt and that's the way it is....You've got a lot of politics in it, and it's
fairly common knowledge that Edmonton as a city ad thc Edmonton Journal an
liberal oriented, government-wise. They want to f d on it, pound the
govcmment, just sock them because of the money they sped up hae millions of
dollars. We sent a ima, the Town sent a letta to the liberal opposition critic and
said "Why don't you take some of this fict indeuf of tbe opinion sbtcments and
use that i n f o d o n because you're putting up a smokcsclan here." They letter
we got back simply stated that "We're the official opposition that's ow job". And
so now it's a lot of politics in it.

-

Nigel believes the negative publicity is tacitly used to tarnish the govenunent's reputation
for spending millions of dollan of tax payers' money building the ASWTF. Some also

feel the negative publicity is also the result of opposition &om local Native groups.

1

Howmr, residents such as h e , feel money was the main reason local Native groups
opposed the ASWTF,

INT: How do you think other people in sur~ouadingareaa think of Swan Hills or
view Swan Hills?
ANNE: I think they're quite comfortable with it. There are a few to the north of
us who are not along Lesser Skve Lake. But it seems once we paid money we
don't hear anything anymore (laughing). That seemed to quieten everything
down. I think they wanted more money than anything else.
stigma u

d by media (101 3 5)

The reside-

g c n d l y ful thpt a negative cowquence of hosting the ASWTF is

the stigma attached to the waste facility. For example, Aaron realizes that the waste

facility is something no one else wanted,

INT: Whnt do you think of the way the waste hcility was sited? Do you think
thatitwasrn
AARON: I think it's something that no one wanted to touch and Alberta decided
to do something about it, a
d the government probably saw some anornic
benefit as well, however, they didn't get anything out of it. I don? think the
industry has probably matured yet either, there's a lot of growth ya in that plant.
According to the reaidents, the reason others outside the community do not want the
waste facility is because of the negative views associated with hazardous waste facilities.

For example, Annette r e d that often "horror stories" of mutation are conjured up in

the minds of people outside the community, when they think of the waste facility,

M:You mentioned that other people were glad that it's here but not in theu
badyard. What did you mean by that?
ANNETIE: Well they realize that thcn is a need to get rid of the PCBs and all of
the aha dangerous stuft. But because of the wdir hype and all these shows
whae you see people fill into something and they c o w out all fried or dead, and
their &in Mling off, it makes an impact. And they have these visions and hear
the honor wries ud of course they imagine *this..... And so they have this view
about the waste tjrility.
Consequently, many of the midents feel that Swan Hills is viewed negatively. For
example, Monica asserts that Swan Hills is automatidly associated with PCBs,

m: How do you think others in mounding areas view Swan Hills?
MONICA: Oh it depends on who your taking to. The media hap just blackballed
w oo bad it isat even firmy. I mean the media really did a number on us as the
town because waything was "SwanHills'. They didn't say the SpeciaI Waste
P k or anything else, it was Swan Hills, Swan Hills.. ..It jus&really made it bad,
evay place we went people went "Oh you're fkom Swan Hills? Like why do you
stay up h e ? " .... I got a phone d l one day from someone in Barhead. He
claims that there were PCBs d n g down the ditch and hey were corning from
Swan Hill3 and it's going to kill ail his d t . PCBs d n g dorm the ditch?
Like give me break. So anyway I phoned one of the fellows fiom the p h t and I
said, I don't h w what the hell this guy's taking about but I said I'm going out to
take a l& he said T I 1 go out too. It hlms out that it was water coming from one
of the power stations or whatever the heck you call them, a little w a stream of
water d n g down the ditch.

Monica feels the media is reason that Swan Hills is perceived so negatively. According
to the residents, the waste fp~ilityhas created negative publicity for the town of Swan
Hills. However, the residents also feel the negative publicity has also promoted Swan
Hills. For example, Paul describes the media coverage as both good and bad,
INT: Do you think that hns affected Swan Hills as a town?
PAUL: Definitely. For good and bad. For what it's brought a lot of Mention to
the town and people when they're travelling will say "Hey let's swing by Swan
Hills"whereas normally before none would know where Swan Hills is. So it's
been good for the town in one respect but a lot of our media coverage hasn't been
positive. So it's bad in that respect.

Likewise,.Nigel comments that one of the benefits of hosting the waste fjlcility is the
notoriety,

INT: What do you think some of the benefits are for the community for having
that kility hen?
MGU: Notoriety, economic development and the spinsffs. I speak of notoriety
even though there are occasions whae you get negative press. Do you know
wbae MMybmiea is or Iron Springs or Welling?
INT: No.
MGEL: Go to these p b and ask them if they know about Swan Hilis, these
are municipalities that would give their eyeteeth to have the notoriety that we
have. Even though they see it, as "we're getting beat to a pulp", these other
communities are saying give us the opportunity. ...

Annt also feels that the negative publicity has caused the town of Swan Hills to be

unfairly &ed

with all that is negative about hazardous waste and the hatardous

waste facility,

INT: How do you think other people in surrounding areas view Swan Hills?
ANNE: I think they're quite comforhble with it. However, there are a fm to the
north of us who are not. But once we paid some money, it seemed to quiet
everything down (laughing). I think they w d money thn anything else. But
the p a p s always, when they talc of the waste treatment centre they say Swan
Hills and it's tbe town. However, there an 2 separate things here. The plant is
one industry in tbe town of Swan Hills but in the paper they never say the Bovar
plant, tby call ur Swan Hib. It's always in great big ~ p p i t a iletters. I have a
problem with that.

Many of the residents are concerned about the stigma of being contaminated. For
example, DUMC cumments on how people in surrounding communities believe Swan
Hills residents will mutate,

INT: How do you think other people in surrounding communities view Swan
Hills?
DUANE: I think they're slowly coming around. I think like By&ad and
Whitecourt are kind of upset and have that same mindset that they don't want that
e i n their backyard and anybody that wokr here is going to come out with 3
eyes and 3 legs and all that kind of thing.. ...
Similarly,

comments on how some people think that Swan Hills is contaminating

the entire world,
INT: How about the plant? What do you think others think of the plant?
JENNY: Then are some people who actually get quite upset about it. However,
there are some people who love really close who don't seem to really mind. I
h o w of an incident where my girlfriend was telling me they went to the Rolling
Stone concat as they were coming ouc they w e n taking to this fell. h m
Australia When they told him where thcy w a c from He litdly just about got
violent with them and told them that we were killing his environment and his
breathing air ud -crything. Claiming that it was our fnuh..... Why would this
plant @lute the whole world. I don't understand their way of thinking. But you
do come across p p k like that. They get really upset h u t it, and then I just tell
them to get educated.

The residents credit the negative views to the media and politics, especially the
Liberal government. A number of residents expressed the sentiment that the people
outside the community are creating problems when there are none. I~I
particular, some of

the residents feel that part of the problem is the result of opposition and appeal fiom the

surrounding aboriginal groups. For example, David comments that the negative views

and controversy created by the Natives has produced animosity between local aboriginal
groups and Swan Hills residents. As a result, David arprusu that it will take some time

before things turn back to nonnal,

INT: What's your opinion on some of the negative publicity?
DAVID: Well negative publicity comes mainly from outside the community and
people that are not well intomed and a lot of it is political. The Alberta Liberal
party has been against it fiom the beginning and they say that the government of
Albuta wasted a lot of taxpayers dollars on that plant.. ... I would say most of
the adverse publicity has been political in natwe..... There is a lot of resentment
in the community towards the Natives as well. That resentment built because
there has been a lot of misrepresentation in the news articles by various people,
native people or those representing them. We know that those statements are not
true and to see them published causes a lot of hutration and resentment.. ... And
to see that this comes out in the media and television and radio and printed media,
the distortions and misrepresentation and even out and out liy &om outside the
community made it even worse. That's going to take a while before it goes away.
If these sources, or these complaints came from within the community or close it
would be one thing but when they come fiom 70 to 120 km away that's another.
Some of the scientists also has negative attitudes towards the plant. They are
mainly fiom Edmonton and points beyond Edmonton.
Similarly, Helen feels the mcdia has created the negative views of Swan Hills and she

fals the information &om thc media has been biased and incorrect, .
INT: How do you feel about the information fiom other newspapers such as the
Edmontonjournal?
HELEN: The Edmonton Journal? How do I fcel about the Edmonton J o u d and
their covage on the waste plant (laughing), don't ask me that one!! I don't think
they've k e n objective, I don't think they get their information correctly.... As
soon as they hear Swan Hills the Journal seems to take that aspect "OhSwan Hills
is just bad, bad, bad i d s just give them everything negative we can get." And

that's all we ever get fiom the Journal. I don't like the coverage that we've been
getting, it's not right. It has been, I think it's been incorrect.

Consequently, many of the residents disregard the idonnation fiom outside sources. For

examplc, Duane believes that the Alberta government should not have issued the health
advisory. Although, be admits the PCB levels has increased, Duane indicates that the

increase is small,

INT:Going back to the couple of incidents. What do you think about the health
advisory?

DUANE: I think the govanmentjumped tbc gun You lmow like they don't
seem to realize that there is a hundred people that work there everyday and we get
tested, our blood gets tested every year and sometimesevery 6 months and to me
if they ever just come up and check all the blood results from us they'd have seen
that there was no prol;lem right. I mean sure maybe our PCB levels are up a little
bit but what's 5 prrtr per billion, like it's nothing (laughing). L l e to me the
govcmment just jumped the gun.. .... I think it's a g d thing that they checked
into it to d e sw there were ao problems but whrt I don't like the fact that they
never did come back and say 'yeah we've done afI these checks on all thew
animals in the area and found them to be edible." I gwrs the govemment was just
covering their butts. They don't want to get lawsuits tiom people eating
wildgsme near Swan Hills and getting sued I suppose. But I mean I've been there
like 9 years and throughout these 2 incidents I've ken through them and like my
blood still gets checked every year and I'm no higher than I was when I started
1
When I first started they used to check out your blood in parts per million
now it's part per billion. I mean I forget what it was when I first started, maybe 3
parts per million and now the last one I was 9 parts p a billion, like those 2
numbers don't even compare (laughing).
5.6

R t w n r for minimizing risk
Although the residents admit the special waste treatment kility may be a risk,

they seem to justify or ratiodize that the plant is not a major risk (Table 5.5).
no immediate (visible) impactr (101 3 2)

One reason the residents believe that the hazardous waste fhcility is not a risk
because there have ken no immediate (visible) impacta.

the plant was a risk, the cff-

For example Paul believes if

would have shown up in his children,

INT: Wow about tnvironrnental concerns?

PAUL: Environmentally? No I have M concaas. As I dd rve been in the
business a long time,he had 3 beautifil children and nothing wrong with them.
My oldest is 10 y w s old a d he's M honours -dent, daughters going the same
way and this one is s m u t ss a whip too. And I've been involved like I said longer
than the 12 years I've b a n here. So Pve been involved with chemicals pesticides,
which can be m l l y llpsty for a long time and as long u you're diligent and wepr
your personal and respiratory protective equipment you're okay. From a town
paspectivc, no.

r

Tbtme
r

I worse sruffthan PCBs

Table 5.5:
Reasom for Minimizing Risk
Number of times topic
Number of p p k who
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mentioned the topic
(% of the 27)
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I
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Paul fals that the waste facility is not a risk because there is no immediate visible
impacts. Interestingly, Paul does not seem concerned about exposing his children to the

potential risks fiom the ASWTF. Others, such as Glenda, point out that there are not
higher rates of incidence of such things as cancer, asthma or birth def-

I

compared to

otha places,

INT: What do you think about the 2 incidences that occmcd in the last couple of
years now?

GLENDA: Well I have brothers that wok at Dow Chemical, I would say that
what happened out here in the last two yern is extremely minor to things that
have happened to thing that have happened at Dow Chemicals. In talking to the
people in the oil patch and &and they talk about their oil spills and this and
that and the other thing md you thi* there's risks involved in every institution,
every environment that you work in. They're minor to me, maybe I've just got
blinders on 1don't know.

I

INT: Why do you think they wen minor? What makes you certain that they
were not impacting?
GLENDA: Impacting me?

INT: Yeah.
GLENDA: l've been here for this long and I d l 1 fed redly healthy and our
children's illnesses, I mean my kids are never dck, that hpsnt increased at all
since we've moved up here so I just don't think that there's, I don? how, any
problem with it. And there's not a lot of people around town, like we don't have a
high incidence of cancer or asthma, I work in the health care field so I see it on a
regular basis. And when I look at like the asthma's and thc breathing problems
and things like that that we had in Medicine Hat compared to up here. There's not
a lot of birth d e f a like they're not getting all that and these are people too that
have lived here for quite a while so.

However, Glenda also seem to have some latent concans by her comment
"maybe I've just got blinders on." As for now,though, she has few concerns primarily
because there have been no negative impacts on her or her h i l y . Residents, such a3

Glen&, seem to assess the risks from the ASWTF by contrasting immediate (visible)

impacts versus long tern impacts.
low quantitiu of PCB emmioru (101 3 3)

The residents also fcel the plant is safe because the emissions from the plant are
so small, especially when compared to the oil and gas industry. Interestingly, these

residents serm to assess the risks from the ASWTF by comparing Swan Hills with other
high risk places such as Edmonton's refinery tow. However, there are no mentions of

nrrPl communities such u Barhead and Slave Lake. Furthcr, the residents also appeal to
the test rcsultr which have shown that the levels of PCBs are small

ud has had rninimd

impacts. David for example comments that the PCBs found in the animals near the plant

is just barely over the Health C d a guidelines,

INT: How do you think things have changed since you've been herd
DAVID:....The town itself is pretty well status quo, there's been a new
community centre built and renovations to the armn you know there's been some

changes'there.There have been some incidents that happened in the area, a
couple of incidents with the waste plant that have really affeaedthe community.
INT: In what way?
DAVID: Well, it seems like the community has to dcfend itself now you how.
Outside politid for- maidy fiom the Liberal Party of Alberta, haw said "Well
we don't support the specid waste plant" have caused us, us being the people in
the town of Swan Hills who genetally support the waste piant, to ddend
o d v e s . .... I support the special waste p b t , what it's doing and how it's doing
it. They had 2 incidents out thae that were very most Ullfortumte, however we
really didn't suffix any permanent damage to the environment and I think the
avironxnentol acursionq or the arwsiona that affected the environment with
the October '96 incident, are almost gone and continued testing is being done.
There was some PCB, dioxin and f h n releases in hat incident and it a f f d
wildlife in the close proximity to the plank However,testing done lut fall on
a n i d s around the plant last fall indicates that that it's disappearing. Probably in
another year or 2 it'll be gone altogether. The readings fiom those animds
collcaed, 2 animals had f ~ ry lhigh readings but barely just over Health Canada's
guidelines for PCBs,dioxins and furans in beef were found in a deer and a moose.
Those numbers while they were over the minimum allowed for consumption they
were not wdl over, they were just over. There were smaller readings in other
animals, considerably smaller, well within the guidelines.. ...
As a result, David feels the community is not at a risk. This excerpt reveals an attitude of

"us" vs. %em" (community vs. outsiders). For example, David comments"the
community has to defend itself koom outside forces." This attitude reveals the residents'
strong commitment to the community, which results in trust in local community members
(including Bovar) and leaders, and skepticism of outside sources (e.g. the media). This

M e r highlights the issue of stigma in Swan Hills (see section 5.5)

Likewise, even though Clarence thinks the waste focility has a potential to be a
ri* he does not consider the waste fhcility as a major risk because the emissions are so

minute,

INT: So you don't think that fkcility is a major risk?
CLARENCE: No I don't. I think that it has potential to be a risk, but &om what I
u n d d and tiom what I've seen and &om what I've read and fiom the people
thrt work there, I think it's a well maintained facility. I think they spent a lot of
time and effort and money maintaining it and making sure that they check out
mry avenue to make sure that nothing really does happen you bow. And, I

mean I know if there were a major explosion there'd probably be a lot of PCBs
and &floating in the air
we cmtainly don't want. Certainly that's a risk that
we have to consider I suppose but I think for tbe amount of pollutants that have
gone into the air, if evayone's being honest a
d comect about it, it's minute even
compared to what a sour well can do when it blom and so on. And no one seems
to whine about that. And that sour well isn't there to look after all that o h
garbage that's in, that's being created it's just to make money you know and that's
all there is to it. Where this facility is built to try to eliminate a lot of that
There's bound to be the odd little accident, there's no question and hopefully it's
never going to be a big one.
new technology = accidents inevitable (101 3 4)

Some of the residents minimize the risks &out the plant by indicating that plant

and technology is still relatively new, and as a result, bound to have some accidents.
Further, the residents have the opinion that the accidents will only improve or make the
plant better. Dina,an employee at Bovar, for example, admits that although the plant has

impacted the environment, she feels that Bovar has learned fiom the incidents. She
believes there is always o "learning curve" with new industries such as the ASWTF,

INT: How much of an impact do you think Bovar haa on the wounding
environment?
DINA: M like to think we don't have any, but you know it has been, we have had
some. I think part of that is that the industry is new, and you're kind of learning
as you go. And we have had an impact, there has been PCBs put into the
environment beuuse of the plant. But I thinL we have learned too. How it
happened and what not to do. It's amazing how little the measurements are. They
are so minute to begin with, you can show a reading Md it's really not a concern
with the lev&, the dlowable levels for heir legal limits, you can go and buy a
chicken in the grocery story and it will have a higher level than the voles that
we're catching at the plant. So you know, it's prevafcnt everywhere. And it
would be nice to say that we never, eva had any escape but it has happened but I
think we know better now how to pmcnt that too.
INT: Doer tht concan you at all that it has released PCBs?
DINA: Oh yes, like rd like to think that we always an do the job pafcctly and
acva have anything happen, it's proven wrong. That's dl you can do is, keep
learning. It's a learning cum,it's a new industry and as you go you get better.
INT: What assures your dkty, how do you fa1 slfe about it?
DINA: You m going back, like a lot of it's new. You put the carbon i q that was
discovered aftmivards that equipment wasn't meant to deal with what it was put
into place to do. But nobody realized that,or knew that, a was aware of it until

Ifterwords. You know, like it's not really an oversight, nobody has tried to do that
before and now they know, you can't do that process you need these checks in
place to do that process. And we still haven't got to where we can do what we
need to do. You know it's going to take more time. It's like any industry, all
industry is constantly coming up with new ways, more efficient way3 to do things.
Waste disposal is no different. There's always going to be something else that can
be improved o r
Benefits

5.7

According to the residents, Swan Hills has benefited significantly with the
addition of the ASWTF. Out of the twenty seven respondents, twenty three people
mention that the waste facility is an economic benefit (table 5.6). This is corroborated in
Table 3.1 which reveals an extraordinary high median income in Swan Hills compand to

the province. The residents also feel that Bovar is a benefit by being a good corporate

citizen.
economic divenificatiola (I01 6 3) and benefits o f out of province w u t e (101 6 4)

Economic diversification is the most important benefit that the townspeople see
fiom the special waste facility. These interviewed residents comment that not only has

the hazardous waste faility provided almost 200 jobs in the community, but it has also
brought stability and growth to the community. David for example, expresses his views

on the benefits of economic diversification,
INT: What do you think some of the benefits of having the plant are?
DAVID: Well it certainly benefits the town. It diversifies the induotry base
rather than being a one industry town it's now mainly a 2 industry t o m I would
say 25% o f the population work at the plant and most of the orher work in the oil
ad gas industry except for the pervice industry ad town government, so it's
basically a 2 main industry town now. The payroll out there is probably 180, 190
people and it certainly benefits the town that way.

Table 5.6:
Benefits
Number of timu topic
wau mentioned

cost weighed against benefit3
maximum for entire data set

10
86

'

Number of people who
mentioned the topic

5(19)
23(85)

Llewise, Alm attriiuttes the waste facility for improving the towns economy,

INT: What do you think some of the benefits are &om having the plant in town?
ALAN: Well, it's improved the economy of the town. It's given a lot of
deadbeats like myself a foirly goad position within the company (laughing). I
don't know,for anything that starts in a small town is just a big bonus
economically.
Not only does the plant provide economic benefits, but also community stability.

For example, Dagmar comments that if the plant were to eventually close, it would hurt

the town,

INT: So you think it will disrupt the stability of the community?
DAGMAR: I think so. It will drop o w level of people living in town again and
it's hard enough mggling with what we've got and I think it will really come
down, Pd hate to see it dose up.

Likewise, Dina has similar sentiments. She is concerned that the stability of the
community would be impacted if the oil industry or the waste fPcility were forced to

close,
I N : In a kind of a related question, what would some of your future concerns

be?
DINk Just the stability of the community. With the community being so reliant
on the waste plant and the oil companies, something coukf happen. The oil
prices auld go down, wising the oil companies to pull out. And if the waste
plant shuts down or w k e v ~ you
, have to start looking for another job.

Miriam concurs and explains that this is one of the main reasons she believes that many
will not speak against the faility,

N: Do you think it would be a big loss to this community if it did shut down?
MIRIAM: Oh yeah. And I think that's another thing, a lot of people in power in
the cornm~tyof course aren't going to say a lot of negative things towards it.
That's the bred and butter of this community. You h o w now that most of us, or
Pagrowth employees have chosen to live in Whitecourt as opposed to Swan
Hills, the majority of the employees hat are out at that p h t . And if that gas it
would be a ghost town here. And they did talk about it when all these issues and
fines and things were coming up last year. Wow, that was a Iolottesy, there'd be
nothing to stay here for.
MIRIAM: But Fm not going out after Bow. I mean there are so many people
that work out there. I like what they do, they support the town so well. They put
on so many things for the kids and they put a lot of money into this town and into
the community.
INT: Do you think that makes a huge difference?
MIRIAM: It does with the people. It w e does. They're very wise to &I that.
Because it makes them more of a part of the community. rm sure they're doing a
goodjob out there and everything. Like I said it would just be nice to find
something else to do with the stuff

According to Miriam's remark, there seems to be some underlying social

pressures in Swan Hills to be unconcerned (at least publicly) about the ASWTF. This
idea is also expressed fkom Crystal (see quotation in section 5.2). This seems to arise

largely due to the fict that the waste facility provides economic benefits and stability.
Further, a number of the residents mentioned they were not patuhed with either
the expansion of the waste focility or the approval of having out of province waste

shipping to the ASWTF. I f k t many acknowledged the benefits of receiving out of
province. For example, Dim comments that the importation of waste guarantees her a
job and the viability of the plant,

INT: How do you fcci about the Swan Hills receiving waste &om out of
province?
DINA: That's one of the thing that guarantees us a job.. ...Why build another one
in Saskatchewan? Spend all these millions of dollars to build another plant to
destroy the waste in Saskatchewan, PCB waste is limited, you h o w there is a

limited supply of that..... But it'a a specialized industry, you have to have a wide
market to support that. We'renot in production, we're in destruction, so it's not
like we can keep producing what we n d . We need to pull the market to us. And
basically you need a wide market to keep in business for a long time.
Bovu is r corporate citizen (101 6 I)
Another reawn for the acceptance of the hazardous waste facility is because the

residents fcel that Bovar carts h u t the community. For arample, Anne describes that
Bovar is not trying to influence the community with economic incentives, but rather she

feels that they are a good corporate citizen,

INT: You mentioned they get rid of the waste so obviously it's cleaning the
environment, so I guess that would be one benefit, is thae any other benefits that
you a n think of?
ANNE: For the town economically definitely it'r a benefit too. I mean it means
people live and breath and spend money like the rest of us for the town it's been
good. Especially during an oil, you know, a downsizing in the oil industry. And
they're good corporate citizens so their people are involved and they support
community things, much like any other company. I think that's why Swan Hills is
successll we've had the benefit of having large companies in town over the years
and we have a lot of things here that we wouldn't have had without them. Thae's
always some money being given and yeah, but I don't think they're bribing us or
anything like that but they're just good corporate citizens.

Likewise,Dagmar fwls that Bow is a good corporate citizen because they support the
community through a lot of donations,

INT: How do you think Bovar has contributed to the community?
DAGMAR: They've done really good They have a scholarship program, they get
very involved in the community. They've given a lot of monies like to ball events
and events tht we have in the community. They're involved in our KMO Days
and they're always giving out donations, you can always count on B o w for a
donation of anything your saddle club, your skidoo club, all your clubs around
h e n always get a donation h m them And they don't p around, I give them a
donation, I mean the* not like that, just whatever yau need. Ifwe can spare this
much, you h o w they never turn anybody down, md I think that says a lot for the
community when you have on impact like that.

However, the residents do not feel that Bovar is a good corporate citizenjust

because it contributes to the community with corporate donations, but because they fa1

that Bovar cares for and is committed to the community.

is honest and trust worthy.
5.8

As a result, they feel that Bovar

.

Laaent Concern: reasons for concern
Although most of the residents suppofi the ASWTF, there are some who have

some concans with the plant. Various types of uncertainty comprise some of the milin

reasons why some of the residents have some reservations about the waste facility. The

biggest uncatainty they have is in tams of latent concerns (table 5.7). Uncertainty,
created fiom outside sources as well as inside sources (within the community), is also a
source of concern.

Table 5.7:
Latent Concerns
Number of tima topic

Tbcme

I maximum for entire data set I

was mentioned

Number of people who
mentioned the topic

86

23(85)

latent concern (102 6)

Those residents who identified Bovar as a risk w e n largely concerned about the
potential future &

i .

Althuugh that are no immediate negative impacts, they f a that

they will show up somdime in the fbture. Jenny for instance, comments that perhaps in
20 yesrs she will find out that the plant has been a risk, however she c o p by "being

stubborn,"

I

INT: Okay, risks of what? What kind o f rishdoes the plant pose on you?
JENNY: Well, our h d t h . Like maybe they don't know maybe as much as they
think they h o w . And so of course they're not telling us and we are you know
eating ad drinking ad carrying on and maybe we won't see anything until our
kids have kids you know. But,I still don't believe that.
LNT: Why is that?
JENNY: I don't know if I'm just being stubborn, because people have put our
town down for so long Fm being very stubborn about it, I just refuse to listen to
anything that's snid about it. I find out for myself and you how.

MY'S remark reveals the important influence of social and political context on
her views of risk. kc she states, ''I just r&e to listen to anything that's slid about it."
In other words, even though others (e.g media, environmentalists) argue that the plant is

a ridq she refbses to listen them. In contrast,residents such ati Duane, believe the waste

facility is not a risk because many of the concerns (e.g. mutation, contamination) have
not ya materialized (see section 5.6 and Duane's quotation in section 5.5).
unknown-uncertainty to health, impact, and technology (102 2)

Some of the residents seem to be concerned because of the unlcnown and
uncertainty to their hdth. Out of the twenty seven interviewed, Laura, Miriam, Jenny,

and Richard seemed to the ones who were most concerned about the waste facility.

These residents are uncertain about the health impacts to themselves and their children.
Laum, for example is concerned about the potential impact for her to have children,
INT: Do you think your level o f concern has decreased or ill~~eased
in the last
little while?
LAURA: Since h e been here?

m: Ye&.

LAURA: Increased. Cause when I first came up here, I came with an open mind.
I really didn't read a lot, and I didn't h o w a lot about Bovar before I moved up
here. HOWCVQ~
since I've worked here, and knowingjust how things arc done,
I'm more c o r n e d than I was before.
INT: What makes you concerned?
LAURA: I might want to reproduce someday. There's only 2 people, that I bmw
of: that have had children &a working here. And neither one of them work with
the waste. One was in the office and one was in the warehouse. So I don't know.

Similarly, Miriam wonders if there are side effects &om the plant on her children
(see Miriam's quotation in seaion 4.2.2).

In contrast, Paul does not seem concerned

about his children being exposed to the rish fiom the ASWTF, and he seems to suggest
he will leave if his children s h o w any negative effects &om the plant (see Paul's
quotation in section 5.6). Miriam seems to be concerned beuuse of the uncertainty of

the technology involved. She wonden how the technology can be sophisticated if there

nothing to gauge the technology again*

INT:But I mean they say it's supposed to be one of the most sophisticated
technology.
MIRIAM: But what is that balanced against? What an they using to scale that?
N: Idon't know.
MIRIAM: But if you were, what do you have to gauge that against? It's one of
the few in the country. You don't' have to be that great if there isn't very many of
them. You don't have to be that sophisticated if there isn't anything to gauge it
against.
As well, Richard seems to be concerned about the waste facility after seeing three locals

die fiom cancer. However, he is not certain if the cancer was caused from the hazardow
waste facility or &om working in the oil industry,

RICHARD: If1 saw a bunch of data that had me concerned. I'd dearly love to
see the rate of cancer, especially soff time, I gues any cancer even hard I guess
Icukemia, even hard tisue cancer would be more appropriate, I'd like to see our
ra!e of cancer compared to the nrtionsl average.
INT: Do you mr hear of stories like that Mwnd hen?
RICHARD: Well, 3 people I knew, one died ofliver cancer, my foreman Jack
died stomach anca,and the guy that lived behind me, he died of some form of
lung cancer over 2 years ago. A town of 1800 people that wwries me.
INT: So you think that's fiom the plant?
RICHARD: I personally think it's more h m the oil field. You know when you
got these rugged mechanics, changing oil in the cat and not wearing my gloves,
and they an doing it year afker year? But I don't know. I don? know why Jack
died &omcancer, I don't know.

Uncertainty has also been cnated from all the controversy surrounding the waste

facility, primarily from outside the community. Things such as the negative media
coverage, legal action fiom the Native+ and the possibility of the plant being turned over
to the govemment, created some concerns. For example, Miriam believes that there

would not be such a controversy if it was not a risk,

MIRIAM: Well, you know there wouldn't be as mrny articles published and as
many documentaries done that say thpt tht isn't 90. If'tht waa it tbQ1 why all the
controversy with the government? Why dl the controversy about Bovar getting
sued ad dl this kind of otufS and politicians hiding files and all this kind of
thing? Why hove that? If it's trw then great. Then everyone should be leaving
them alone if it's such a high tech facility, and it's one of the best and nothing's
going wrong out there. W h y settle with the native government because they're
saying there's PCBs in theu animals. Then why pdtk with them? Why give them
a couple million dollars or whatevefl Why do that if you're so sure you're getting
rid of 99.9% of it? That's my question to you.
Similarly, Kathy is cunctfned because of outsidenewspaper reports, but she is somewhat
reassured kause the l o d Swan Hills papa reports there are no risks from the plant,
INT: What do you think about the waste treatment plant?
KATHY: I don't h o w . I always hear all this stuff in the news, the newspaper
that it's bad, but in the local paper they say everything's okay and so I don't h o w .
I don't redly know anything about it.

Clarence dso dismisses some of the negative repom written by some environmentalists
beuuse of the Ldr of any visible signs (immediate impacts),

INT: Do you have any concans about the fncility contaminating the wildlife or
the environment or anything like that?
CLARENCE: Yeah that always concerns me of course. Ifit hsJ, if there's
potential of it ewr happening it could do something. I don't know, h e heard all
sorts of garbage from the area, I mean of fish with 3 herds ad so on (kughing)
reported in the media and stuff 1mean d l y garbage M y o u know and it
comes fiom talk show programs in Edmonton and I listen to roma of these guys
and in fi4 I don% anymore because my radio doesn't come in dl thot great but I
used to even around the city and that. And you know, I just have to shake my
head at it, and you don't h o w really who to trust because I do know there's k e n

some arvironmentalistothat have written some pretty damning reports on it and I
wish I knew how l c w l t e they were and how much is exaggerated but III tell
you, Ill be quite honest with you just to k on the fnfc side I don't go fishing
Mund there you know. And I never did before and I don't do know since the
spills and so on. 1just think that if I can minimize my risk in that regard why not.
Others, such as Laura are concerned because of the controversy of the plant being

turned over to the govemment,

INT:Has your views changed about.theplant aince the two incidents at the plant?
LAURA: I think my views haw changed or I've grown to know who's in charge
of the place you how. You know just heresy just thing3 I hear about
d
i of makes me w o k .
management and stuff and it L
INT: Can you elaborate a little bit on that?
LAURA: I don't know I can't really go into it, it's just heresy. And things like
giving it back to the govemment and shutting it down, that's been on the news the
last couple days and stufi, I don't know.
conflicting information (102 3)

Miriam's concerns arises out of all the conflicting information and she comments
that she does not know who to really trust,

INT: in tenas of safety how would you describe this community?
MIRIAM: I think it's fPirly safe, violence-wise or criminal-wise it's very safe.
Thae's hardly anything that goes on here which is unusual and a lot of the RCMP
members say the same thing we are so fortunate here. And they are really good
here. Better detachment than I've ever seen anywhere else, they're r d l y involved
and they're out there constantly. As for a town on the whole I think when we
went through the evaaaatio~and how well they handled everything in that kind
of environmental disaster everything went so well, they did a really goodjob that
way. As f ~ as
r B o w goes it's always a concern for me. I think it's a big concern
you don? know who to tmst, media-wise or if you listen to press releases &om
them it differs h m media, it differs &om programs you watch on W concaning
whors going on out there. And it is a big issue.
Further, she has some Wends who work at the plant that expressed some cancans,

MIMAM: Well at first it was on my mind a lot more and it affected you know a
lot of my thinking then it just kind of went into the background and didn't r d l y
uh, pose much emotional stress. I don't h o w I mean it's concerning especially
when you listen to some of your fiends that work out there ud what they do say.
They just say that there an a lot of contaminants out there thst aren't handled up
to par and thst they're having trouble getting a lot of things washed off you know

their work coveralls and stuff, and there are still levels of PCB or whatever on
them So I was really surprised when I heard that So you wonder. But they say
it's downwind and it's far enough away and whatnot. But what I say it's a great
community if you could move that part away. I guess it's got to be somewhere
but.

Despite her concerns about the waste hcility, she still feels safe and reassured by
the hct that others in the community feel safe,

INT: Would you say in general that you feel safe about the plant?
MIRIAM: I guess I feel somewhat safe about it. You know since we moved here
there's b a n a lot of issues come forth. The government has said things and then
retracted things and so you don2 really know what really went on. But the
community feels safe here, so you kind of go with evayone a d just kind of live
with it I guess.
5.9

Summary: A coaceptud firmework for understanding risk at Swan H i k

The main findings of the study are summarized within a conceptual h e w o r k
(Figure 5.1) which describes how the residents in Swan Hills views risk related to the

ASWTF. The diagram is largely inductively derived (from the interview tramcripts) and
descriptive, and it is primarily intended to be a heuristic device for understanding this
case study. It describes why many of the residents do not consider the ASWTF as a

major risk. Some of the concepts in the framework are partially informed by the
litemme on environmental risk ro that concepts developed fiom this study can readily be

wmp~rcdto tones in literature.
Although most of the residents view the ASWTF (located in the background) as

no or low risk, thae are also some who do consider it a risk. Further, although these
residents do consider the waste fkiility a ridq they do not always equate it with high

concern, as a result the arrow fiom botential) risk can also lead to low concern.

R
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Figure: 5.1 Conceptual Framework for Understanding Risk Reguarding ASWTE

Generally, sources within the community (upper middle box) do not regard the
ASWTF as a major risk. This tben filters into the community,and as a result the-

community does not view the waste ficility as a risk. The boxes in the top left represent
the contattunl influeaces which shape views of d o w risk in the Swan Hills. Six main
contextual influences can be identified for the reason the residents view the waste facility

as ndow risk and low conFirst, because a large proportion of the employees work and live in Swan Hills,

many of the residents are ftiends with or know the employees. Some of the residents

m n have funily membar who work at the plant. As a result, these employees give the
residents assurance (security) that the plant is not a risk. Further, trua in community

leaders (e.g., the mayor) and community consems (the plant is safe) also give assurance
to many of the residents. For example, although Miriam has risk concerns about the

ASWTF, she feels reassured by thc fact that the mayor supports the plant and feels that it
is safe.

Second, the residents employ a number of arguments to minimize the risks about

the waste fjrcility. One, the residents rationalize that there are Ear more "worse stuff" than
the emissions being-releasedtiom the w e facility. Two, they feel that because the
toxic emissions &om the waste facility are so low, that is no risk. This is corroborated
by the tests &om Bow and the provincial and f e d d government which has dso

revealed low levels of PCBs,especially when compared to other places (e.g. Edmonton).
The tests fiom the aaemal sources also reassures them that there some degree of control
over the waste facility. Especially with the fonnal monitoring by the government and the

informal monitoringcorn the media Three, the residents rationalize that no one in the

community or Bovar e m p l o y ~haw
t ~ show any negative effects fiom the plant. As a

result, they seem to assess the risk fkom the lack of immediate visible impacts, as
opposed to long term impacts. Four. some of the residents rationalize that the plant is
new and as a result, accidents are inevitable.

Bcnefita &om Bovar arc also an important influence. Many of the residents
r e c o that
~ economic benefits of having the waste fkility in the community. Not only

does Bovar diversifythe i
d economy, but they also contribute a great deal to the local
community by being corporate citizens. Further, the recognition that the waste facility

provides economics benefits and stability or being employed by Bovar seems to create
some underlying rocill pressures to be unconcerned (at least publicly) about the

ASWTF. The waste facility provides community stability, which is a means of
preserving particular w r v of life (e.g., small town, family oriented, safe place to raise

children, see section 4.1). Without the fxility, many of the residents feel Swan Hills
would become a "ghost town". As a result, m y of the residents seem to attenuate the
risks about the ASWTF.

The Residents views of waste and waste faciliticr are also an important
influences on the residents' view of low risk. Swan Hills, being mainly an industrial
town influenas the way residents paceive the hazardour waste facility. Many of the

residents v i m the waste facility like any other industry (e.g., oil and gas industry). and as

a result, do not consider it as a major risk. Further, the midents dw associate the waste
fscility with the d m c t i o n ofwaste. Whereas the residentti consider burying or
landfilling as a risk, they do not consider the waste facility as a risk because they
incinerate or destroy hazardous waste. Further, they see the waste facility as a

"nsponsible" thing because Bovar is getting rid of hazardous waste. As a result, they
view Bovar as doing a favor for the rest of the province (and even the country).
However, residents have various types of latent concerns about the ASWTF
(e.g., unknown & w e impacts, controversy). These concerns are at least partially &elled

60m outside sources (e.g., outside media, outside government, environmentalists). These
sources create some uncertainty, causing some of the residents to question the risks

regarding the ASWTF. However,the residents often dismiss the information from the
outside sources because they are seem as sources that cannot be trusted. On the other

hand, sources fiom within the community are seen as sources that can be trusted,
reducing concerns about the ASWTF.
Although the residents do not view the waste fxility as a major risk, there is a

least one key impact on the community, its stigmatizing effect. Generally, the residents

are concerned about the negative view (e.g., mutation, contamination) about Swan Hills
and the automatic association of the plant with Swan Hills, in particular the stigma fiom

the media The residents argue that the stigma is mainly created fkom outside the
community. As a result, the stigma in Swan Hills has more to do with the negative

reports &om such sources as the media than the waste facility itself
The fhmmork reveals the importance of community contad. It meals that

contachlPl influences mch as views of waste and waste hcilitia; benefits; trust; social
pressures; prcJcrving ways of life; local context, and latent concans help shape the
residents' views of risk in Swan Hills. The next chapter discusses how risk is socially
constructed as a low risk in Swan Hills.

Chapter 6:
Discwion: Attenuation of Risk in Swan Hills

This chapter links the findings of this research conducted at Swan Hills with the
literature on technological risk reviewed in Chapter two in order to broaden the
understanding of the use study. While there are many parallels between the findings at
Swan Hills and various approaches to studying risk, the focus is on the social

amplification (attenuation) of rik which is argued as most appropriate for understanding

why the reidents have few concerns about the ASWTF. Nonetheless, concepts tiom
other approaches, such as benefits, cultural values, and trust are also discussed. While

there is some empirical support for the social amplification fhmcwork in the literature
(e.g., hdachiis and Rosa, 1990 ;R m 1992; Rem et d., 1992; Bumq a d., 1993; Metz,
19%), previous studies tend to examine cases where risk has been amplified. This case
study examines how the views of risk concerning the ASWTF hove been attenuated

(minimized). Within existing literature there has been a substantive amount of work on
statistical compara,!iveanalysis of hazard events (e.g,Bumq 1990; Rem et al., 1992).
However, these studies tend to focus on people who may or may not have experienced

the environmental risk dimly. This study provides an in-depth treatment of a specific
community that hP( been e x p o d to a technological environmental risk. Furthemore,

although that have been a fnv in-depth studies examining the amplification (attenuation)
process (e.g Kaspenon 1992), they do not address why the risks an amplified or
attenuated. This case study examines why the risks from the ASWTF are attenuated.

6.1

Social amplification (attenuation) of risk

The central theme in the socia amplification of risk hmework is that individual
and sochi views of risk and risk behavioun are not only shaped by the risk or risk event,

but also by the media, social groups, institutions, individuals, and culture, causing the risk
to be either amplified (heightened) or attenuated (downployed). As Kapserson (1992)

notes,

The experience of risk is therefore both an urperience of physical ham and the
mult of culture a d s o d processes by which individuals or groups acquire or
create interpretationr of hazards. These interpretations provide rules of how to
select, order, and explain signals from the physid world. Additionally, each
culture or social group sdects certain risks (158).

Risk, then, is conceptualized partly ss a wid construct and partly as an objective threat
fiom a hPzard or mnt. The social amplification of risk fivnewo* then, attempts to

combine the technical assessment of risk (probability and magnitude of a negative
consequence) and the social experience of risk.

The social amplifiation of risk framework was developed to help explain how

seemingly "minot' risks gain prominence in the public eye in some instances, but not in
others. According to Kvpason (1992), the ampiifidon process begins with a risk

event (such as an accident) or a report on an envimnnlental or technological event,
release, or aposurc (set Figure 2.1). Individuals and groups then select specific

chactctistics of those events and intapret them according to theu perceptions and

mental schemes (Renn, 1992). These interpretations arc then communicated with other
individuals or groups, who act as ampi@can'on (aftemuzfion)~

The amplification
6
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(or attenuation) diBas depending on roles as individuals (e.g-, as an employee of a large
company) or their membership in social groups and public institutions (Kasperson, 1992).

If mesqes

attndve or consistent with previous beliefs (or views) which are shared

by the group, the signals are intensified (amplified), and the messages are ignored

(attenuated) if the opposite is true (Rem et al., 1992). This process of receiving and
processing risk-related information is well researched in the risk perception literature

(Slovic 1987; Frdenburg, 1988). However, this is complicated because individuals
must also adhere to the values and beliefs of cultural groups and larger social units,

influencing the social processing of views on risk As Covello and Johnson (1987) point

Individuals in their roles as members or employees of social groups or institutions
do not only follow theu personal values and interpretive patterns; they afsa
pacein risk information and construct the risk uproblem" according to cultural
biases and the rules of theu organization or group (198).

Kasperson terms these larger social units as social -om

of ampi@~an*on

(&ternrution). In tum, the information flow depicting the risk or risk event and the
associated behavioral responses, and the social amplification (or attenuation) stations
generate secondary effects, which may spread and ripple to distant locations or fuRlre

generations. The remainder of this chapter to describe why the risks associated with

ASWTF wen menwed uses the Social Amplification of risk h e w o r k .
6.2

Attenuation of risk in Swan Hills

The central argument in this thesis is that the risks pertaining to the ASWTF are
attenuated (Qwnplayed) through the interplay of psychological, social, institutional, and

culturaf processes. Since the construction of the ASWTF, there have been a number of

key events which have had sufficient ingredients, according to the literature on risk to
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produce local controversy and high levels of concern (see Table 3.3). One key event is
the expansion of the ASWTF. This was mounded by the controversy over the

increased potaent for contamination from the added incinerators. Second, there have

been two accidents at the site, a PCB leak in October, 1996, and an explosion in July,
1997.

T'& PCB leak resulted in a health advisory against consuming large amounts of

wildgame, while the explosion raised the airborne PCB levels nine times higher than the
original level (Chase, 1997). Third, was the approval of the importation of out of

province waste in 1995. Again, controversy surrounded the fhct that it was the

commitment to restrict imports that played a significant role in convincing Swan Hills
residents to accept the waste facility in the first place (Rabe, 1994). Fourth,due to high
cost of operation, the Alberta government was forced to sell the plant to a private

company - Bovar Inc. Now a private company is responsible for the running of the
waste facility rather than the government who was originally supposed to nm it. Fifth,

ftrther conb~versysurrounded an appeal against Bovar from a local group of aboriginal
people ( h w x Slave Lake Indian Regional Council) to the Alberta Environmental
Appeal Bard regarding the potential threat of contamination to wildgame (Thome,
1997). This resulted in six environmental charges, three of which were dropped after

B o w uuwrunced that it would not cantest three of the charges. Despite all these events,
cbsptm four and five show that the community of Swan Hills seems to have very little

concan about the hazardous waste kility, and community wide support for the waste
facility is still evident. Similarly, Metz (1996) found little evidence of social and

economic consequences after the Fernaid plant (a high-level nuclear waste FdciIity) in
Ohio released between two hundred thousand and three million pounds of unnium into

the environment. During that time, the facility was dso wder intense sautiny for a

numba risk events such as: mismanagement, worker carelessness, exposure ofworkas,
hazardous waste contamination of the underground aquifer, and noncompliance with state
safkty and environmental regulations (Metz, 1996). Metz argues that local "pragmatic

logic," based on local based practiwl knowledge, experience, and personal contact, was
the reason concans were attenuated. Pragmatic logic may also partially describe some of

the views in Swan Hills.

When asked about community risk and safety issues, the ASWTF was rarely the
fitst thing people mentioned, indicating the residents do not v i m the hazardous waste
facility as posing a threat relative to everyday life concerns. The residents usually related
safety and risk issues with aime and violence. This points out that, in Swan Hills,

environmental safety is not as big an issue for them. This elaborates Drottz-Sjorberg's
(1991) findings that people usually define risk by the perceived severity of risk &om

environmental haards. The Swan Hills residents were rarely the first to broach the topic

of ASWTF unless directly asked. For example, when asked to identify some risks in
Swan Hills, one resident replied that he wuld not apply the term risk to Swan Hills
because he believed that there were few risks to living in Swan Hills (see section 4.3, low

concans living in Swan Hillflow concerns with ASWTF). This W e r indicates that
concans about the ASWTF are in the background. Nevertheless the community is

sensitized to the hazard. Even in light of all the media coverage mournling the fDcility

and the negative reports &om some scientists, the residents hove very little concerns
regarding the waste facility. This is also corroborated from a number of indepth field
studies (see Kaspason, 1992). The studies revealed that heavy and sustained media

coverage of an event did not emwe the emergence of substantial local public concan or
that significant amplification of the risk, through enlargement of secondary

consequences, would ocw.For example, even though there was extensive media
coverage Ptta a nuclear accident in G u i ~ aNew
,
York the local residents expressed
very little concern @Gaspson, 1992). Kasperson's social amplification (attenuation) of
riak b e w o r k best explains how concerns were attenuated (minimized) in Swan Hills.
6.2.1

EveatcharacterttiainSwan~
Kaspason assests the social amplification (attenuation) process begins with a risk

.

event (such as an accident) or a report on adverse effects fkom an environmental or
technological hazard. However*Kaspemn's framework considers only one event and
m i d e n the hazard characterization as a linear progression. In Swan Hills there are a
number of risk events which can be identified (PCB leak, incinerator explosion, Alberta
health advisory). It aim =mc reasonable in the case of Swan Hills, that the siting

process for the ASWTF and the construction of the waste Edcility can also fall within the

realm of "hazard events." Further, local community characteristics (e.g., local views of
waste and waste facilities) are also an important influence on the residents views of risk
regarding the ASWTF, pahsps more so than the event characteristics.
A number of event choracteti~cscan also be identified, which seem to have

influenced the risks to be attenuated in Swan Hills.

the siting of the ASWTF was

'%oluntary",which was important to the acceptance of the risk. Iltwllzin~nessis an
important concept in the risk literature (Slovic, 1987; Starr, 1969). For example, Slovic
(1982, 1987) found in his mdy, hruards that were involuntary were perceived as a higher

risk. In other words, risks that people voluntarily accepted (as opposed to risks that were

imposed on them) were perceived as 'less risky." The fact that the siting process was
voluntary, then, seemed to have influenced the residents' initial acceptance of the

hazardous waste hcility. The voluntary approach also helped to foster trust between the
experts involved in the siting process and the residents.

As a result, the residents trusted

the expert assessment that Swan Hills was (and still is) an appropriate site for the

ASWTF. Correspondingly, Metz (1996) observed a “hula effect' of positive attitudes
exhibited by residents exposed to a nuclear weapom complex fncilities due to several
factors such as: the fact that oommunities volunteered for the f~cilityto locate there,
people's familiarity with the kility over time,and the fact that they had more
information acquired through knowing people employed at the facility.

FmiIidty with the hazard is also another key event characteristic which the
residents foawd on. The nason the residents regard the waste facility as a low risk.

even in light of the two accidents and health advisory, is because of prior experience with
similar mattrid (e.g. PCBs). K d c h and Albercht (1995). found that prior experience

with similar hazards (in this case, radioactive material) and activities (e.g., nuclear
facilities) idluenced peoples' perceptions o f risk to a proposed nuclear hazardous waste
facility (see also Stoffel et al., 1988). Similarly Rolf (1996) claims that geographic
isolation, economic dependence, dEuniliarity with m industry seems to foster a

positive attitude toward dings of hazardous activity. In Swan Hills, it is the perceived
froliitrity with hazardous materials ouch as PCBs and the faa that the waste facility is
viewed like any other industry in town, that influenced the attenuation of risk linked to

the ASWTF. Similarly. a fsctar analysis by Slovic a al., (1982), reveals thatfmiIimig

is one of the characteristics which influences risk perception and risk acceptance.

Howeva,Kaspasons' portrayal of the event only accounts for the characteristics of the
hazard within hazard events, not the social and cultural contexts in which they occur.
Although Kasperson does account for soda and cultural influences (intepretdon PDd

r e p m e , culture), it does not take into account the I dcontext expiicitIy. The i o d
geographic, economic, social, and political context are also important characteristics that
will influence the selection of event ~ttaracien'~cs.

There are number of other characteristics of the event and hazard which the
residents focused on to attenuate the risks. Fobst,the residents focused on the view that

the PCB contaminants in the surrounding area were minimal (low quantities). These
residents would appeal to the opinion that the contamination levels wen either under or
"just barely over the provincial guidelines." Second, they would indicate that, "there are

far w o n phew than Swan Hills, and far w o n t stuff' than PCBs. Third, community
residents cWm that thac have been no been no immediate (ncgrtivt) impact on human

health (e.g. no increase incidence of asthma, can-,

birth defsns) (see Table 3.3 and

section 5.5). The residents seem to use these arguments in order to minimize the risks
about the ASWTF. Further, minimizing the risks about the AS-

seems to be an

impottant source of s e d (Beck,
~
1992). In other words, by minimizing the risks, the

residents sccm to maintain the belief that the waste Mlity is a low risk.

Aceording to KMpenon, the ewnlpprft@ of an event can be supplied through

either individuals or institutions. And the way the information (message) is interpreted
depends on social and cultural biases. Generally, there are two ~ u r c e oof i n f o d o n
depicting the risk or risk event surrounding the ASWTF. The medir, usually focused on

the "negativen impacts wciatcd with the ASWTF,deeming tbe waste ficility a risk

(e.g.,

Chase,1997). According to the social amplification of risk fhmework, media

coverage can play a crucial role in determining the impact of a hazardous event (Bums,et

al, 1993). However, the residents at Swan Hills g e n d l y disregarded the information
and scientific findings fiom the medih claiming that the media either "sensationalizes" or
"blows it out of proportion." On the other hand, Bovar, Bovar employees, and

community leaders, generally supported the ASWTF. Despite the two accidents, and the
contaminants found in the local environment, they still considered the plant as safe. They
would comment on how the contaminant levels were "low"or "minimal," and the tests

revealed no significant impact on human health. Despite some of the contrary scientific
evidence, the residents usually selected the information from Bovar, Bovar employees,
and community leaders over the media (see section 6.3.3).
6.2

Iaformatioii flow in Swan HilIs

Kasperson as-

that individuals or groups collect and respond to information

about risks, and act as attenuation stations through behavioral responses or

communication. The interpretations differ with different roles and memberships in
certain groups. In Swan Hillq the interpretation of idonnation is influenced not only by
the resident's role as both private citizen, and Bovar employee in many cases, but also

through membership to various social groups, and public institutions.
The residents would often interpret the infomation on what others (social group)

in the community would have to say. As Renn (1992) notes, "hrznrdous events remain
largely irrelevant in the wcial context unless they are obsemd and communicated to

others" (140). Interaction with other community members influenced the residents'
views of risk. Generally, the risks about the ASWTF are attenuated because of the

gamPl U~omm~mity
c 0 1 ) 3 ~ u a "that the risks are low (see section 5. i, community

consemslknow workers).
A number of other l o 4 social attemn'on -om
community leaden, l

can dso be identified:

d medi~,Bovar, and B o v v employees. The provincial and

federal government, and media (e.g., Edmonton Joumsl, Calgary Herald), represent
socid CrnrpIflcations&tions.

However, the residents g e n d l y tend to ignore these

external mpZijsdon d o n s , and heed the local social atterntion stations. Generally,
local stations are s a n as sources that can be trusted, while external sources are seen as
sources that cannot be trusted ( K a s p ~ o n ,1992; Kasperson d al., 1992; Renn, 1992;

Beck, 1992). For example, the residents seem to trust the information from Bovar

because the company is seen as a "corporate citizennwho can be trusted because thqr

have proven that they care about the community. The residents' description of Bovar as a
''corporate citizenn points out that Bovar is an integral part of the community. Trust is

also bolstered by the fact that many of the workers at the waste kility aiso live in the

community (Stoffel et d, 1988; Roberts, 1997). However, the outside media is seen as a
source thot c ~ n obe
t trusted. Generally, the residents are skeptical about the information
portrayed by the media k c w s e the residents feel that the media is not a credible source

and they contend that much d t h e controversy mmounding the ASWTF is politically
driven (see section 5.3, negative media press). Ilr a result, the source of the social
attcn~ion"station will influence how the infinnation will be received. However,

Kospa~onmskm m attempt to separate the diEaent types of attenuation stations. In
Swan Hills, the ~ a M t i o n
nations can be identified as coming from within the

community (e.g., Bow, community lead-

B o w employees), and f?om outside the

community (e.g., media, govanmeat). Community leaders, especially the mayor, seem
to be the most important source of attenuation in Swan Hills. For a m p l e , a number of
residents mentioned that they get their assurance that the waste fscility is not a risk
became the mayor has very few c o n c a ~
with it (see section 5.1, community

co~nsusllnow
workers). Further,out of the nine community leaders interviewed, not

one mentioned coacems with the plant, and only one leader idensifiied that the waste
facility waa a minimal risk.
6.2.3

Interpretation and response

The social amplification of risk fhmework claims that risks are attenuated
partially because of individual and social values or beliefs (e.g., role related
considerations). In other wordg these values and beliefs influence the way "signals" or
the "information flow" is interpreted. For example, individual values (e.g., economic

benefits) and institutional obligations (e.g., employee obligations to B o w ) are important
for the way the information is received and interpreted. If information is consistent with
previous beliefs and values (e.g., Swan Hills is a safe place, economic benefits are

important) the signals are intensified (e.g., accident posses minimal risk), and information
is ignored (attenuated) if the opposite is true (e.g., plant is a risk). Swan Hills residents

generally regard SWM Hills as a "safe place." Many of the residents have the opinion
that it is the "rmrll town" atmosphere that makes Swan Hills an ideal place to raise

children. These residents also tout that unlike the big city, Swan Hills haa low crime
raw, low pollution, and clean air, making it a safe environment in which children may

grow up. Further, the residents also indicate that there are fiu worse phctr than Swan

Hills. Even thou@ them are some negative reports and idomtion &om the media and
environmentalists, the residents tend to attenuate the risks about the ASWTF.

Shrada-Frechette (1991) argues that laypeople ficed with risks on a daily basis
may assess the risk based more on values than on scientific decision-making. While she

ders mainly to risk amplification, values explain why the residents disregarded some of

the scientific evidence (Chase, 1997), and some of the reports &om the media that are

contrary to popular local beliefs. For example, even though some studies revealed some
in-

of contaminants in the local environment (see table 3 . 9 , the residents dismissed

them as being "slightly"above the guidelines (low quantities). Yet,the residents seem
to rdy on the scientific tests conducted by Bovar and the govemment (provincial and

federal) which revealed no significant impact on human health. The reason some of the
scientific tests were heeded (e.g., Bovat, government health tests) and others ignored

(e.g., media, health advisory) is because of individual and institutional values and beliefs.

In otha words, signals (e.g., negative repofis) that were inconsistent or contradicted the
residents' and institutional values and beliefs were ignored, while signals and information
that supported them wae heeded. This resonates with &M'S (1992) concepts of social
influence and wlw commitmenis. Rem argues that mcid influence becomes an

important resource for building trust, while value commitments become an important tool
to build solidarity by persuading other actors that the commonly shred values, intam

d woridviews, an in accordance with theirs. This indicates that no amount of evidence
can convince people if it is not from a trusted source who shams coninon meaning for

the phenomena of interest (Baxter, 1997). This seems to be the reason why Swan Hills
residents regarded sources inside the community (egg.,community members, Bovar,

Bovar employees) as trustwortby, while sources outside the community were not.

Funher, Renn (1992) argues that social influence and value commitments may be even
more important when risk debates are actually symbolic of other interests or values. In
Swan Hills, economic interests and protecting particular ways of life (e.g., community
stability) seem to be important issues. Also, the negative media attention may be more
related to political issues than safety concerns.

The interpretation of information is also influenced by membership in social
groups (e.g., community of Swan Hills) and public institutions (e.g., local government,

community leaders). It is the sochl pressure in Swan Hills to be unconcerned about the
ASWTF, that seem to be an important influence in the attenuation of risk For example,

although one resident hod some latent concerns about the future impacts fiom the

ASWTF (sce section 5.2, latent concerns),

she dismissed them by "retusingto listen to

anything that's said about [the plant]." Further, being a community leader also seems to
be an influence in the way the information is interpreted (attenuated).

6.2.4 Rippk effkcb and type of impacts

According to K a s m n , the information flow and behavioral responses can

genorute sec-

eflects that extend beyond the people directly af'Eeaed by the original

hazard event or report (e.g., all the events related to the ASWTF). Usually, these

scc~ndaryimpacts are negative consequences, such pr impacts on the local economy

(e.g., liability and insurance costs), negative attitudes to technology, political and social

pressures, social disorder (e.g protesting, rioting, sabotage, or tmrism), and erosion of
public trust towards roeid institutions (Kasperson, 1992). A negative secondary impact

from the ASWTF is sti".Edelstein (1988) claims that "hazardous"facilities are

inherently stigmatizing. Not only art they seen is threatening to a community directly,
but also,
by virtue of physical hazards, indirectly, by virtue of a "courtesy stigma" whereby
the community also becomes stigmatized because of its dim association with the

hazard (1 80).
In other words, hszardous waste facilities are stigmathing because of the likelihood of

them being a physical threat, md because the community becomes linked with the
hazardous facility. Edelstein (1988) argua that mriesy s f i ,is inherently tied to
community image. In Swan Hills, a number of residents expressed their concerns with
the some of negative views people have about Swan Hills (e-g., "mutated", "glowing",
"contaminated"). Further, some of the residents were also concerned about the automatic
association of Swan Hills with the plant, becauae of the negative view people have about

the waste plant. In Swan Hills, courtesy stigma is due to the nature of the facility (e.g.,
hazardous waste ficility), the accidents at the plant, a
d because the plant waa so highly

publicized.

However, in Swan Hills, there is also a positive secondary impact. Due to the
high level of media attention, the townof Swan Hills has become more visible. For
example, many of the residents mentioned that "notoriety" has been one of the benefits of
having the hazardous waste facility in Swan Hills. This has turned into an unexpected

economic benefit in tourism (Rabc, 1994).
The social amplification of risk fnmework is usefir1 for explaining why the risks

associated with the ASWTF were attenuated. The I

d wntarmal influences (e.g.,

social, institutional) were important in the residents assessment of low risk. While some

ofthe reasons of why the residents view the ASWTF as a low risk has already been

discussed, three key concepts will be revisited in order to gain a better understanding of
how the residents constructed their views of risk: community views of waste and w m e
facilities, benefits, and trust.
6

Community Vim of Waste and Waste faciliticr
An important local community view is that of being socially and environmentally

mpoarible through such themes as "destructionof hazardous waste'' or "ineineratioa of

hazardous wasten(see section 5.3,

nohue of waste and section 6.5).

The risks are

attenuated because the residents fecl that the waste facility is destroying h d o u s waste,

not =eating it. As a result, the residents view the waste facility as a "better dternativc"
than burying hazardous waste in landfills.

There is a widespread recognition that

hazardous waste is an inevitable component of modem society ond as a result there is the
recognition that a hazardous waste management facility is needed (Harris, 1993).
Consequently, the midents have an attitude that %e have a problem to solve jointly"
(Harris, 1993,4).

The residents feel that the waste ficility is modly justified kuuse it

is helping to clean up all the "garbage" (such as PCBs)by destroying it. Accordingly, as
one resident mentioned, they f
a
1that they are doing a "f'avourfor rest of the country" by
eliminating the b d o u s waste (social responsibility). This local community view,
seems to be important influence in the attenuation of ti& in Swan Hills. Economic

bmfits and indi~id~nstitutional
values commitments also seem to be an important
influence in the attenuation of risk.
6.4

Bentfib md vdue commitments
In the s o 4 amplification of risk h e w o r k , Kasperson conceptualizes

imhrtiOnal d u e s mainly in relation to employment. That is, an individuals' role as an

employee influences how a risk is interpreted. In Swan Hills, institutional commitment
to Bovar, although important, does not seem to be the most important in the attenuation

of risk More important arc the residents' desires for the survivd and stability of the

community,linked to a desire and value for economic divasification Often, a common
way for spats to frame risk decisions concerning environmental hamrds is to weigh the
cosls ugdnst the benepts (see Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; PIOUS1993).

In Swan

Hills, many acknowledged the economic benefits of having the ASWTF. Although the

facility docs not provide any direct revenues to the town because it is located outside the
town bobdaries (Rabc, 1994), it does provide economic benefts through employment

and through corporate donations. During the siting of the fkility during the early 1980q

Swan Hills was suffaing a recession because of oil and gas price instability. Many

observers agree that the waste facility has contributed substantidly to a dim turn around
of the loqd economy (It&, 1994). As a result, the enticements of c c o ~ m i benefits
c
seem to have been an important influence in the acceptance of the waste during the siting

processes. Further, economic benefits seems to be an important influence of the
residents' assessment of low risk, even in light of the two accidents. Nevertheless, many

of the residents do not consider the benefits to be interpreted as bribes (Rnbe, 1994).

Other studica (e.g., Bmke, 1994; Sherrill a al., 1998; Kupason, 1992) have also
revealed the important impact of benefits on the way risk is viewed. Howeva,this
contradicts one of the major findings born the prospect theory, which claim that people
generally tend to be risk adverse because the larses Ioonr b g e r rhra @m @aheman

and Tvasky, 1979). That is prospect theory might predict that individuals or community
groups may more readily react against having noxious facilities (e.g., hazardous waste

facility) because the negative value of losses (e.g. potential contamination, health
concerns) would be considered greater than the positive value of benefits (e-g.,jobs,
community facilities). However,in Swan Hills, this does not seem to be the case. The
residentJ seem to suggest that that then are other benefits besides economic ones. Many

of the residents generally believe that the risks would be far greater if the tlcility did not
exists.

It seems as though these residents believe that the benefits (e.g., economic, clean

or sofe environment, d t y ) outweigh the costs (e.g, risks).

Not only is the ASWTF important for diversifying the local economy,but it also
provides community rtability. That is, a major benefit of the waste treatment fmility is
reduction in population transiency. Swan Hills primary industry, oil and gas, is
characterized as being extremely transient with a majority of housing being rental

property and mobile tnilers (Rabe, 1994). However, the transient character of the town
has improved (become less transient) in the last few yam, partidly due to the ASWTF.
Throughout the period of 1981 to 1996, the percentage of owner-occupied dwellings
jumped fiom 33% to 4 P ? , contributing to the sense that Swan Hills is beginning to
become a community of neighbouhoods instead of transient rental housing (Rabe, 1994).

The region on the otha hand, experienced a decrease in percentage of owmr-ocarpied
dwellings, &om 7W. to 67, while the province txpaienced a slight in-

6om 63% to

68%. As one of the residenu mentioned, if it was not for Bow, Swan Hills would

become a "ghost town." Local residents contend that coaomic diverrifiution has
translated into the stabilization of the local economy and the community (e.g., less
transient) (Rabe, 1994). In rdercnence to the prospea thwy, in addition to loss of income
are losses of ways of life (e.g., loss of a sPfc place), that scw to be the risks that "loom

largest" in tbc minds of the Swan Hills residents. For atample, the residents would

usually equate risk and safety with "crime a d violence", b i g city", %&Ic",

and "safety

of children." The residents seem to believe that the ASWTF provides security in
presaving traditional ways of life (e.g., child rraring, rural community life). As a resuit,

these residents seem willing to accept the risks &om environmental harms to avoid
environmentPl risks (e.g., big city, W c , safety of children).
h t b a major benefit of having the waste Ezcility is a elm environment (social

responsibility). The residents view the waste facility as a solution for getting rid of

hazardous waste, cresting a clean and oafe environment for their children and future
generations, reflecting their ways of life: clean, nabre, safe place for family. The
residents are convinced that incineration is the only safe a l t d v e for dealing with

hazardous waste. kc a result, the residents seem to suggest that it is their social
"responsibility" to keep the environment d e . However, this seems to contradict the

NIMBY response which has been evident in many waste siting situations ( K d c h and
Albercht, 1995; Edelstein, 1988). For them, the key diffaence between landfills and
incineration is that landfills remains in the ground over "forever" while it decomposes

while incineration destroys the hazardous waste, rendering it inert. As one resident
mentioned, 'it's being destroyed d stabilizaf." Baxta (1997) found similar results,
where the residents had similar views of waste incineration. Brrder argues that it may

have been c

o

d conditions, such as restricting residents' choices by eliminating

alternstiva like incineration in the siting process, that contributed to the lower levels of

concern rbout incineration. The positive views of incineration in Swan Hillq how-,

are contrary to the vim thrt the majority of Canadians bve about waste incineraton (see

also Baxter, 1997). In one study (Slovic et al., 1993) ova 6 W of Canadians perceived
the health risk from waste incinerators to be either moderate or high. As a result, the

contextual influence on the perceived risk of incineration is important in SWM Hill%

when compared to the rest of the country.

The concept of benefits is also related to Giddens' idea of structuration and
Palm's (1990) treatment of the structweagency debate. Giddens (1993) tries u, strike a

balance between meaning and social structure. His principle argument is that while

human agency does determine human action and meaning, attention must also be paid to
the possible influence (cause)of structure in society which may be both constraining and
enabling (Dickie-Clark, 1986). Structures, then, are phenomena that are being produced
by human agency and at the same time are being reproduced by the conditions of human
agency (Baber, 1991). Not only is there an important relationship be-

employee and

employer at Bovar but dso between the community and Bovar. Organizational
commitments to Bow may have an i m p o ~ influence
t
in the attenuation of risk. As a
result, Bovar employees may attenuate the risks due to commitments to Bovar. For

example,Kasperson (1992)found that &er a nuclear accident in G i ~ aNew
, York, there
were few concems at the local level. The reduced concerns seemed to be the result of

either being employed in the fhcility or the recognition that thc ficility was an important
contributorto the l
d tax base. Similarly, community acceptance of the ASWTF

seemed to be largely the result of the perceived economic benefits o f hosting the waste

facility. However, now the kility has become part of the community by contributing to

the community stability and a sense of community. Community support and anemation
of risk is now related to the desire for continued stability and survival of the community.

Due to the many residents' need and desire of economic diversificationand institutional

obiigations (e.g. to Bovar and community), the "structuresn in Swan Hills seem to be a
"constraining" force on their views of riok
When considered in the contact of everyday life at Swan Hills, benefits have

much to do with social values as they do with economic issues. The ASWTF assured not
only the sunrival of the community,but also stabilization, creating a sense ofcommunity.
Similarly, Gardner ad Gould (1989), in their study of people's perceptions of the risks &
benefits technology, try to separate benefits to include economic benefil, baric nee&,
M e f y undsecurity, and pleasure.

In Swan Hills, the basic need to establish and maintain

a community is an important benefit. The social and economic benefits, then, seems to
be an important influence in the attenuation of risk. Trust in sience and technology,

l
d leaders, Bovar and Bovar employees, and community members also seem to be
important influences on the residents' views of risk.
6.5

Sources of tnwt

Trust in science and technology are important influences on peoples' views of
environmental technological hazards (Beck, 1992). However, Beck claims that

throughout the tramition from late modem society to a risk society, trust in science and
technology becomes eroded. Insread, it becomes a source of feu md doubts. However
in Swan Hills, residents' trust in science d technology seem to be an important
influence in theu assessment of low risk. The residents generally feel that science and
technology are capable of not only predicting but also controlling the risks from the
hazard. F i i the residents believe there arc good understandings of PCBs and the

technology involved in incineration. Second, they believe that then are dlicient

"resou~ces"and equipment to deal with any accidents or spills that may o c w at the
plant. Likewise, Met. (1996) found decreased concerns and actuaI increased support for

a weapons complex facility in Colorado because the local residents felt that any

accidental eontamination could be cleaned up quickly. Third, they feel saFe because of
testing pmgrams that are in place by Bovar and the government and because of public
scmthy. For example, many of the residents base their lsscssments of risk 6om the

tests conducted by Bovu and the government, which revealed no significant impact on

human health. As a result, the residents feel that the waste facility poses no or very little

risk,
Trust is now regarded as one of the essential elements of any successfir1 risk

~mmunicationeffort (Covello, 19%; kiss, 1996; Slovic 1993), and at Swan Hills it
seems to have been an important factor in community acceptance and continued

acceptance of the hazardous waste facility. Risk communication was effective in four
ways. First, the experts were able to e f f ~ i v e l yconvince the residents that the waste

facility would have state-of-the-art technology. Second, the experts were able to
convince the residents that an integrative waste management system was needed. Risk

communication was important for the public education as to the nature of the hazardous

waste problem in Alberta and the alternatives. As a result, many ofthe residents defcnd
the hazardous waste hcility u the Urqonsible" thing to do. Third, genuine efforts were

made to involve the community at d l stages of the siting process. As one resident

mentions, "Ithink there's bem a real effort to k e q the
~ public amre of what is going
on.. .." @be, 1994, p. 70). Fourth, eEkctive risk communication was also important in

the education about the waste Eadlity and the processes involved (e-g-,destroy hazardous

waste), and the undentmding of PCBs. For example, a number of the residents

mentioned that Swan Hills are more educated about the impacts from the plant and PCBs.
As a result, trust in science and technology seems to have been evident early in the

voluntary siting and seems to be important to the acceptance of the risk process (see
seaion 6.3).

In Swan Hills, sources of trust an not only developed from scientific competence,
effeaive risk communication, and voluntary approach, but also from other community

members. Some of the residents get assurance %omthe fkct that others in the community
(e.g., other residents, community leaders, Bovar employees) have very little concerns

about the waste treatment facility. Further, the workas at the ASWTF is also a source of
trust.

Knowing workas at waste facility and having the workem live in town assures

many the waste kility is a low risk.
6.6

Uncertahty m d latent concerns
Generally, the residents in Swan Hills view thc waste facility as a technology with

impacts that are known to experts. Nonetheless, a number of people have latent

concern about the waste fzility. These residents are concerned that in the distant

future, then may be negative impacts &om the waste facility. This uncertainty is
primarily the result of social and institutional conditions rather than uncertainty expressed

by experts (Slovic, 1992; Beck, 1992). For example, the residents t a d to generally
ignore some of the scientific tests (c.g. health advisory). Md claim that the waste frcility
is not a risk However con!mveny created &om both community members a
d the

media and the government (e.g, legal action), brings about questions about the risks
associated with the facility. In tum, the residents question the impacts on their health,

especially women with children or women thinking of having children in the near future.

Increased media attention afw creates uncertainties about the impam fioom the accidents.
Although, the accidents at the waste ficility and increased media attention has created
some uncertainty, they minimize the risks by indicating that impacts are not immediately

visible. Further, these residents discount fbture risks because at the present, the risks
related to the ASWTF are deemed low. Concerns are also minimized because of the

assurance tiom community members that the plant is safe.
6.7

Summary

This chapter links the literature on environmental risk and the findings from the
case study and argues that the social amp1i fication of risk fhmework is most usehl for

explaining why the residents perceive the risks as low. The central theme throughout this
chapter is that risks tiom a hazard are attenuated because of role reiated considerations

and membership in social groups, and cultural values. These values and belief systems
are socially constructed not only in relation to the hazard but also in relation to the social

and political climate. Local context is not only important for the construction of values
before the risk event (the siting of the ASWTF) but also for helping to shape beliefs after
the risk went (e.g. accidents at the waste facility). The social amplification of risk

framework accounts for not only the characteristics of the hazard itself (e.g. incinerates
waste), but also the rocid, cultural, and institutional climate in which the hantd is set in.

Even though institutions outside the community (e.g. media, health authorities) regarded
the waste facility as a risk, the residents of Swan Hills do not regard the waste hcility as
a risk (i.e.,attenuated).

Chapter 7:

Conclusion

This thesis involves a case study of a community which volunteered to host a
hazardous waste facility. The research was mainly guided by the social and cultural
theories of enviro~lentalrisk. These theories stress the importance of values and beliefs

in individuai and group assessments of risk. As well, they maintain that views of risk are

constructed in the context of daily life (Douglas and Wildavdcy, 1982; Johnson and
Covello, 1987). The research involves a qualitative study of Swan Hills residents with
two main research objectives:
i) to w i n e the views of risk among a variety of laypeople within the same
community in the context of daily life
ii) to explore the multiple influences that shape peoples' views of those risks.

This research makes a number of substantive, theoretical, and methodological
contributions to the literature on environmental risk and suggests several directions for

hture research.
7.1

Substantive contributions

There is at least one substantive contributions to the literature on siting
environmental hazards. This thesis providea an exampie of community views of a
technologid cnviromcntal hazard that is regarded as a low heat. Further, community

wide approval and acceptance for the A S W E is still evident today. This is contnry to
much of the siting literature. Community opposition, rather than community approval

seems to be the general pattern in much of the siting cases. The fact that the waste
f~cilitywu sited through a voluntary process seems to be an important influence for the
initial and continued acceptance of the hazard. The voluntary approach allowed for

community involvement iuxl the feeling of having a "choice," which helped to foster trua

between the experts and the residents.
7.2

Theantid contribution

This exploratory study examines how a community constructs and maintains their
views of risk from a technological environmental hanud. There are at least three sets of

theoretical contributions from this acploratory study.

First, the damplification (attenuation) of risk framework is useful for
understanding risk in the context of everyday life and describing how some risks become

attenuated. Although the social attenuation of risk framework is able to account for the
minimization of risk in Swan Hillq it does not explicitly explain why the risk was

attenuated in the first place. The framework focuses on how an environmental event
(e.g., accident at a hazardous waste thcility, contamination) is portrayed and interpreted

and less on the characteristics of the community that is involved in portrayal and
interpretation. This study shows that in places like Swan Hills, the local, social, and
institutiodpolitical context can be important for the attenuation of risk (e.g., familiarity,

community consensus, distrust of media) than the particular characteristics of the hazard
itself
Also, many of the cui~emtstudies which use the social amplification Mework
tend to focus on cascs what risk eve-

become amplified. Funha, the m e w o r k

begins only after a negative "risk event." However, the residents' view of risk about the

ASWTF was attenuated (mi~mized)before and after a "negative event" (e.g,two

accidents at the plant) occurred. The sacid amplification fhmework also does not
distinguish between the sources of the attenuation (amplification) stations. The source of

the amplificationlattenuation stations seems to have been an important influence in the

residents assessment of risk,
Second, severaJ concepts that exist in the cnviro~lentalrisk literature are
reconcepthized in this thesis to understand the attenuation of risk at Swan Hills
including: risk and safety, trust, and costs weighed against benefits. The concept of risk
and safety are centrai in the environmentai risk literature (e.g., Krimsky and Golding,
1992), however, laypeapie may not commonly think of hazards, like a hazardous waste

facility, as prominent risk or safety issues. Despite the fact that the Swan Hills is
sensitized to a environmental hazard, and the residents knew part of the interview was
about the ASWTF, residents relatively rarely mentioned the waste facility as a risk or
safety issue. The residents were more likely to mention trafIic and crime when asked

about these topics. This demonstrates that experts and laypeople talk about technoiogical

hazards quite differently and that seemingly straightfonvard concepts must be considered
problematic when doing risk research.
A key concept in the literature is trust (Beck, 1992; Laud, 1989). Beck claims
that throughout the transition towards a risk society, we are becoming disillusioned by

science and technology. Thus science and technology themselves become sources of fear
doubt. As a result, scientists, government and industrial experts are no longer sources
that can be trusted to controi and identi@technological hazards. However, in Swan Hills
tmst in science uld experts was established eady through the voluntary siting process.

The residents generally believe that science and technology is able to provide h t y
and safety fkom an environmental hazard (ASWTF). They believe that science is able to

predict and control the impacts fiom hazards, and as a result, many of the residents are

convinced that risks associated with ASWTF was low because of the provincial and
federal health studies revealed no negative human impact. Further, trust in experts hPd as

much to do with values (e.g., economic benefits, community stability, W)as it did with
scientific competence. Residents usually trusted useasmenu of risk when it supported
their values and belief%and ignored them when it contradicted them. Further it

underlines the importance of k t y and safety for these residents ways of life.
The notion of costs weighed against benefits seem to apply in the Swan Hills case
study. Residents mentioned a number of benefits of having the hazardous waste fkcility.
While one of the most important benefits of hosting the waste facility is economic (e.g.,

many of the residents mentioned the benefit of economic diversification of the local
economy and creation of jobs) benefits had as much to do with wn-monetary concerns as

well. In other words, in the context of everyday life, risk had as much to do with
volueslbeliefs (see dso Gregory a d Mendelson, 1993). For example, the ASWTF

assured the survival of the community and stability (e-g., less transient), creating a
heightened sense of community. Further, the residents would assert that the waste
facility was their social "responsibility," and the benefit was a cleaner and safer
environment.

Third, the rescorch reveals the importance of context (gmgraphical, social,
institutional and cultural milieu). Laypeoples' values are linked to placdcomrnunity

context. Not only do people come to places like Swan Hills to shuc common d u e s , but

also the events (e.g., siting process, community consensus) within that place help to
shape and r d n n those values. For example, the low assessment of risk and continued

acceptance of the potentidly hazardous waste facility (ASWTF)may the result of the

realization of economic benefits and of improved community stability (e.g., less

transient). Further, low assessment of risk may also be the result of employee
commitments to Bow.
7.3

Mttbodologid contribution^

Two methodological contributions can be identifiled &om this thesis. First, this
thesis demonsvates the usefirlness of interpretive qualitative research for studying

technological environmental risk. However, qualitative methods are rarely used for
studying environmental risk because the dominant approaches (e.g., econometric,
psychometric) are more amendable to quantitative methods. Also, proponents of
quantitative methods usually criticize approaches that employ qualitative methods (e.g.,

anthropoIogical, sociological) because they tend to focus on theoretical development
ratha than theoretical verification. However, some notable exceptions are: Douglas and
Wildavsky (1 982) and Edelstein (1988). This thesis adds to and reinterprets existing
concepts, and verifies others.

Secondly, few qualitative environmental risk studies are explicit about their
methodology, although qualitative research has no standard practices. However, this

thesis is explicit h u t the rationale for using qualitative methods and gives a detailed
account of how indepth fmto-fofe intenhews were used. Further, this thesis is also

explicit about how the interviews were analyzed and rnethcxls used to ensure trustworthy
findings (e.g., source ad investigator triangulation, member checking, low-inference

descriptors, and autobiography).

7.4

Directions for future rescarcb

Thae are three main directions for fitwe research. Fist, qualitative research is
often criticized because it sacrifices the generalizability of the findings for depth. As a

result, directions for Gtun research should include a quantitative investigation to test the
contdplafe-dependant issues revealed in this qualitative study. The findings f5om this
research are limited to a specific conte* and technically,only to the 27 interviews. The

challenge will be to determine if these findings are also applicable to a larger population
and in different contexts. The use of a quantitative survey will help determine the
relevance of the qualitative findings in the wider community. Second, the research
should be extended to communities with different views of risk than Swan Hills. For
example, some comrnunitieslgroupsseem to assess the risks fiom the ASWTF as high.

Future research should examine why some wmmunitiedgroups oppose the same
environmental hazard. Fort Saskatchewan, a community who opposed the siting of the

same facility just two years prior to the siting of the ASWTF, and local aboriginals
groups, are potential examples of groups/commudties who assess the risks as high.

Third, a central idea in the social amplification of risk hework is that media coverage

is assumed to h a w strong and direct eEea on an event'o impact (Burns, et al., 1993).
Future research should further examine the role played by the media in the residents view

of risk thmugh medidtextual analysis of both local media and media outside the
community. Further, the rok of media can also be examined for influencing the views of

risk for the g e n d population.
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Appendix A:
Resideatr Sampled But Not Interviewed

Men

Women

R

CPP

NC

9
7
16

2
1
3

8

6
14
Total
R - participant r e f i d
CPP - continued postponement or did not show up for interview
NC - no contact made or moved

I

I

Rruoas for Refusal to be Involved in the Study

-

-

-

No I don't have time. I've answered a lot of survey's lately (1)
Not interested, I'm too busy (3)
No I don't want to participate (1)
No thanks, 1'11 pass (1)
No I'm not interested (9)
No I don't want to participate in that because I have some views with that (1)
No,sow, I can't participate (1)

Appendix B:
Interview Checklist
Topic

Questioar

Values/Community What is it L!& you value most about this
pldarea?
Why did you movdstay here?

Can you see you and your family staying here

Ptob~

-environmentquality of life?
-work?family
a d fiiends?
neighbors? for
your children?
for your h e ?
why do you say
that?

-

indefinitely?
Environmental

What are some of the main environmental
issues in your community?

-can you tell me
more about...

s a f ~

In terms of safety, how would you describe
this place?

that?

I

why do you say

What makes a place safdunsafe to live in?

Risk

-environment,
health, children,
What are the risks which concm you and your fuhm,
family now/hre?
livelihood,
others?
How are you defining risk?
-is it more than
that..?
-why do you say
that?

Concerns

Do you bave any other concemdwomes about -environment,

Are there any risks related to living here?

living here?

health, children,
firme,
livelihood,
Have your concerns changed over, say, the last others?
couple of yeers?
why do you say
that?
What are some of the conams you have

-

regarding the firmre?

I

Waste Treatment
Facility

When you think of the hazardous waste
facility, what picture comes to mind?

-whydo you say
that?

What concerns you the most about the
hazardous waste Eicility?

Stigma

H o w do you think others in the area view this
placc/hatardous waste facility?

-Why do you say

Is there any (potential) benefits of having ahazardous waste fkcil ity in this community?

-is there anything
else?

What about others in the community? D o you
think they have similar views?

-how do you
know that?
-can you give me
an example?

h

Benefits

Trust

that?
4.e. can you give
me an example?

When it comes to getting information about the -media, family
hazardous waste facility, who do you turn
and friends, local
to?/who do you trust?/who do you believe?
politicians, Swan
Hills liaison
committee,
How much confidence do you have in the fms Bow?
from the experts?/media?/othen?
-whydo you say
that?

I

All purpose probes

-why do you say
that?
-is it more than
that.. .?
-can you give me
an example
(allows them to
‘%ella story")
--

-

IComm desaiptiodneighborliness
1Com.m desaiptiodchanges
IComm descriptiodchangedpop decline
/CommdescdptiodchangtS/town growing
/Comm descriptionlchangedmore stable
/ C o r n desaiption/chaagdess transient
IComm descriptiodyoung
/Corn desxiptiodcheap housing
IComm desaiptiodcommiiment level
IComm descriptiodcommitment leveyhigb
IComm descriptiodcommitment leveMow
IComm descriptiodmove-stay
/Corn descriptiodmove-staylSH
1Corn.mdescription/movcstoy/SH/ASWTF
ICornm descriptiodmove-stay1SWwork
/Comrn descriptionlmove-~tay/SWche8phousing
IComm descriptiodmove-stay/SH/Eamily
/Corn descriptiodmove-stay1SWgnw up here
/Corn desaiptiodmove-staylaway
/Comm descriptiodmove-staylaway/job
/Corn description/move-stay/a~8y/Es~0
buy back
/Ccmm descriptiodmovtstayla~ylfmi1y-relationship
IComm descriptiodenviorn consciousness
IConctms
/Conctnrs/environmental issues
/Concerns/environmental issuedASWTF
IConcerndenvuomental issues/pollution
lConcerns/environrnental issuedwildlife
/Concems/enviromental issuedoit-gas
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Appendix E:
Understanding How People Form Their Views And Opinioor of Risk In Swan Hins:
Preliminary Fimdings for Participants
(January 20, 1999)

Daniel Lee (MA candidate)
Geography, University of Calgary
What ur some o f the fmding so far?
Most of the residents feel that Swan Hills is a "sde place". Many people (48%)
describe Swan Hills aa a " d e placen because it is "quiet", a "small tom", 'Yamily
oriented", and k u u w it has a "low crimclviolenk7rate (see table 1). This makes Swan
Hills an ideal place for raising children.
Swan Hills is described as a relatively "young" community in terns of median
age (lots of young families with children), and in the age of the community itself
Although there hss been a "population decline" during the last few years the town has
become "more stable" and "less transient" because more people are purchasing their
homes (instead of renting). In fod many people mentioned that they were planning on
retiring in Swan Hills. This high commitment level to Swan Hills seems to foster trust, a
great deal of "neighbourliness", and a sense of community.
When asked directly about any risks or c o n c a about
~
living in Swan Hills, very
few people mentioned any concerns or risks (see tables 2 and 3). The majority of
environmental concans people do have is related with the oil and gas industry and forest
fwes (particularly the one that occurred in the summer of 1998). When asked specifically
about the AIbcrta Special Waste Treatment Facility (ASWTF),a majority of responses
were positive. Many feel that the plant is "safe", "comfortable", and it is a "minot'
concern.

The community generally sees the risks associated with the ASWTF as low, and
this is attributed to my reasons: security, control, cultural values, rationalization, and
benefits (see tables 4 to 8). Generally, trust in the community leaders and Bovar, and
"community consensusn (that the plant is a safe), brings about "security" (see table 5) and
assum many that the ASWTF is low a risk. Security is also related to: "understanding"
of PCBs,of what the plant docs, and the processes; having a "choice" during the initial
siting; ud having the "resourcesn to clean up any spills or having access to any sofety
equipment. The "testing" and "monitoring" (by Bovw, provincial, d federal
government) (see table 4) has dso revealed that the PCB emissions an "low quantity"
and most f d there hias been no "immediate impact" (see table 6) in terms of human
health. As a result, the community feels that there is some "controlwover the ASWTF
because it is being watched by the government. Further, although the community does
not generally trust the media, they feel that because the ASWTF is under the watcffil of
the media, Bovar will be committed to higher safety standards.

Many residents feel that Bovar is doing a "responsible" thing because they are
helping to clean up the environment by destroying hazardous "waste" (see table 6). They
also feel this business of cleaning the environment has improved since the government
has turned over the plant to Bovar. The community feels that the "privatization" of the
ASWTF bas made it sefa because standards will be higher with private business.
Further, many f-1 that businesses should not be nm by the government. Finally, many of
the residents regard Bovar as a "corporate citizen", helping and supporting the
community, not only economically, but dso environmentally (see table 8).
Generally, the community does not trust any of the reports of the media. They
feel that the media has not accunteIy reported findings, and has only provided "negative
reports". They also fed that the reports about the ASWI'F fiom the media have been
"sensationalized" and "blown out of proportion" (see table 7).
However, there were some who did mention some concerns with the ASWTF.
Concaas regarding the ASWTF mainly arose due to ''uncertainty" (see table 9). This
uncertainty usually arose because of the incidents (PCB leak and explosion),
"controversy", "conflicting information", "distrust", "health concerns", and "latent
concerns". The greatest cowm the residents have relates to unknown health impacts.
Women with young children and women thinking of having children in the firture were
the ones especially concerned about potential health impacts. These women were
concerned about the unknown impacts on their children or their ability to produce
children. A larger concern that people have with the plant regards ''transportation" of
waste to the plant. People are also concerned with landfills. Many people viewed
incineration of hazardous waste as a "better alternative" than burying or dumping it.

The following tables provide more detailed information on some of the key topics in the
findings:
*Table 1:

Theme

low crimc/violence
nature
aeighbourly
.safe place
small town
family oriented
* see note on tables
,

How People Describe Their Community
How many
How many of the 27
times was thh
topic
mentioned?
28
23
19
16
13

people mentioned the
topic (ua % of the
27)?

1S(66)
16(59)
13(48)
14(52)
12(44)

Wbat percentage of
the intervim is
devoted to tbb
topic?
1.5
.84
-76
-69
.56

Table 2:
Views of Low RisWConctrns
I How many
I How many of the 27
tima w u this
people mentioned the
topic (aa a of the
topic
mentioned?
27)?

Theme

I

/

low concmdplant
low rigkfplant
comfortable
plant sofc

low risklswan hills
minor concern
low conamlswan hills

-

47
34
20
18
15
10
6

I

the interviews L
devoted to tbb
topic?

19(70)
14(3 7)
13(48)
1O(37)
10(37)

q22)

2.2
1.8
.7 1
.76
1.2
.33

4(15)

.36

Table 3:
Views of RisWCoacems
I How many
I How many of the 27
timu was this
pmpk mentioaed the
topic
topic (as a % of the
mentioned?
27)P

Theme

1 What percentage of

1 What percentage of
the iaterviews is
devoted to this
topic?

,-

plant concans
environ issudoil-gas
environ issudf'orest

23
18
15

7(26)
14(52)
10(37)

-59
1.1
.64

fues
landfills
environ issudASWTF

13
10

9(3 3)

.36

7(26)
S(19)

.5 1
.3 1
-31

transportation concerns
environ issudforestrv
environ issuc/wildlife
a

Theme

testing
monitoring

9
6

I

3

I

I

Table 4:
Control
How many timm How m a y of the
w u tbir topic
27 people
mentioned?
mentioned the topic
(as a 3C of the 27)?
49
24

18(67)
17(63)

.23

What percentage
of Ult interviews
h devoted to thh
topic?

2.0
.99

I

Theme

knowledgeunderstandingof PCBs,

plant and process
Resources, equipment
know workers
trust B o w
community consensus
confidence science &
trust govtnunent

choice

Theme

responsible
(community duty)
fmiliarity with hazards
(PCB & oil and m)
waste

medidpoliticpl
privatization (better)
medidblown out of
, proportion
, medidsefisrtionalhd
medidonly negative
rmrt
( medidpushed by media (

(

Table 5:
Security
How many timrr How many of the
was this topic
27 people
mentioned?
mentioned the topic
(Ua 96 o f the 27)?
52
18(67)

I

23
23
19
19
13

1

7
4

1.1
.97
.74

9(3 3)
9(33)

.66

q27)

.23

4(15)

-10

20(74)

37

14(521
12(44)
9(33)

6(u)

7
5
2

4(15)
4( 15)

I

I

2.1

12(44)

38

12
9

topic?

13(48)
1l(4 1)

Table 6:
Cultural Vaium
How many times Bow many or the
was this topic
27 people
mentioned?
mentioned the topic
(nr a % of the 27)?
86
23(85)

20

What percentage
of the interviews
is devoted to this

2(7)

.66

What percentage
of the interviews
b devoted to this
topic?
3.6

Theme

,

worse stuff

low quantities
newness of t e c h o l o ~
worse places
physical propties
no immediate imoact

1 Theme

economic
corporate citizen
environmental
out of province waste
cost benefit

Theme

latent concerns
unknown-uncertainty
controversy

conflict in^ info
health concerns
d i m s t in Bovar

Table 7:
Rationalhtion
How many times How many of the
wu this topic
27 people
mentioaed?
mentioned the topic
(ua K of the 27)?
48
17(63)
37
24
26
22
22

1.9
1.4

18(67)
1O(3 7)
1S(56)

23(85)
1S(56)
1O(3 7)
9(3 3 )
5( 19)

,

.79

I

-66
1.1

16(5 9)
12f44)

Table 8:
Benefits
How many tima How many of the
w u this topic
27 people
mentioned?
mentioned the topic
(as a % of the 27)?
36
21
14
10
10

What percentage
of the inttwiews
is devoted to this
topic?

-94

What percentage
of the interviews
u devoted to tbb
topic?

1.9
1.1
.59
.59
-31

Table 9:
Uncertaintv
How many timet How many of the
w u thh topic
27 people
mentiooed?
mentioned the topic is devoted to thb
(as r 9% of the 27)? topic?
38
1.4
9(33)
19
15
14
8
6

5(19)

q22)
1(4)
3(11)
3(11)

.66
-74

.36
.20
-20

*A Note on the Tiblm
Most of the findings presented here an in the form of tables rather than quotations fiom
the interviews. Although tables are a good way of summarizing a lot of i n f o d o n , it is
important to keep in mind they do not portray the fbil meaning ofwhat many of you said
(quotations are best for this, and will be included in the final report).

I

Why is tbir study being done?
The purpose of this study is to develop an understanding of how people form their
views and opinions of environmental risk In particular, we want to understand better
how people form their views of risk in light of recent events surrounding the site.

Who u k i n g rtudied?
We chose Swan Hitls as a study area because it is the location of the ASWTF (a
potential for environmental risk). We spoke with 3 different groups of people:
communi~leaders, residents of Swan Hills, and workers at Bovar, as each goup may
have different views about risk In total, 27 interviews were conducted and the following
table show the break down (table 10).

Table 10:
Groups iaterviewed

I Communitv Leaders

I

I Residents

I

-

-

Bovar

Total

9
10
8
27

I
I
I

How are the interviews analyzed
All of the audio tapes were typed out to make interview trpnscripts. These
tmnsaipts formed the basis of analysis. The 27 interviews translated into over 300 pages
oftext which has been managed using a computer sofhame package specifically designed
for handling interviews
The basic strategy for interpreting the intemew was reading each transcript,
looking for themes which arose over and over fiom transcript to transcript. To do this
each transcript was broken down into bits of text (paragraphs) and then themes were
attached to them. For example, evay time someone mentioned that Swan Hills was a
safe place, the theme " d e place" would be attached to the paragraph. This process of
reading through the transcripts and looking for themes took me approximately 4 months
to complete. In total. over 200 themes were identified.
Nest Steps
With analysis almost complete, I would like your f d b a c k on my d y s i s (if my
interpretations make s e w ) . It is important that you recognize some of the things
mentioned here in the way you intapret(4) the situation in Swan Hills. Ifyou do not we would like to know about it, since it is my intention to best represent how things were
perceived by you (see attached form).
Anaysis will continue throughout January, and most likely writing the thesis will
start in February. I expect to be completed in the summer of 1999.

How do I ge$ more information about the study?
Obviously not all of the o v a 200 themes w e n presented here. The purpose of
this report was to give you a (relatively) straight-forward sumrmy of what has happened
so far. Ifyou would like more information (e.g. a copy of your t r w a i p t or a complete
list of themddes) please feel fire to contact Daniel Lee or Jamie Baxter (assistant
p r o f i r ) , also a principle investigator in this research.
Daniel Lee
Phone: (403) 220-5584 act. 4768
e m P : dalee@ucalgary.ca

Jamie Buder (supewisor)
Phone: ( 4 3 ) 220-5593
e-mail: baxtej@ucalgary.ca

Participant Feedback Fonn

I would like to give you an opportunity to comment on my interpretations of peoples'
views and opinions of risk in Swan Hills. Below are three questions regarding the
preliminary findings. It would be greatly appreciated if you could take some time to
answer these questions.
1) Do my interpretations make sense with the way you understand environmental risk in

your community?

Yes

No

2) Do you feel that my interpretations are acuarate?

Yes

No

3) Do you hove any other comments?

Appendix F:

Feedback From Participants Regarding Preliminary Findings

L

I

QUESTIONS
YES
1) Do my interpretations make sense with the way you
12
understand environmental risk in your community?
2) Do you f e l that my interpretations are acarrate?
12
TotaJ number of responsa 12 M (44%)

NO

Do you have any other comments?
I think the report expresses well our feelings on the plant and community.

I believe you captured the opinions of the citizens of Swan Hills.

Generally quite good. It would have been nice to see comments &om the media such
as the Edmonton Journal to see if their views have changed over the years or not
Interesting!

